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DILLS:
Good morning.

I'm Senator Ralph Dills and I'm Chair of the Joint

Committee on the State's Economy.

This is a Joint Hearing with the

Senate Committee on Energy and Public Utilities, of which Senator
Joe Montoya is Chair.

It's for the purpose of considering the

economic impact of continuing California's Efficiency Standards
for residential appliances.
The Federal Department of Energy has issued a proposed rule, which
provides that there be no national minimum efficiency standards for
residential standards.

Adoption of this Federal Rule would

pre-empt the California Efficiency Standards and require the
Energy Commission to request an exemption to maintain the State
Standards.
During the hearing, we expect to receive information on California
Standards and

how they benefit the State.

We are particularly

interested in learning how those standards compare with the
findings supporting the proposed Department of Energy rules.
One of the major issues of this hearing is whether California
should continue it's standards.and the economic impact this will
have on manufacturers and consumers and the economy of the state.
Because of the number of persons that have requested to be heard,
we would ask each of you to be as concise as possible in presenting
your

testimon~

and any further remarks will be included as part of

the hearing record.
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As I indicated, it is a Joint Committee, a joint effort, of two
committees, and the Chair of the Committee on Energy and Public
Utilities (E&PU) to my right, Senator Joe 'lontoya.

At this time

if he cares to, we'd like to have some opening remarks from
Senator Montoya.

MONTOYA:
Thank you Senator Dills.

I'm delighted to see that our Senior

Legislators in terms of the Energy Committee and service in the
Senate are with us, along with other parties at this joint hearing.
The subject of Appliance Efficiency Standards has emerged from
news of non-controversy as a key concern of small appliance
manufacturers and wholesalers, as well as past and this administration.
By way of background, with respect for our two senior members of
the Energy Committee, I want to note that the Appliance Efficiency
Standards were among the cornerstones of the post-oil embargo
energy policy, led first by the Warren-Alquist Act, made law in
1976, and directing the Energy Commission to adopt Appliance
Efficiency Standards and followed in 1978 by the Congress with
the National Energy Conservation Policy Act, under President Carter.
Such standards have been considered a key component of our national
goal to reduce dependence on foreign oil.

I, am frankly concerned,

about the Reagan administration's Department of Energy to what I
believe, undercut progressive steps toward energy independence by
the previous administration.
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I'm anxious to hear today, not rhetoric, but to quantify the
hardships of our small businesses and to quantify the savings
of our energy resources.

I hope to identify areas of compromise

where we can mimimize the hardships and maximize the savings
without throwing out our commitment to other small business
strength or energy conservation.
All of this will probably make a little bit more sense when the
new increases come down.'

Southern California Edison is requesting,

I think,probably about a billion dollars in increases.

Southern

California Natural Gas will be requesting about a billion dollars
and including our two phone companies, there will be about another
billion dollars.

So, I'm sure that whatever sense of non-crisis

now exists, will come down on our heads and we'll be looking everywhere to see what we can do along about December.
I wanted to site a couple of figures to you, the California
Energy Commission, and I don't know, perhaps today those figures
can be refuted,

but the California Energy commission, which I

think many of you understand by now, who've followed our committee,
know that we are not always in agreement.

But, I haven't seen

anyone refute their claims today that Californians have saved
$150 million dollars in utility bills due to the Appliance Efficiency
Standards.

Further, the projection that $230 million in additional

fuel cost savings would be here by 1985.

The utility savings for

purchasers of efficient appliances can range from $180-700 over the
life of an appliance.
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One additional comment that I would like to make in my opening
statement that has been talked about by the California
Manufacturer's Association in the past,is the concern for small
business entrepreneurs.

I think that if you will look at our

record and you will find that all of us here have been very
supportive of small business people.

In an international marketplace for appliances, I don't know
if the small business man and his/her competiveness is a real
issue, or a non-issue.
look at today.

That is something that we will have to

One of the important things is that for at

least this budget year we were able to keep 1/2 million dollars
in the Appliance Efficiency Unit at the California Energy Commission.
That was cut down from $1 million.
1/2 million.

But, we did manage to keep

If there is a need to look for furthur reductions

in the future, then we will do so.

But, it is my own personal

belief that we need to have, especially in the process of the
dismantling of the Department of Energy at the federal level,
a concern in leadership on these kinds of issues.

With that,

Mr. Chairman do you want to go ahead.

DILLS:
Thank you Senator Montoya, we
appropriate

tim~

wil~

a little later on, at an

introduce the members of the two committees that

are meeting today.

As I made mention earlier, there is a very

long list of witnesses and so, it is best that we proceed and hear
these witnesses so that we might be able to finish this day, if
possible.
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First on our list of witnesses from the Toward Utility Rate
Normalization Organization, the Executive Director, Sylvia Siegal.

SIEGAL:
Thank you Senator.

MONTOYA:
If she testifies first, then everybody else can just come in and
add an amen, and we'll be done in a hurry.

She'll say it all.

SIEGAL:
You bet.

I come down with fire in my eyes I tell you.

I come down

with fire in my eyes Senator Dills, you ought to know this, because
there was not one consumer that was scheduled to speak, which is
of the utmost concern to all consumers and I would respectfully
suggest that now that Don Woodside knows who a few consumers are,
there are many out there.

You better count them in on every

future meeting of the Joint Economy.

Taking off from where Senator Montoya started.

I would urge this

Joint Committee to also to look into the impacts of more than
$4 billion dollars impending rate utility increases.

The reason

I'm here with such fire in my eyes is not only to declare war
on the ahem on CMA and assorted manufacturers and opposers of the
fine standards that were established under Senator Alquist, but
to bring to you some important information in regard to the impacts
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of standards, or the lack of standards on California users.
I have been involved in standard

setting for both appliances

and residential standards since 1975 when discussions first
started.
scheme.

California led the nation in this innovative important
I've also been a member of the Sacramento Energy Consumer

Advisory Committee, under three separate administrations.

I can

tell you that progress moves slowly and of course, now where
everything is being taken apart.

No way are the manufacturers

going to move into this state, I don't care how they grease the
skids, to unhinge the appliance standards.
important.

They are just too

They are a major investment for users.

Senator mentioned the SOCAL gas hearing, as you know SOCAL filed
its third rate request within the last year for $734 million
dollars.

This means gentlemen, that in almost one year,

the lifeline rates for gas will go from $.24 per therm to $.54.
$.54, this is at the minimum usage.
in rates.

That's over 120% increase

I'm sure you must be aware that appliances consume

80% of the total energy use.

Consumers moving into new houses

have to contend with the appliance stock in place, purchased by
the builders purely on the basis of cost.

What these builders

have not realized, but maybe will after today, is that homebuyers
want quality and efficiency, both in housing, shelves and appliances.

We expect both of them to last the life of the mortgage.

I just

gave up my refrigerator after 27 years of use and I had a hell
of a time trying to find an efficient one, but I could resort to the
information from the Energy Commission before I made that large
investment.
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The builder may be satisfied with schlock, but the buyer is really,
the buyer of new housing, new houses, old houses is really concerned
with the operating costs of the life-cycle of the appliance.
bills now are as much as house payments.

Utility

That's a vital subject

for utility users.

A triple utility bill will confront the householder every month
who must contend with high energy consuming refrigerators,
furnaces, water-heaters and so-on.
save at least $10. a month.

We believe consumers can

We're greatful for every $10. savings.

Over the life-time of an energy efficient appliance, even when
the higher expected rates go into effect, I don't see how any
responsible public official can fore-go savings of $230 million
annually that California standards will represent by 1985.

While

we're concerned about individual savings possible with efficient
appliances, believe it or not gentlemen, we're on the same side
as PG&E in terms of saving energy on the central system.

That

doesn't happen very often, as you know.

The State Chamber and some manufacturers claim high utility
prices alone will produce energy efficient appliances.
absolutely untrue.

That's

I give you the example of the kitchen oven,

maybe you fellows don't cook, but I've cooked for a long time,
as you can plainly see.

MONTOYA:
Let's not stereotype.
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SIEGAL:
If you've had experience over the years with various oven products,
you'll note, as I have, that the newer products are less
than the older products.
Energy

Commission.

efficien~

Incidentally, stoves are not rated by the

I think this is a must.

A stove is a huge

investment.

I call attention to the fact that what we have in California are
merely minimum standards.

I don't think they are high enough.

I don't think they're good enough.

I don't think they cover

enough products.

Senator, I'm sure you must know what the inside of your furnace
looks like, I can barely find my furnace in my house.

I don't

know what the inside of my furnace is suppose to be, I don't know
what central air conditioning is suppose to be.

I rely on

technical experts that we have at the Energy Commission to
evaluate the quality, performance and efficiency of such unseen
but important central system, household appliances.

Without that,

we're dead ducks, and we can't be.

We hear that with new promotional uses of electricity, we also
maybe having heat pumps come on the market.

Again, that's an

unknown product where home users need considerable help.
is considering the impacts on low-income users.

Noone

Now, frankl»

when low income users have to buy a refrigerator or

applianc~

they generally buy a used one, however, the majority of low
income users throughout the state rent, they are faced with
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having to use what they are given in that rental dwelling.

Low

income users, I'm afraid by January will not be able to eat.
either eat or freeze.

It's

That's the kind of choices they're facing,

so some consideration must be given to that segment of the economy.

Finally, I would point out that if you don't want the foreign
competition to move in and decide what consumers want, namely
an efficient and quality product.

If we don't want Japanese

refrigerators flooding the market, as Japanese autos have, please
take note.

Protect our American market.

I'm for buying

&~erican

first, I'm for free enterprise, but I'm for consumers and I'm
for affordability and the only way we can afford any kind of
appliances in the future is through supreme efficiency,
the standards.
forget it.

If you have any idea of shucking it, forget it,

We need to improve the standards.

part of the budget is chintzy, double it.
do a job.

improving

$500,000 for this

Add to it.

Let them

Thank you that's all I have to say.

DILLS:
Thank you very much.

Are there any questions of the witness?

SIEGAL:
I brought with me Senator, r,1ary Solow, member of the Board of
Directors, and President of the California Federation of Consumers.
That's because there are no consumer groups represented on the
rest of the agenda.

DILLS:
Would you care to briefly address us?
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SOLOW:
Thank you Senator for allowing me to testify.
of this hearing until late Friday afternoon.

I did not know
I'm sorry we

couldn't have given you more notice, I wish you could have given
us more notice.

My name is Mary Solow.
of

Californi~

I'm President of the Consumer's Federation

a statewide federation representing numerous

organizations and individuals.

About a million in California,

who've joined together to voice a viewpoint.

I welcome this opportunity to talk to,you briefly about household
appliance energy efficiency standards and their
Californians.

im~ortance

According to the 1970 census, more than 65%

to
of

the people in our state have washing machines and 41% have driers.
As you have already heard this morning 80% of the consumers utility
bill is derived from the use of household appliances such as these.
When buying an expensive

applianc~

consumers usually check to find

out if it is made by a reputable manufacturer, whether it comes
under any warranty protection, is it easy to use, clean, care for
and is well constructed.

Now with soaring utility costs hitting

every part of California and coming down like a sledge hammer on
Southern California, consumers have to know what the operating
costs are going to be.

When I bought my home, which was one of

the first California modern houses, built about 30 years ago, it
had an innovative system of heating called radiant heating.
was in the era of cheap energy.
home in the winter time.

This

It's now prohibitive to heat my

I think consumers have to know what
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kind of reasonable expectations of appliances and other methods
of heating their homes and using their machines are going to be.
The answer can save them hundreds of dollars over the lifetime of
a refrigerator, a freezer, a waterheater, or furnace, if the energy
efficient model is selected.

For those of you who have shopped around for major household appliances,
I don't believe I have to convince you how difficult it is to
evaluate what you're looking at.

Standards and labels are very

helpful in giving the public basic data from which to make an
informed decision to purchase.

California has long recognized

that buyers and sellers are better matched when all come to the
marketplace with accurate information and acknowledge rights and
responsibilities.

In our

stat~

we set up standards before the

federal government ever did1 and I was involved in some of these
hearings many years ago.

I also believe that I can truthfully

make the statement that we Californians want and appreciate these
standards.

Consumers have worked for many years here and in Washington, if the
federal government is dropping theirs, now, more than ever, it is
vital that California continue with ours.

It would seem to me that

a basic common sense approach to this issue is that people need
certain information to allow them to make the wisest purchase on
the marketplace.

It is the hope of the Consumer Federation in

California, that this Committee in the California Legislature
resist any attempt to remove appliance standards in our state
and seek an exemption from the federal rule.

California has a
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proud history of seeking such exemptions when it is in the interest
of people of our state.

Thank you Senators.

DILLS:
Thank you very much for your testimony, any questions for the witness?
Thank you again, we appreciate your testimony.

Next witness, Mr. John Geesman here today?
California Energy Commission.

Executive Director,

Happy to have you.

GEESMAN:
Thank you Senator, good morning.

I filed my prepared testimony

with the Committee and will attempt to distill a few of the salient
facts from it.

I think,as Senator Montoya recited the history of

the California Standards, it became clear what the interaction
between state and federal -

(Montoya: Can you hear him back there?) -

I think as Senator Montoya indicated in reciting the history of
the California Standards, the interaction between federal and state
law on this question became rather clear.

The Warren-Alquist Act

directed the Commission to aqopt appliance standards in 1976.
1977 we did so.

In

A number of other states adopted the California

Standards for use in their own jurisdictions.

In 1978 Congress

abandoned the previous yoluntary guidelines; for applianc'e
efficiency directed the Department of Energy to adopt mandatory
appliance standards.

In 1980, as you know, there was a change in

administrations and a change of philosophies in Washington, with
respect to appliance standards.
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An investigation of the General Accounting Office revealed that
DOE had persistently revised its energy savings estimates downward
for appliance standards, after the arrival of the Reagan administration,
until the estimates made in 1982 of savings that could be attributable
to standards were 1/5 of the size of the savings projected in 1980.

Under the federal law, DOE has the ability, if they do not find the
magnitude of savings to be significant to determine, not to
standards.

adop~

the

The law was set up so that once the standards were

adopted, they would preempt state standards.
a great deal of sense.

I think that makes

There is no reason why the level of

efficiency established by California Standards and in other states
as well, could not be applied nationwide.

DOE,however, in what I

think is a perversion of the original intent of Congress, chose to
find the level of savings were not significant, but nevertheless
the state standards should be preempted.

Even DOE's lowest estimate,

5.2 quads, or quadrillion BTU's of savings is significant.
quads is the equivalent of 895 million barrels of oil.

5.2

That's

larger than Congress' goal in the strategic petroleum reserve.

5.2

quads would satisfy all of California's liquid fuel requirements
for nearly 2 years and at $30 a barrel the value of 5.2 quads of
energy savings exceeds 26.7 billion dollars.

So, you ask yourself,

in the impact of appliance standards on the national economy, we're
talking, even using DOE•s lowest estimates, 26.7 billion dollars
worth of savings, and appliances are significant consumers of
energy.

According to DOE, home appliances consume about 19.5%

of the nations total energy use and over 80% of total residential
use.

California we've targeted our standards at the major house-
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hold end uses.

I think as Ms. Siegal indicated, that has potentially

caused some concern for consumers.

We don't regulate toasters,

we don't regulate washing machines, we don't regulate stoves. Instead
we've concentrated on the few major energy uses in the house.

For

air conditioning 30,000 barrels of oil a day are used in California.
For refrigerators, 65,000 barrels of oil a day are used in California.
For water heaters, 105,000 barrels of oil a day.
200,000 barrels of oil a day.
covered by the State Standards.

For space heaters,

Those are the principal appliances
By 1985, we estimate that

California's Appliance Standards will save utilities around 230
million dollars/~ear in fuel costs.

That's why the continuance

of the State Standards is supported by Southern California Edison,
San Diego Gas and Electric, and PG&E.

We have devised the State Standards in such a way that consumers
receive a quick payback in reduced utility bills from their
implementation.

For example, gas water heater, under the California

Standards would cost about $20. more to purchase than a water
heater without the standards.
the life of that water heater.

It results in $182. of savings over
A savings of about $18. a year.

So, the standard with gas heaters takes about a year to pay for
itself.

An electric water heater is going to cost you about

$30. more to buy, will save $702. over the life of the appliance,
a savings of about $70. a year.

It takes less than six months

to pay for itself for an electric water heater.

With refrigerators

the added first cost is $60., the accumulative savings $405., the
savings per year $29.

It takes about two years then for the

standard to pay for itself in the area of

~e£rigerators.

For
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gas furnaces the added first cost is $70., accumulative savings
$700., savings per year, about $35.

It takes a couple of years

for standards on the gas furnaces to pay for themselves.
are a quick pay back.
for consumers.

These

These standards are designed to be economic

DOE itself acknowledged the manufacturers will

not supply the national market with appliances as efficient as
those already required by California until 1995.

In the case of

water heaters and room air conditioners, and beyond 2005 in other
cases.

Some reason to believe in theoretical economics that the

market would work better than that.
it does not.

The findings have been that

Those findings have been supported by a number of

researchers that have looked at this question.

The General Accounting

Office concluded that market forces in the appliance industry
are not responsive to increases in energy prices, despite a 40%
increase in natural gas prices between 1975 and 1978, GAO found
that the average efficiency of gas furnaces remained essentially
the same during that period.

According to the GAO about 1/2

of the home furnaces and rental air conditioners are purchased
by builders of new homes.

This is getting to the question of

why the market does not work the way in which an abstract economist
would think that it does.

Very few appliances covered by the

standards are in fact purchased directly by the end consumer.
He estimate in California about 70% of the appliances covered
by our standards are purchased by builders or apartment landlords.

With respect to the purchases in new construction,

most of those

decisions as to which appliances to install are made by builders
before the homebuilder comes into the picture.

A 1980 survey
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by the National Association of Homebuilders Researchers Foundation
revealed that 61% of builders do not consider energy efficiency
when choosing appliances for new homes.
There's no reason they
lowest
should, they're oriented toward the/first cost, relatively
insensitive toward operating cost.

In fact, 5 of the 6 major

manufacturers visited by the GAO in it's research acknowledged
that future operating costs are not a major consideration in
builder's decisions of which appliances to put in new homes.
The industry itself acknowledges that.

A survey of it's membership

by the heating and air conditioning industries found strong
industry support for the California Standards.

74% of those

surveys thought that manufacturers and suppliers would begin
to promote less expensive and less efficient units if there were
no minimum standards.

88% felt that without minimum standards

the average building contractor would buy less efficient units.
60% of survey respondents wanted the California Standards continued
60% felt that if the Energy Commission were to petition the
federal government to avoid preemption, that the industries should
support that petition.

PG&E did some behavioral research on refrigerator purchases aimed
at the individual consumer.

As I indicated, most of the appliances

covered by the standards are not purchased by the consumers, but
how do you and I stack up in our buying decisions.

According to

PG&E's behavioral research, energy efficiency has very little impact
on the purchasers decision of which appliance to buy.

68% of the

customers surveyed did not ask sales people in the store about
energy efficiency in the store.

70% of the sales people did not
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even discuss energy efficiency with the customer.

Frankly,

consumers are concerned about alot of other things than energy
efficiency when they buy a new appliance.

We found that the standards, which were established after an
exhaustive public hearing process, in which most of the organizations
coming before you today participated actively.

The standards have

been applied and enforced in California for the last several
years with very little controversy.

I think they are well worth

continuing,in some instances where economically justified, well
worth expanding.

I would leave you with the notion, I believe Ms. Siegal referred to,
competition from abroad.

I should say, the most efficient Japanese

refrigerator is currently 40% more efficient than the most efficient
comparable California model.

We

that type of situation before

in automobiles. Currently, energy prices are not high enough for
consumers to rank energy efficiency as a very high criterian in
their purchases of appliances.

When they do, we should not have

the American appliance industry positioned the same way that the
American automotive industry was positioned in the 1970's, quite
vulnerable to foreign competition.

That concludes my testimony Senator.

DILLS:
Thank you very much.

Appreciate you bringing to the attention

of the committee those facts and opinions and we are now ready
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to respond if there are

~ny

questions.

MONTOYA:
I'll just ask again, you said that the most efficient Japanese
refrigerator, energy efficient refrigerator is 40% more efficient
than the best American model we have.

GEESMAN:
That's right.

HONTOYA:
That's something we ought to remember.

Like you said, it happened

with automobiles.

DILLS:
Thank you very much.

Next witness, Margaret Gardner, Natural Resources Defense Council.

GARDNER:
Thank you for this opportunity to address the crucial issues
surrounding the California's Appliance Efficiency Standards.

I

am a research associate with the Natural Resources Defense Council,
and prepared this testimony with Dr. David Goldstein, who is a
senior scientist in our West Coast Office.

NRDC is a national

environmental organization that has been active in energy issues
for 8 years.

Recent rate hikes have been of tremendous concern
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to consumers and manufacturers.

With further rate hikes pending

California's economic future is darkening.

Continued rate hikes

can only be minimized or eliminated through the implementation
of low cost conservation.

Appliance efficiency standards are

a prime example of such conservation.

They represent possibly

the largest, cheapest and most secure energy resource to Californians.
We recommend that current California Standards not only be continued,
but by stiffened.

Today the Appliance Efficiency Standards save significant amounts
of energy, but they are too lenient.

They do not even closely

minimize the lifetime cost of appliances and they don't approach
efficiencies that are possible to obtain in the market today.
Strengthened standards could save at least 11 billion dollars
in power plant construction in the next 25 years.

Let me give 2 examples of where California Standards should be
strengthened.

One is in refrigerators, consumers spend over a

billion dollars a year to operate refrigerators.

This could be

reduced by 70% using known technologies with no loss in features
or amenities.

As other speakers have already noted, the Japanese

currently market refrigerators that achieve much of this savings.
Better refrigerator efficiencies would cost about 1 l/2 cents a
kilowat hour.

Securing new energy supply to produce this type

of electricity would cost 5 times that amount.

Turning to the case of air conditioners, air conditioners on the
market today exceed California Standards by 20-40%.

They produce
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a savings of $250. per kilowat of peak power.

This could be compared

to the $700-5,000 per kilowat that utilities face to secure peak
power.

As these examples show, the cost of improving appliance

efficiency is much less than securing new energy supply.
Efficient standards are therefore the only way to eliminate or
minimize utility cost hikes.

A major question is, could these savings be achieved through market
forces alone instead of through standards.

Opponents to standards

assert that market forces would obtain the same amount of savings
as standards.
contention.

However, they present no data to support this
The facts show that standards are responsible for

historic efficiency improvements.

For example, an often sited

figure is that refrigerator efficiency has improved 58% since
1972, due to market forces.

At least on one level this is a

suspicious claim, because state standards were implemented and
federal standards were threatened over that time period.
market did not exist.

A free

From a more scientific point of view,

let's look at how those efficiencies improved, since 1972.

In refrigerators, all efficiencies that were lower than the
California Standard have disappeared from the market.

In

air conditioners efficiency improvements occured in big jumps
that corresponded to the timing and level of California Standard.
Finally, the evidence for water heaters.

Cost effective methods

to improve water heater efficiency beyond the California Standard
have been available for years, yet virtually all electric water
heaters in California barely do comply with the California Standard.
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Consumers are not chosing cost effective technologies to improve
efficiency.

These data support the theory that standards are

responsible for efficiency improvement, because least efficient
varieties disappeared from market.

If market forces had been

responsible for the efficiency improvements, the data would have
shown a widening in range of efficiency.

Now, this is true

because high efficiency appliances would be demanded by consumers
as electricity prices increased.

While low efficiency prices

would be demanded by consumers who don't pay the utility bill,
like landlords and building contractors.

You would thus see

efficiencies widen, this is not what the data says.

I would like to produce one more piece of evidence that the market
fails to provide efficiency improvement.

If the market worked,

the most efficient appliances would be purchased with the highest
electricity costs.

Contrary to

thi~

one manufacturer of air

conditioners found that in New York, which has the highest electricity
costs in the country and in Florida, which has the longest cooling
season, average air conditioner efficiencies were equal to efficiencies
found in the rest of the nation.

Market forces did not encourage

consumers to buy efficient appliances.

Standards are therefore

the only reliable alternative to achieve utility savings, excuse
me, they achieve savings that are possible in appliances.

I would

also like to point out, as other speakers did, that it is not really
that astonishing that the market fails in the case of appliances.
A large portion of appliances are purchased by building contractors,
who have little interest in efficiency, and when they are interested
in efficiency, they do not mimimize life-cycle costs.

So, the most
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efficient appliances are not bought by building contractors.
Additionally, 45% of state residents are renters, and they have
no control of the efficiency of their appliances.

For the

rest of appliance sales, the information barriers prevent consumers
from minimizing appliance cost.

A major piece of evidence to support the claim that market forces
work is DOE's recent proposal of a no-standard-standard.
propose to eliminate appliance efficiency standards.

They

However,

DOE's analysis and conclusion are flawed by legal and analytical
errors.

Let me give just a few examples.

First, DOE's findings

are·based on unfounded beliefs that market forces save as much
as standards.

We've just talked about that.

They ignore the

adverse effect that the elimination of state standards would
have an appliance efficiency.

Three, DOE's computer model assumes that historical efficiency
improvements are due to market forces, which they are not.

Four,

DOE's set limits on the savings that are theoretically and
technologically possible, that are below efficiencies that are
currently marketed today.
appliances.

They did not assess high efficiency

DOE has determined that 40,000 megawats of savings

from appliance efficiency standards, which is equivalent of 40
large power plants is insignificant.

Of course DOE's proposal

is important, because it brings out state standards, including
California, however, we believe that preemption of state standards
in unlikely, at least in California.

If DOE finalizes it's

current flawed proposal, litigation is inevitable.

Even in the
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unlikely eventuality that the courts should uphold a DOE's current
proposal, California can petition for an exemption that we believe
would be readily sustained.

Therefore, even with the threat of

a federal no-standard recommendation, California cannot rely on
market forces and should protect manufacturers, consumers and the
California economy by strengthening its current standards.
Appliance efficiency standards assist non-appliance manufacturers
by keeping rates down.

Additionally, appliance manufacturers,

as has been pointed out previously, by preventing foreign industry
from undercutting the domestic market with high efficiency products.

Consumers are also protected by standards, rates are minimized and
low appliance costs are insured.

Low income and renters are

especially helped, since they often have no control over the
efficiency of their appliances but:have to pay the utility bills.

Additionally, strengthening standards allow Legislators to take
positive steps towards resolving the utility bill crunch.

If

you support standards, utility bills can stabilize and you can
point to the positive steps that you took in that regard.

On the

other hand, if you rely on non-existent market forces, utility
rates will continue to increase and you will have nothing to
say to unhappy constituents when they approach you with their
utility bills.

We conclude that the overall impact of the strengthened California
Standards are favorable for everyone, and recommend that California
strengthen its current standards.

We also recommend that th.i?s be done in
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conjunction with the Pacific Northwest Power Planning Council to
achieve a unified and strong west coast standard.

The Power

Planning Coucil is now planning stringent standards for Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and Western Montana.

We recommend that the

Legislature provide encouragement and funding to the California
Energy Commission to update California's obsolete standards and
to defend the state's interest against a federal no standard
recommendation.

Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to speak
and I would welcome any questions.

DILLS:
Any questions of this witness by any member of the committee?

SCHMITZ:
Yes Mr. Chairman, I apologize for coming in late and apologize
to the witness ...

DILLS:
Before proceeding, may I call attention to the fact that all of
the members of the committee who are here are Senators.

It may

well be that the Assembly is still in session) I don't know.

To

your extreme left is Senator John Schmitz, member of the Joint
Committee on the State's Economy, next to him is Senator Marz Garcia
who is a member of the Energy and Public Utilities Committee, you've
already met the Chair of the Committee on Energy and Public
Utilities, Senator Joe Montoya and I'm Senator Ralph Dills,
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Chair of the Joint Committee on the State's Economy and to your
extreme right, right winger, Senator Alfred Alquist, who is member
of the, senior member I think,of the Committee on Energy and Public
Utilities, also Chair of the Finance Committee of the Senate.
I couldn't neglect to point out that the Senator's are on the job.

Senator Schmitz has a question.

SCHMITZ:
Yes, and I may have had my question answered in the first paragraph
of your testimony, which I have a printed copy here, tells about
an organization with which I am unfamiliar, but it's included in
the first paragraph so I'll read it.

Thank you.

GARDNER:
I'm glad it is covered.

DILLS:
Any other questions?

MONTOYA:
Just for public interest and attention to the committee membership,
you'll recall that this whole session we dealt with the Assembly's
rather rhetorical approach to utility rates and the conclusion
we needed to citizens utility board.

I would note

a~d

I would

ask, you've indicated that the Natural Resource Defense Council
has given testimony before the Public Utilities Commission and
there are 6,000 members in California, is that correct?
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So, you are a viable, non-profit, consumer oriented, ratepayer
oriented group of people who have testified before the PUC.

GARDNER:
We are, but we are primarily an environmental organization and the
other issues are, of course, a concern to us, but are not primary.

MONTOYA:
Also, for the public record, Sylvia Siegal, from TURN - how many
members do you have?

What is the make up of that organization?

SIEGAL:
We have individuals, organizations and we are supported as well
by public independents.

MONTOYA:
But, you can't give us a number.

SIEGAL:
I can't quantify.

MONTOYA:
But, you have also testified before the PUC, on many occasions
successfully?

SIEGAL:
We litigate daily.
rently.

Sometimes in as many as 4 proceedings concur-
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MONTOYA:
And, a third group, which reprensents about 10% of the groups that
we have in California, again, talking about that need or non-need
for the citizens utility board.

Mary Solow, you're from the Consumer Federation of California?
Have you testified before the PUC?

SOLOW:
We have.

We represent 120 organizations, cooperatives, credit

unions, groups that are interested in bread and butter issues.

MONTOYA:
120 organizations?

SOLOW:
Approximately, there is at least a minimum of that.

MONTOYA:
Thank you.

ALQUIST:
If I may, I have some suggested questions here for Ms. Gardner,
so I thought I'd go ahead and ask them.

GARDNER:
Good.
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ALQUIST:
Do these current California standards, efficiency standards,
limit the selection of appliances on the market, as to variety
and price?

GARDNER:
Yes, efficiency standards increase the purchase price, but they
lower the lifetime price of the appliance.
less energy, so it's cheaper to run them.
it.

Because you're using
Of course, it limits

Specifically, it's suppose to limit it to only - I mean, the

inefficient appliances are axed from the market.
have fewer to select from.

Therefore, you

Although the same features, I imagine

are incorporated into the efficient appliances.

The manner in

which appliances are made efficient are also important.

Just one

example, I think it is room air conditions, it may be central.
Manufacturers claim that making them efficient decreases their
ability to de-humidify the air, thereby they are less comfortable
to consumers.

This is the cheapest way to increase efficiency

and there are other alternatives that are slightly more expensive,
but with no loss in the de-humidifying capacity.

ALQUIST:
Are there fewer appliances available to the consumer when he goes
to a department store to buy - well, if I want to go buy a new
heater?

Are there fewer for me to chose from now that we have

these standards?
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GARDNER:
Sure, there are fewer, because the inefficient ones were taken from
the market.

As far as features go, if you're looking for a

refrigerator of a certain color, those are still available, I
imagine in every color that there ever was before.

So that

features are not diminished nearly as much as the number of
appliances.

ALQUIST:
Suppose we didn't have these efficiency standards, do you think
that free competition between various manufacturers would bring
about reduced consumption of energy?

GARDNER:
I think that competition among manufacturers would produce low
purchase price.

Because that is what is most important to consumers

when they walk into a store.

If your furnace has gone out, you're

very concerned about - I want to get it into today - I don't want
to be cold tomorrow.

You don't look at efficiency, you don't ask

the person who's selling it about efficiency.
at labels, because they are very confusing.
to go for cheap purchase price.

You often don't look
Manufacturers are going

I've noted historical data showing

that efficiency improvement since 1972 are not due to market forces
and competition, they're due to efficiency standards.

ALQUIST:
So, you're convinced that if we're going to have more energy
efficient appliances, we're going to have to mandate requirements?
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GARDNER:
Yes, especially, one could argue/and I think it is important
that consumers become educated and they get educated when they
get their electricity bill.

But, that's why we point out so

frequently that consumers often have no choice.

If you are a

renter, the refrigerator in the home when you move in is the one
you are going to use.

ALQUIST:
You think that mandating these standards has any impact on California's
economy, impact on the small business person?

One of them suggested

here that California standards are imposed, constantly changing,
once they change they can no longer sell that appliance without
reducing the price?

GARDNER:
I'm glad you brought that issue up.

On the national level, less

than 5% of appliance sales are sold by small businesses.
is a big manufacturing business.

Appliances

In California, if small businesses

are concerned about meeting standards, -

ALQUIST:
Let's clarify this a little bit.

Are we talking about manufacturers,

only small businesses manufacture 5%, or are we talking about the
retailer that sells to the public.
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GARDNER:

I think that figure, and I'd happy to clarify it in writing, is
appliances sold.

But, I'll certainly get back to you on that.

As I was going to say, in California, for small manufacturers, a
very important thing if they are having trouble retooling, or are
having trouble to get money to retool.
part of the market, and

woul~

Since it is such a minor

therefore, not effect savings very

much, would be to give them either extensions to meet the California
standard, or to provide low cost loans to retool.

These are

viable options for small manufacturers and would give them a chance
to make the kind of equilibration between the small and large
manufacturers.

I don't know that small manufacturers are that

hindered.

ALQUIST:
I don't think that we are as much concerned about the small

a
manufacturer as we are the retail dealer of/thousand retail
outlets of the larger manufacturers.

GARDNER:

Well, the retail dealer is going to be selling a more expensive
appliance and therefore, have a larger markup in making more
money with efficient appliances.
concerned about.

That's what the consumer is

If they take a 10% markup on a refrigerator

that costs $500, and an efficient one costs $650.
$6.50.

They get another
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ALQUIST:
Yeah, but suppose you can only sell one of those expensive models,
whereas you could sell three of the less expensive models?

GARDNER:
Demand - if a consumer is responding to appliance cost, the increased
cost, if they are educated would realize that it would be offsetting
utility savings, so it would not detour them.

On the other hand,

another thing that we would urge, along with strengthened standards
is utility rebates.

Utility rebates for efficient appliances go

well beyond the California standard would be sound policy for all
utilities.

ALQUIST:
You're convinced that mandating these efficiency standards would
improve California's economy.

GARDNER:
Yes, I am.

May I point out in one manner how.

little bit further information.

If you'd like a

If you do not promulgate, or if

you do eliminate California's current standard, PG&E and other
utilities cannot depend on the savings that they now count on
from those standards.

In other words, they have to project in

the next 20 years, what appliances are going to come in, and how
their efficiencies are going to work.

From all the testimony we

have seen from utilities, they do not believe that the market
force will increase efficiency.

They believe that if the standards

are taken away, they will not be able to count on efficient
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appliances and will have to build more power plants to meet demands.
As they build them, you're going to run into alot more rate
increases.

They are alot more expensive than the standards.

ALQUIST:
I'm afraid that I'll have to agree with you, since I carried
the legislation that imposed these standards.

But, there is also

an old saying that there is no product made that what some
manufacturer might make it cheaper and some fool who doesn't care
about it's efficiency will buy it.

GARDNER:
Very true.

DILLS:
Senator Russell has joined us, and before we give him an opportunity
to ask his question, we're going to point out that he is a Senator
along with all of us here.

We concluded Senator Russell before

you got here that the Assembly must still be in session in Sacramento,
because we're only Senators here.

It's good to have him here for

two reasons, it balances up the democrats and republicans evenly,
also, it puts him over with the right wingers, from your standpoint
and that ...

ALQUIST:
Mr. Chairman, another point might be that, all of the Assembly are
up for reelection this year and probably are out campaigning if they
are not in session.
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DILLS:
Well, I don't think that Senator Russell would agree to that.

I'm

certain that Senator Montoya wouldn't agree to that.

That's not consequential today.

Senator Russell is not only a member of the Senate Energy and
Public Utilities Committee, Chairman of a sub-committee on
, but also is a member of the Joint Committee on the State's
Economy.

RUSSELL:
Go

, with all that, I've just about forgotten my question.

talk

You

a manufacturer and what he's going to do and what the

consumer is going to do and would it not be simpler for the
manufacturers, rather than to design the product for California's
market, would it not be profitable for them to set up big retail
warehouses in Nevada and Arizona, like they have done as a result
of the inventory tax, to evade that, and sell products to companies
would take orders in California and go with a truck in a
wholesale lot and bring them in from other places, in some sort
of a ...

Why would that not happen?

To the detriment to the

California wholesalers, retailers, whatever.

GARDNER:
As I understand what you're saying, they manufacture them elsewhere,
they meet the California standards, then truck them into California.
No, I'm missing the question I guess.
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RUSSELL:
They sell what they are selling in the other 49 states, they sell
them in Nevada, Oregon, Arizona and a large number of them are
then brought into California.

GARDNER:
Oh, I see, then sold second hand.

RUSSELL:
No, because they are less expensive, they don't have to meet the
standards because they are sold in another state.

GARDNER:
I think I understand, as manufacturers sell them in other states
they have, they are currently producing a California line, is, as
I understand, California law covers all those new refrigerators
sold in California.

RUSSELL:
These are not sold in California, they are sold in Nevada.

GARDNER:
You're saying it's a burden to manufacturers to produce two lines
of equipment, one being a non-standard and one being ••.

RUSSELL:
Wouldn't you say that:
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GARDNER:

I would say that there are historical examples, one is in
refrigerators, where the efficiency improvements were cheap
enough to do to meet California's standards, so that it became
the only refrigerator that was sold in the nation.

All 50 states

meet California efficiency.

RUSSELL:

How about answering my question though:

GARDNER:

I think that it is a burden on manufacturers in the sense that
're right, they do have to produce two lines. I think that the
bene

t to California is much greater than the detriment to

manufacturers.

RUSSELL:

Well, a manfacturer, let's assume that he's in the money for the
buck, not in money to benefit California, or any other state.
to do a good job, have a good product, sell it, make money.

Wants
So

feels he can do that by selling, setting up some kind of
aparatus in the surrounding states where Californians can come
or somebody can takeorders that are purchased in these other states
and bring them in.

They just distribute them.

Let's assume for a minute that it makes economic sense.
prevent that from happening?

What would
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GARDNER:
Probably consumer behavior.

If your refrigerator breaks down,

which is most of the time when you replace appliances.

Or your

dishwasher, air-conditioner, you don't drive to Nevada to get it
replaced.

RUSSELL:
I guess you don't understand my question.

GARDNER:
You don't even drive to an outlet.

Say an outlet came to San

Francisco, who distributed Nevadan refrigerators after taking
orders, that's what you're saying right?

RUSSELL:
Well, I get my appliances repaired at the appliance outlet, either
GE or RCA or whatever, set up in the area.

I don't necessarily

go back to the retailer where I bought my equipment.

GARDNER:
Where do you purchase your equipment, from a retailer such as
GE?

If they sell them in California, they're going to have to

meet the California standards, and that's the problem.

I guess I'm not really able to answer your question at this point.
I'll be happy to think about it and write, if I can come up with a
better response.
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DILLS:

Geesman, would you help us on that point.

I think I might have an

answer, but yours could be better.

GEESMAN:
Executive

rector of the Energy Commission.

I believe that our

attornies would interpret that as there having been a sale in
California, and such appliances would be covered by the standards.
If not, we have not been made aware of the type of pattern that
you're talking to and in fact our appliance surveys have shown
an overwhelming level of compliance on the part of the retailers
with the standard.

I think that that is because of some voluntary

enforcement on the part of manufacturers and the retailers.

RUSSELL:

As long as Mr. Geesman is here may I ask him some questions on this
part of the summary of DOE findings and conclusions regarding the
need for national appliance efficiency standards?

Are you familiar with that ?

GEESMAN:
I believe I am.

DILLS:

He's testified earlier.
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RUSSELL:
I won't go over that then.

SCHMITZ:
Getting back to Senator Russell's question, and Mr. Geesman's answer,
basically you were comparing it to the use tax that we have if you
buy an automobile out of state and you do have to pay state sales
tax on that.

Is that the comparison you were making, that an

appliance purchased out of state, would have been deemed, purchased
outside of the state to be used in the state, would be deemed
to be purchased in the state and, therefore, it would have to meet
the requirement for California.

Is that what you were basically

saying?

GEESMAN:
Actually, I heard Senator Russell's example to involve orders being
taken in California.

I believe our attornies would consider that

to be a sale such as would trigger enforcement of our standards.

SCHMITZ:
Of course, I envisioned something else.

It's not unusual for

Californians to go to Nevada or Arizona and they're even dealing
through the mail and mail order house.

What you're basically

talking about is the basic possibility or even probability of a
black market in cheaper, traditional, non-efficient, if you want
to call them that, non-efficient appliances.
we still have a relatively free country.
envisioned, might work against that.

What's to keep, and

Although what's being

But, we still have a relatively
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free country, and people are free to go across the state line or
even write across the state line and purchase out of state.

GEESMAN:
Nothing in the standards would prevent that.

SCHMITZ:
Therefore, Senator Russell raises the question, are you not therefore
working against the interest of California wholesalers, retailers
and manufacturers.

All you're really doing is as much as the

tax, what is it that we did away with, warehousing - inventory
tax.

It's driving warehousing into our neighboring states, so

we did away with the inventory tax.

Are you not going to be

driving retail business out of California.

Granted, if I might

put even a sociological twist on it, which the members of the
other party are always using.

It's going to hit the poor, because

they don't run off to Las Vegas as often as my party members do.

And, or they don't figure these things out.
buying at there local outlet.

They are stuck with

I think there is what is a major

problem or minor problem, the purchaser has a knack of getting
around this type of thing.

One of the knacks they may utilize

in getting around this is simply to drive business out of
California.

I don't think Senator Russell's basic question has

really been addressed yet by either of you.

If you are going to

compare it to the use tax, there is an easy way of leasing the
use tax before you get into that.

Because you have to register
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our car to drive it here.

As soon as you register a car bought

out of state, to drive it here.

They say, yes, we'll register

your car here, but you have to go down to the Board of Equalization
and pay a use tax, which turns out to be exactly the same as a
sales tax.

So, you don't really, you really can't buy cars out

of state to drive them here.

But, are we going to have to license

all appliances to come up with a policing activity here - and aren't
we not just creating a horrendous monster here.

Although the

tendency is to make the states administer to sub-divisions of the
federal government.

Which, they were never intended to be.

Yet,

we still have, we haven't reached that point yet, they still have
an independence of action on this type of activity.
they do.

As long as

As long as we have the mobility, at least of some special

sectors of California, are you not just going to, for major
appliances anyway, are you just not going to drive them out of
state.

They don't even have to drive there.

They could just call,

long distance phone call and order it out of there.

Then, are you

going to have to be monitoring phone calls, working with the
federal government through the postal service, to make sure they
are not ordering things out of state, for use inside the state
to get around the requirements?

GEESMAN:
I think that is totally unlikely.

I tend to agree with you that

when water heaters are outlawed, only outlaws would have water
heaters, but I don't think that the current standards work that.
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SCHMITZ:
No you're just making more outlaws.
Wisconsin.

Let's face it.

I grew up in

Because it is a big dairy state, they outlawed margarine.

So, you had a big business on the Illinois border of people buying
margarine and bringing it in.
eaten margarine,
down

People who wouldn't even have

just liked the excitement of margarine running

into the Illinois border.

If you think this is unlikely,

you haven't experienced a facet of life that most of us have.

GEESMAN:
Well, I think you would have seen it by now Senator, these standards
have been in effect for 3 and 4 years.

SCHMITZ:
Which is that?

GEESMAN:
These standards have been in effect for 3 and 4 years and I am
unaware of any reports of exodus of consumers to Reno or Las Vegas
to buy there refrigerators and furnaces.

SCHMITZ:
Well, they've been enforced, but changes are envisioned, or else
we wouldn't be holding this hearing.

GEESMAN:
What we're holding the hearing about, I believe, is the threat
on the part of the federal government to pre-empt the state
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standards with a federal no-standard standard.

SCHMITZ:
Which would wipe out the California standards, which you feel are
not driving anyone out of the state right now.

GEESMAN:

I have not heard of one single instance of that.

SCHMITZ:
It just may not have taken effect - it may be a lagging effect.

What I mean is - I'm serious about that - because undoubtedly there
is a push for the federal standard and the lag effect is such that
it's going to take effect and they are trying to push the federal
standard, before it takes effect.

GEESMAN:

Senator, with the climate today, about regulation, I'm sure that
we would have heard about any retail businesses that were being
forced out of the state because of the current California standards.

SCHMITZ:
Why then is there a push for the federal no-standard standard?

GEESMAN:

Because you have a change that has gone on in Washington, over the
past two years in which, I believe, for idealogical reasons, a
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belief in market forces is being put forward, is totally contrary
to the existing data and research in the appliance standards area.

SCHMITZ:
In a sense, that is a reflection upon a general move, as expressed
by the election of the present administration in Washington D.C.

GEESMAN:
Perhaps, but I'm not certain that any voters were motivated by
appliance standards in casting their ballots.

SCHMITZ:
No.

That's very cute to say that, but they were rebelling definitely

against the general principal of over government regulation, of
which this is a part.

DILLS:
Thank you Senator Schmitz.

Thank you Mr. Geesman.

Just as I completed bragging about the fact that only Senators
were here, we are very pleased and happy that we have been
joined by a member of the Joint Committee on the State's Economy,
Assemblywoman Teresa Hughes.

Happy to have her and we're seated

here, from the standpoint of the audience, and we're glad to have
you in the extreme right wing - as John Schmitz is our left winger
today.

HUGHES:
I can handle it.
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DILLS:
Senator Montoya, a comment or a question?

MONTOYA:
Well, I would hope that the rest of the people who testify would
address themselves to what I think is a real consideration, from
the questions that have been raised recently by Senator Russell
and Senator Schmitz.

I don't think that we're getting to the

heart of the matter.

I'd like to restate, what I think, as

Chairman of the Energy Committee, is the problem.

The problem is that we have a federal government that is now
of the opinion, whatever the idealogy, I don't think that is
necessarily important.

But, whether or not the federal government

should continue to try to lead the way in part of what should
be an energy policy, that is good for our own national interest
and benefit.

There are those who believe, and continue to

believe in this administration, that it's best to leave it open
to the free marketplace.

I think that in this area of energy

it isn't good national policy.

As important as we are in California,

if there are no standards at the federal level it will be very
difficult for California to do anything - it will be impossible
to do anything.

But, I think that, again, the important consideration

given what we stated earlier - that the Japanese refrigerator, for
one example, is already the best Japanese model is already 40%
more efficient than any American model that we can provide.

It

kind of points out to you something that may be happening in the
appliance industry that happened in the automobile industry.

From
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the standpoint of national policy, should we have a national policy,
or should we not have a national policy.

I think that Monday

morning, quarterbacking, looking into the automobile industry
and whatever else is happening would dictate that we need to have
a national standard.

California would not be able to do it by itself

and I think that one thing that we look at, those of us, Senator Alquist
was with us last year on an energy tour that we took that was
considered a junket by the press, was that in Japan, where you have
94% energy importers, 94% energy importers - in terms of their
policy, the bankers, the business people, the government, everybody
is together on reducing the need for oil after 2 oil embargo problems,
in 74 and the more recent one.

That's one consideration.

What is

really important in terms of energy policy and is it significant.
I think that dealers have been bandied around in terms of
absolute dollars that are saved, in terms of energy efficiency.
I think it is an important consideration.

The other, which I think especially the CMA and others should address
themselves to, is whether or not we really are talking about - you
know one of the reasons, one of the driving forces Senator Schmitz,
apparently for the stepping back of the standard is that the effect
on small businesses and small manufacturers.

I'd like for the

business community, the chamber of commerce, the CMA, to show me
today, what kind of competitive small manufacturers we have in the
United States or in California.
can come up with that.

You know what - I don't think you

So, it's really like I said, I think,

disprove me if I'm wrong, that we're talking about small business
manufacturers.

I don't think that that's a relevent question.
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If they are not competitive from a CMA or chamber of commerce
perspective, should we try to save them.
save Chrysler Corp.

Just like we tried to

So, it's kind of a mixed bag Senator Schmitz,

about what we ought to be doing, or ought not to be doing.

If in

fact, the figures are correct, 5% of the appliances are sold by
small businesses, there is a reason, which I don't think the young
lady covered here, that's because you go to the local large retail
outlet, they're the ones who have the line of credit, they're the
ones who have their own credit cards, their own revolving charges.
That's why people buy there.

You go to a small businessman today,

there is no question that because there is less volume, those people
have to sell for more.
efficiency or whatever.

In addition to the problems of the energy
So, I don't know that we're getting to the

real crux of the matter and I don't know that it's a Republican
Democratic or Conservative or Liberal question.

It's a real policy

issue relating to energy in this country.

DILLS:
Without continuing the dialogue .•.

SCHMITZ:
~

minute?

DILLS:
More than

~

a minute.

We better go along with the witnesses, we've

just had 4 and we have about 14 more to hear.

Senator Schmitz.
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SCHMITZ:
While the witness is walking up, if I could take

~

minute.

DILLS:
OK, Richard Oakley,

~

minute walk.

SCHMITZ:
If George Gilder, who is considered one of the profits of the Reagan
socio-political policy were here, he'd answer to Senator Joseph Montoya,
by saying that even when you're not concerned with small business,
you are concerned with the potentiality of small business, in
keeping a climate which allows small businesses to develop.
~

minutes is up.

OAKLEY:
Rick Oakley, California Chamber of Commerce.
very brief.

I'm going to be

I'm going to attempt to introduce some of the issues

of the people who follow me will testify and document in very
detailed terms.

I want to commend Senator Dills, Senator Montoya

and the rest of both Committees for permitting industry manufacturers,
dealers, distributors, the opportunity to testify at this hearing,
regarding the economic impact of continuing energy efficiency
standards for household appliances in California.

We had attempted

in a petition to the Energy Commission, to seek public hearings on
this very same issue.

That petition was denied twice.

I would like to point out that Sylvia Siegal's testimony, regarding
the fact that consumers and people paying more than

~

their house
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payment for energy costs are acutely
household budgets.

aware of that impact on their

I think that is precisely the point that will

be brought out today.

That kind of incentive.

The consumer with

the Federal Trade Commission labeling program, the information
supplied from the manufacturers to consumers, is very selective
when they shop to purchase household appliances.

I'd like to quote

from the 1979 Bi-ennial Report of the Energy Commission.

When they

stated that in comparing the decline of the statewide electricity
growth forecast.

"Differences primarily due to consumer efforts

to conserve and use energy more efficiently and responses to the
increase in electricity prices, caused by the 1979-80 round of price
hikes for oil and natural gas."
is becoming even more acutely

Emphasis added.

Of course, that

of concern to the consumer due to the

recent round of price hikes that are coming up in Southern California.
One of the issues that has been discussed, of course, is the
proposed DOE no-standard and basically, that simply says that due
to high energy costs, awareness of the consumer, the existing FTC
labeling program, which we substantially support, that the market
forces and the manufacturers are producing essentially the same
energy savings as standards.

We will have witnesses testify on behalf of the manufacturers that
in other states that have no standards, that they are producing
in many cases, appliances with higher efficiency ratings than
California's minimum standards.

Small business will testify that these appliance standards in
California have severly hardshipped their operation in response
to, I think, your question Senator Montoya.

They will testify
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as to those hardships.

The effect, of course, of the DOE standard,

no-standard standard will be to preempt nationwide standards,
including California.

I would say that we do agree with the

Energy Commission, Mr. Geesman, that their ought to be one
nationwide standard. The only place we disagree is that we think
that the market forces do the job.
standard.

We don't need a nationwide

But, to have one state that will have standards, while

the rest of the nation will have a no-standard, I think, as witnesses
after me will come forward to point out, will constitute a severe
hardship on this economy in California.

The basis for seeking the exemption from federal standards, which
this Energy Commission will have to demonstrate eventually, are
two major things.

One, there must be a special interest in California,

for continuing standards.

Two, such continuance for standards must

not impose an undue burden on interstate commerce.

Those two

key elements must be evidentially demonstrated in order to qualify
for an exemption from the DOE proposed no-standard standard.

A

third point will be that they must show that their standards are
stricter than federal standards.

The economic impact, from our point of view.

Again, this will be

followed up in detail from witnesses that will follow me.

One,

that the remaining few appliance manufacturers in California will
be, unfortunately forced to move out of the state.
will lose their freedom of choice.

Two, the consumers

Which will be usurped by the

limited appliances that are sold in California, which will become
even more limited.

I think the second witness from the environmental
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agency, admitted that in the question from Senator Alquist, and
that's precisely one of the concerns that we have on the impact
on this economy.

Finally, in terms of overall impact on the

economy, you've got a potential of additional, and I hate to
use this controversial term,

plant closures, loss of jobs,

unemployment and local loss of state tax reveneue.

Plus, the

increase cost of appliances, the increase cost to housing cost,
the passing on of increase

to rent from the landlords, and the

continued increased cost of the government bureaucracy, that
continues to impede business and is one reason why California is
not at this time, by many surveys considered one of the more
positive states to attract business.

Recommendations for Legislative action.

One, we would recommend,

let the market forces in California do their job.
cost effective and energy efficient appliances.

Manufacture
Manufacturers,

and they will testify, are in fact producing energy efficient
appliances in other standards, where there is no standard.

The

market is doing the job in other states, why is California so
unique.

Number two, resolve that the CEC, after an analysis of

the written and oral testimony, not seek an exemption from the
DOE's no-standard standard.

Number three, recommend legislation

amending the Warren-Alquist Act, eliminating appliance efficiency
standards found in Title 20, Chapter 2, Sub-Chapter 4, Article
for the California Administrative Code.

However, we would support

the continuation of a process to continually inform the consumer
as to the efficiency level.

We think the FTC labeling procedure

is a good one, possibly the Energy Commission can follow up on
that in more detail.

Finally, consider further reducing the 1982-3
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CEC budget in the appliance area.

Those conclude my brief remarks

in attempt to outline the issues from out point of view.
that will follow will further

detai~

Witnesses

document the position we have

taken.

GARCIA:
Mr. Oakley, maybe I'm going to get my answer because you said these
other witnesses are going to supply the information.
make a comment.

Just let me

I think you know that I'm for free enterprise,

and I don't like to interfer with the marketplace unless there is
a real reason for it.

We have an energy problem in the country,

and because of that we have made, I at least have supported attempts
to go to market pricing of gas and oil and made life very difficult
for consumers because this will help us find more gas and oil and
also give them an incentive to conserve.

I have supported the

off-shore drilling programs and that makes life vety difficult for
environmentalists and other people who get their joy from seeing
an unmarred coastline.

But, it's worth it to me to do that

because it helpswith the energy problem.

I would be willing to

make small businesses and others suffer too, if they are going
to help us get to the solution of the energy problems, which I
happen to think is related to national defense.

So, I think that

what you're going to have to show me -and I guess I'm warning
you witnesses indirectly, is that market is going to achieve,
more than achieve what the standards now achieve.

I think to some

extent that the standards must do something, and we know that
energy conservation in Japan plays, people are very conscious
of it.

That's why they have energy efficiency in that country
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to a greater extent than we do.
than we do.

They have a more severe problem

So, I want your witnesses to point out to me what

you have indirectly said that they will point out.

OAKLEY:
They will.

DILLS:
Any other questions or comments?

Thank you Mr. Oakley, now then

Mr. Eldon Clawson, Attorney at Law, you may introduce yourself,
if you care to.

CLAWSON:
Thank you very much Chairman Dills, and member of the Committees.
At the request of your staff I've prepared a written statement.
I think that rather than just read all of it, I'd like to summarize
as you requested.

First, I'd like to make a couple of comments.

I look at the list of proposed witnesses today and out of the
last 6, 5 of them are small California manufacturers.
of the chief executive officer of those companies.

The head,

I sincerely

hope that this Committee will hear them today, so that you can
hear from them, the impact that it will have on their business if
California continues to have efficiency standards and they have
to build special models after a no-standard rule is adopted by
the department of energy, which supersedes and pre-empts the
existing standards.

In all due respect to those who've already testified, I'd just
like to comment that they are not manufacturers, they don't live
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in the same world with these companies that are building these
appliances and selling them.

I think that it is most important

that you hear from them.

In my prepared statement, I explain that I've been in this practice
and have

icipated in both the DOE proceedings and the Federal

Trade Commissions proceedings on the one hand and have participated
since 1975 in the proceedings with respect to appliances with the
California Energy Commission.

I have a number of different

kinds of clients that manufacture different kinds of appliances.
But, I've come primarily to address the issues that were set out
on your agenda.

The first one that I'd like to talk about is the·

federal minimum efficiency standards.

All of you I'm sure are aware

by now that DOE has prepared a no-standard rule for 8 types of major
appliances.

Out of the 14.

DOE is currently reviewing all of the

comments that it received at hearings last May.

There was a written

period of up to June 16, for other comments and a rebuttal period
that ended in July.

The federal law will pre-empt and supersedes

all state and local standards relating to efficiency with the
exception of any exemptions granted by the Department of Energy.
I should say that the only people who could petition for an
exemption are states, not cities, not counties.

I have included

a few charts that were actually prepared by the DOE in my written
statement, if you'll look at Page 6, you'll see a program history
chart which is quite informative, but actually doesn't tell the
whole story, because the industry started in cooperation with the
Department of Commerce as early as 1972 or before a voluntary
efficiency improvement program.

The current national energy
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conservation act as it has been amended is that which DOE is
operating under and has proposed a no-standard rule.
look at the next page.

If you will

This Senators and Assemblywoman is most

important, because there are significant differences between the
California law as it is drawn and the federal law.

The DOE is

required by Congress to make a much broader inquiry into the
impacts on the

econom~

the consumer, or the manufacturer, than is
(CEC)
our California Energy Commission/. The seven factors which Congress
requires the DOE to consider are set forth on this next chart.

By

contrast, on California's Act, Section 25402-C, the only limitations
are that the efficiency improvement must be technologically feasible
and that it must not result in an increased cost over the life of
the appliance.

Now, that is a rather limited inquiry compared to

what Congress must consider.
and manufacturers.

Including the effect on consumers

I would like to further explain in rebuttal to

the early testimony that the reason the DOE's earlier proposed
standards were not as high as the sky, as some as have been in
California, is that the DOE cannot adopt standards which are
economically unjustified.

That is a broad concept

they have explained, many various factors.

involvin~

as

Now, I'd like to

incorporate into my testimony and I think you already have on
your desk, a 4 page summary that shows the principal findings of
the DOE.

Now, if we'll turn to the next appliance charts that

I've included, you've heard other witnesses point out that consumers
or residential users of electricity, not just electricity, it's
energy, consume approximately 19.5% of the total energy consumption
in the U.S.

Mr. Geesman ·mentioned the same factor.

is from appliances.

80% of that

The rest is in house lighting and things of
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that sort, primarily.

Turn to the next page because here it

graphically shows, again, as Mr. Geesman pointed out, that the
impact of different appliances is not all the same.

The one that

is by far the most important is furnaces, 50.9% of the energy used
by residential or consumers goes for space heating of homes.

Now

the important thing, that if you look back again on this chart.
The findings of the Department of Energy, they found that the
imposition of a standard would actually reduce the savings that
will otherwise occur as a result of free market forces and the
improvement of furnaces and space heating equipment.

Then, look

at the next page and again, this is out of date, this is a chart
prepared by the DOE at the time of, I think it was 1978, that
certain hearings were held, in which I participated and the little
corner that they've lopped off of the 1980-1985 bar graphs represent
the estimates they were making at that time of how much could be
saved by adopting standards.

I think this is really the most

critical thing for the Committee, the Joint Committees to consider.
Whether these savings are truly attributable to standards, or are
they only illusory,apparent savings.

I'm sorry that Senator Montoya

has left, because in his opening remarks, he asked us, and he referred
to the claim of the Energy Commission and the state officicals, that
they have saved 150 million dollars.

I have never yet, in all of

my contact with the Energy Commission seen them recognize one dollars
worth of savings as a result of voluntary improvement.

I beseech

you, I guess that's not the right word, I respectfully request, that
you stay and listen to these small manufacturers that are at the end
of your schedule today because, and the other appliances manufacturers,
because that is really the crux of this issue.

If we are going to
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achieve the same energy conservation, without these standards, take
this economic burden, which the DOE has specifically found will the burdens will much outweigh the benefits, on manufacturers and
consumers.

So that really is the crux of the question, whether or

not these savings that the former

witnesse~have

spoken about are

only illusory and apparent, or whether they are the primary cause.

RUSSELL:
In the testimony this morning, according to the printed testimony,
indicates that by 1985 we'll save 230 million dollars fuel cost.
Do you have any idea how much the increased cost of the utilities
might tear that down?

In other words, we'll save dollars in fuel,

but we pay more in annual purchase.

CLAWSON:
I think that Mr. Geesman would say that the savings would go up,
but my point is Senator, that ...

RUSSELL:
I don't think that you heard my question.

CLAWSON:
I'm sorry if I didn't.

RUSSELL:
If you buy an appliance for $200 without the economies of fuel and
it costs $250, there is a $50 cost that needs to be related to the
cost of fuel savings I would think - do you have any figures?
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CLAWSON:
As I explained, and the Chairman pointed out, I'm an attorney, but
the witnesses that will follow, from the national associations are
going to go into specific detail.

But, in response to your question,

if I may, I think that the important point is that the manufacturers
are no longer going to sell, except in a much reduced manner, those
appliances that are less efficient.

Because it is competition between

themselves that is increasing the efficiency of appliances and
driving this more than and demand from consumers, more than the
standards.

I think that the total conservation or reduction in

consumption of energy is going to occur, regardless of what you do.
The thing that I'm most concerned about and I think it is the
principle focus of this hearing today, is what would really happen
to California, it's manufacturers, it's consumers, if for whatever
reason, and the no-standard rule becomes effective, if California
should successfully petition for an exemption and the California
Energy Commission continues to set even higher standards and
make us isolated from the rest of the national market.

So, if,

I would like to, I think my role is - what I would like to address
is, for a minute now, is the ...

RUSSELL:
Let me just say one more thing to the Chairman and the staff.

It

might be helpful, Mr. Chairman, sometime in the near future, if
we have figures as to how many large, medium, and small manufacturers
there are in California.

What is the total amount of their production,

and the dollar if it is an efficient and non-efficient piece of
appliance and so forth.

So that based on their testimony, if they
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say it is going to be horrendous and terrible - what impact that
might have.

CLAWSON:

Some of my recommendations go along that same line Senator, and I
think that's what the Committee should be doing.

GARCIA:

How familiar are you with DOE, what they took into account when
they came to a conclusion that no-standard would work better than
standards?

CLAWSON:

I'm as familiar as can be by reading their report several times and
being active in this field.

GARCIA:

OK, then can you tell me, here is the problem I'm having in coming
to a conclusion.

If you can show me that no-standard adds

significantly to the amount of energy that would be saved, because
I think that that's the problem, then I would agree that the nostandard standard should be set, but if it's just a marginal
saving, it might not be worth the enforcement and/or the standards
might not be worth the enforcement if there is just marginal savings
over no standards.
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CLAWSON:
The DOE specifically concluded that it was very close, that the
energy consumption or conservation would be substantially
equivolent, in fact they reached the legal conculsion as the
law requires, that the savings would be insignificant.

Now, they

then went on to conclude, and this goes to the heart of your
point, that the burden imposed upon manufacturers and consumers
and on the economy, would far outweigh, on the one hand, what
they found to be insignificant savings, additional or incremental
savings that might occur as a result of standards.

GARCIA:
Did they go into depth and take into account energy and the cost
of retooling and all of that?

CLAWSON:
Yes.

GARCIA:
You see, one of the problems that we have here, is that the
Energy Commission is an advocate of conservation and we understand
that and most of them tend to think that they are biased of that
point of view.

Our own Energy Commission.

At the same time,

other people suspect that DOE is an advocate of it's own philosophy.
So, we don't know, we're trying to figure out who is telling the
truth.
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CLAWSON:
Senator, I think that Ken Anderson, Fred Hallett, these, Russ Sassnet,
and other witnesses who are coming, who are with the large manufacturers
and the 5 out of the last 6 that I mentioned, that are small
California based manufacturers will answer those questions for you.

If you will turn to Page 11 of my prepared statement, I do want to
address, just briefly, the requirements that California would have
to meet as a state, if it were to successfully petition for an
exemption.

The first is, there has to be a significant state or

local interest.

I don't think that is merely political or social

or anything that is just subjective.

I think, as an attorney,

that that means, and our own California laws, similar laws, have
been interpreted the same way.

That this means that there has to

be some sort of climatological, geographical, other kind of real
difference, so that we can show that California has a unique
problem or interest that is not faced by other states, that would
justify our being exempted.

The second issue of course, is that

the state standards must be more stringent than the federal standards.
Now, one interpretation of that is that the state standards would have
to be more stringent than what the free market produces as the level
of efficiency.

If that is the correct interpretation, then you

are necessarily creating in California, a situation where we are
going to stand alone, where our people must manufacture unique and
different appliances that are not saleable in the national market.
Then, most important of all is that to be entitled to an exemption,
California as a state would have to show that it would not unduly
burden interstate commerce.

The manufacturer

witnesses, are going
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describe to you what it means to cut California out of a uniform
national market.
sort of thing,

I've attached, you know lawyers like to do this
I've attached a page here where I've just listed

a number of consequences that would burden interstate commerce,
that I've selected from a review in the research of the question
of what is an undue burden on interstate commerce.

I think, I

don't know how much time I've taken Senator, I don't want to take
anymore, but I would like to conclude, with my recommendations they are three.

First, and I'll read these:

that the legislative

analyst be asked to review, independently of the Energy Commission,
the economic impact that will likely result after the federal
no-standard rule is adopted, if California's present standards
are superseded on the one hand, or if they are continued under
an exemption on the other hand.

I think this hearing today is just

the first step in what's going to be a very important process to the
state of California and it's citizens.

Two, in making his independent

analysis, I suggest that the legislative analyst be specifically
directed to measure the impact, higher energy costs have already
had and are likely to have in the future on both voluntary conservation by consumers in the form of reduced usage, and consumers
purchase of more efficient appliances, also in response to higher
utility rates.

I refer to it in my written statement, but I

would like to incorporate into my written statement this little
booklet that I think is also on your desk, which if you will take
the time to read, or have your staff read it, will address the
issue of voluntary consumption by consumers.

Which, Rick Oakley

pointed out, even the Energy Commission recognizes is the principle
cause of the reduced forecast for need of additional electrical
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capacity in California.

Then, my third recommendation is,

after the Legislative Counsel has made this analysis, that the
Legislature again request Legislative Counsel to look at the
question of whether or not this would cause an undue burden on
interstate commerce.

If I can conclude by just pointing out, and

I'm sure Senator Alquist, you will remember that at the time the
Warren-Alquist bill was under consideration, Legislative Counsel
was specifically, as to whether or not Section

25402-~

that included,

which requires appliance efficiency standards, would be constitutional.
His opinion was that it would be constitutional, but primarily
because there was at that time no federal law and no federal standard.
Of course, we're now looking at the stituation that will exist where
Congress has passed a law in 1978 and the Department of Energy will
have adopted a no-standard&rule nationally.

Thank you and I'll be happy to answer questions as best as I may.

GARCIA:
This is important, because I didn't realize it before, in essence,
if they go to the no-standard rule, the state can get an exemption
to continue it's standards, if it makes a case?

CLAWSON:
That's right, meeting the three statutory criteria.

RUSSELL:
Mr. Geesman said that we've had standards for three years, as I
understand it, that those standards have been promulgated but
they won't be implemented as it relates to equipment coming on
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the market-(several words unintelligible)- in the future, I think,
next year?

CLAWSON:
There are standards in effect now.

The Commission's Appliance

Efficiency Improvement - yes there are state standards in effect
now and there are higher levels that they plan to adopt in the
future.

RUSSELL:
Does that mean then, today you cannot sell in California, any
appliance which does not meet at current standards today.

CLAWSON:
That's right.

If I may, I would like to send you a letter that

was issued by the Commission, signed by Commissioner Gandara,
where they project new standards for 1985 that are very very high,
and that's really one of the things that has the manufacturing
community so concerned.

Because it is such a radical departure

from what the DOE is finding and is needed.

ALQUIST:

a
Mr. Clawson I'm sure there are/couple of things that we can agree
on, first that to some degree energy independence is essential
to our national security.

Youthink that that is going to be

achieved solely by voluntary means?

CLAWSON:
In the area of appliances I do.

I'm convinced, and I've worked
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very closely with these national trade associations and also
specifically on behalf of my own clients.

I am convinced that the

Department of Energy has called it correctly, and that is that
the real driving force for energy conservation comes from consumer
want
demand for improved appliances. What you/to remember is that
we have a very large census of appliances out there and they don't
get replaced every year or two.

So, it's a very slow moving thing.

But, consumers are responding and if you follow my recommendation
and ask the Legislative analyst to look into these things, we can
give you some results of conditional demands, as I point out in
my article, done by California utilities over the last 5 years
that will show you that they do respond to increased rates,
utility rates and are demanding more efficient appliances as one
strategy.

The other thing is that the

manufacturers themselves

are in competition with each other to sell that which is most
saleable.

In today's climate, efficiency is becoming extremely

important in their sales program.

So, I'm not concerned about

oil or energy independence being effected by not having mandatory
standards for appliance efficiency.

ALQUIST:
Just like our automobile industry.

CLAWSON:
I think there are some significant differences.

ALQUIST:
You think that we should eliminate those standards also.
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CLAWSON:
I think so. I think that the automobile manufacturers are much more
concerned now with foreign competition and the efficiency than they
are with federal standards.

I think that they are going to be

working to meet Honda and all the rest of them because that's
where they now recognize where the competition is.

As you listen

to these manufacturers today, you'll see that they are very much
aware of the foreign appliances manufacturers and there own internal
internal domestic competition.

ALQUIST:
They don't seem that concerned to me.
incidentally.

We're besieged with studies

Your conditional demand study, I don't know if it

has any more merit than any of the dozens of others.

CLAWSON:
The reason it has merit and is worth looking at Senator, if I may
suggest,is that it's based on metered deliveries of natural gas
and electricity by the utilities.

It's the first thing that I've

found that really comes from hard facts rather than engineering
or economic studies based on assumptions.

ALQUIST:
You know we've had a record number business failures this past year,
for any number of reasons perhaps, do you think any of these are
directly attributable to these state efficiency standards?
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CLAWSON:
I'm uncertain of that, but I know, as a fact that some small
manufacturers have left California because of the general climate
and standards.

ALQUIST:
Do you think that California's economy would be substantially
better off if we eliminated all standards not only for appliances
but for automobiles as well?

CLAWSON:
I'd like to rephrase your question.

I think that California's

economy would suffer severly if it stands out and continues to
have separate efficiency standards when the rest of the country
is governed by a national no-standard rule.

ALQUIST:
But, you can't point to any signficant business failures as a result
of these?

CLAWSON:
I think maybe the manufacturers that follow me can tell you.

Thank you very much.

Dills:
Any additional questions?

Thank you very much Mr. Clawson.

We have an a, b, and c here.

Robert Burt, Lyle DeLoe, and Dana Battison1
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who are going to address themselves as a small business dealer panel,
and so, or are we going to do it solo in spite of the fact that there
are three of them?

Who is singing baratone?

BURT:
We were going to go one at a time, but it's up to you.

I'm Bob Burt,

and you all know me as a representative of the California Manufacturer's
Association (CMA), but today because Bob Ladine couldn't make it
here, and I felt that his story was very important to tell, is why
I'm representing Bob Ladine, who is a small manufacturer in
Sacramento of radiant heating.

The basic point that he'd like to

have made is that for the benefit of this committee, is that he's
the beneficiary of two real problems that regulation always has.
Regulation has difficulty in dealing with the small and unusual
and regulation tends to categorize.
panels.

What he makes is radiant heat

It's a thing where you have a glass panel in your room

that is heated by electricity, which turns out radiant heat.

It

gives heat that warms not the air, but in general it warms the
body and of course the furniture. It warms the mass rather than
anything else.

It's potentially extremely efficient, primarily

because it can take high advantage of the most important
conservation devise, the off switch.

The radiant heater gives you

heat within two minutes from the time you turn it on.

So, you

can have that in the room you're in and you can turn it off like
you turn off lights when you leave the room.

The actual use patterns,

where utilities have surveyed radiant heat users, they've found that
those with radiant heat houses, as compared to ordinary heat resistance
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houses, use 30% less electric current.

What's happened in regulation?

First of all, no standards have ever been developed for radiant
heat panels by the California Energy Commission.

Second, the

building standards lumped the radiant heat right in with ordinary
resistence heat.

At various times, either officially or unofficially,

indicated it was highly energy inefficient and a bad thing to have
in a house.

The problem from the standpoint of the Energy Commission

is that the regulation of this thing is not easy.

You're dealing

with a, you can't just sit down and say what's the BTU's in and the
BTU's out.

Because what you have to look at is the actual, how do

we provide human comfort.

Another witness is going to discuss that

in more length, so I won't go into it, but fundamentally, this has
been studied and there are ground rules for what constitutes comfort
and the radiant panels can meet those standards for human comfort
with a good deal less energy than most other means of doing it.

The fact that this is an extremely complex thing is also subjective.
It depends partly on does the person turn off the panel when he's
not using it?

The Commission chose to ignore this.

Periodically

they would give encouraging statements at hearings, but the
fact is now, like 76, there is no recognition by the Commission
of the value of Mr. Ladine's product.

California law says that the standards should be established so
that it wouldn't result in increased cost.

The Commission on the

other hand has made a whole flock of assumptions.

Each time they've

made a study for efficiency, and these assumptions in general have
centered around the average.

We're going to have a long term use.
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We're going to have a person that doesn't turn it on and off and
so forth.

The law says that based on a reasonable use pattern.

Well, the fact is that a reasonable use pattern doesn't fit what
happens in California.

There are thousands of use patterns.

The

result has been that Bob Ladine has had his markets cut off. He's
had hope brought to him by statements by the Energy Commission.
We're going to recognize your problem.

This has never happened.

Speaking for Bob, his recommendation is to throw them out.

They

have been unable to face the problems of adjusting to the real
world as compared to a simple engineering world, where you look
at BTU's in and BTU's out.

I'm an engineer, but I recognize that

they can do other things.

The final question he asks is, he notices that California has
three conservation programs.

There is a hundred million dollar

a year program run by the utilities, where they are taking rate
payers money and encouraging residential conservation.
a building standards program.
program.

There is

There is an appliance standards

It's his observation that frequently each one of those

programs claims all the conservation savings which have occurred.

With that I will back down, and if you want to ask me questions,
I'd be delighted.

HUGHES:
What percentage of new construction uses radiant heat?
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BURT:
At present in California, new construction is using radiant heat,
is a very small percentage.

In effect, people have either not

been discouraged by their local building inspector saying that
the point system means you can't hardly do it and in effect, it's
a few custom homes.

Your question is new.

Dana Battison is actually running a company that also has the
same product and I've not fired her guns, so that you might ask
her more specifically.

Any other questions?

RUSSELL:
Basically, your testimony is that, here is a product that is
difficult to categorize, difficult to quantify and so rather than
perhaps spending the time and money and so forth, which are scarce
resources, they just dismiss it with that it is not efficient and
therefore whatever they do is putting this fellow out of business.

BURT:
Exactly, in effect they lump it with ordinary resistence heat, which
can be efficient under certain circumstances, but it is the only
county
way that a person who is up against a/building inspecto4who is
looking at the building standards, can put in this in a new structure,
is to in effect decide well I guess I'm willing to spend more than
I should on this.

The short answer is yes.

They just have not

taken the trouble to recognize that this product is different and
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have not been willing to make any public recognition of it.

So,

the result is, he has an uphill paddle for each sale he makes.

RUSSELL:
Are there other devices, appliances in this category?

BURT:
Well, I can think of one other.

That's the gas wall heater.

There's

a considerable tendency for a gas wall heater to be used only when
the people are in the room.

It's an economic type heating system.

It's not something that is used with a fancy house or apartment.

It's

used in hotels and individuals who are looking for low cost heating.
That's only going to be on usually when the occupant wants it.

Again

there's a member of that industry coming so I will not fire his guns.
But, the fact is that is another example.

RUSSELL:
It's not a gas log?

BURT:
A gas log was found by the Energy Commission to have insufficient
total consumption to warrant regulatory action, so that it would
be an example of the same kind, but they don't have a complaint.

DILLS:
Any other questions?

Thank you Mr. Burt.

is Dana Battison, or Lyle DeLoe.

Now, the next witness
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Introduce yourself please.

DELOE, LYLE:
My name is Lyle Deloe and I'm President of Associated Supply Company
in Sacramento.
that company.

This is my wife Phyllis DeLoe and we are owners of
We have a single store in Sacramento.

Our business is to sell refrigeration parts, supplies and equipment,
heating/cooling parts, supplies and equipment, and additionally we
have a builder's supply division that sells appliances to the builder
market.

And we sold some a year ago.

Our presentation here today basically is going to be, what is the
impact of the Energy Commission on a small business such as ours,
that operates only in the state of California.

The Energy Commission

establishes standards, has them approved, notifies the manufacturers
and then after those standards are established, after a certain date,
we're not allowed to sell equipment that does not meet those standards.
So, for example, if the efficiency standard on an air conditioner
is an EER or SEER of 80 and we have equipment in our inventory that
is 7.9, we can't legally sell it after a certain date.
to understand the program this presents for us.

Now, you have

First of all, when

I buy heating/cooling products and appliances, I very often have to
buy

8 months in advance of their sale.

Now, and within the next

month or two, I'll be preparing purchase orders tobuy heating/cooling
products for next summer.

That's the way the business is run.

Manufacturers give us an opportunity to buy early, on what's called
a pre-season and pay later.

We must take advantage of that to stay
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in business.

Now, when I do that, I must forecast what the weather

will be next summer.

What the economy will be next summer.

what my competitor might do next summer.

Even

For example, if one of

my competitors gets over ambitious and over buys, then next summer
he has to dump inventory and I'm stuck with inventory.
all leads up to deadlines.

Now, this

When we come up against a deadline

and we have equipment that cannot be sold after than deadline,
we have to do something to recover our money.
out of state branches.
to Portland, or

Phoenix~

We don't have

So, we can't just load it up and take it
We have to dump it.

Two years ago I took a $20,000 loss just clearing my inventory to
recover my capital and stay in business.

Now, I'm not asking

anybody to save my small business, I'm just asking people not to
put me out of business.

My competitors with numerous stores

simply haul the stuff away, because of expense.

They take it to

another branch in Phoenix and they can sell it.

I can't.

what's the impact.

I lose money.

What's the impact on California

energy, the stuff stays in California consuming energy.
ahead of the deadline.

Now,

I take a loss.

I sell

I then have to replenish

my inventory and I'm going to be confronted with another deadline
maybe two years away.

Everybody accepts that we are going to continue to increase these
efficiency requirements and we agree with that.

We've asked for

relief. We've asked people to let us sell our stuff we brought into
the state in good faith and could not sell because it no longer
meets the requirements.

We've asked the Energy Commission to eliminate
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that deadline.

Allow us to sell out our inventory at a legitmate

price.

The Energy Commission most certainly will fall down in this
a
area, because 1) they're trying to establish, what is/small business

and then 2) how do we police this.

So, the concern is, can we

police it and can we identify the problem?
has the problem?
a serious problem.

Can we identify who

They do agree that we have a problem, that it's
That we're being stuck with inventory.

I

can assure you that K-Mart has window air conditioners that don't
meet the requirement.
can sell it.

They have a store outside this state that

Because I don't, I'm being penalized for operating

solely in California.

We are constantly confronted with a myriad of rules and regulations,
most of which come to us from the grapevine.

And, a classic was

last Thursday, when we testified at the Energy Commission.

Somebody

came up to me and said, hey, did you hear, you won't be able to
and
sell heat pumps in zones one, three and sixteen,/ I says, where in
the hell is zones one, three and sixteen.

Now, it might not be

true and it might not be true for sometime, but those changes are
just brutal when you're carrying inventories on the order of
3/4's of a million dollars and all of a sudden you find out that
a large chunk of stuff that you have can't be sold after January of
next year, or never was legal perhaps.

We're now coming up with a furnace problem.
inventory.

We have furnaces in the

Because of a conflict on how to test furnaces.

Energy Commission says we've known this for four years.
agree and neither does the manufacturer.

The

We don't

Because of a conflict on
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how to test furnaces as an indoor appliances or an outdoor appliance.
It was finally established that our furnaces do not meet the
requirement.

In the end, I think it will be something like

12 furnaces out of 1100 produced in this country,

1100 models,

that will meet the Energy Commission requirement at this time.

The next point we have is this.

A manufacturer comes along with

a product and he thinks it is a fine product.
example recently.

Honeywell was an

They came up with a night set back thermostat

to use on heat pumps.

It is generaly not recommended to use

a night set back thermostat on heat pumps.
one that was satisfactory.

But, they come up with

They went to the Energy Commission to

make it illegal not to use it.

So, now the Energy Commission becomes

a tool to use in competition by ruling out the use of other
equipment.

people~

I don't know what the results of that were, but it is an

example of somebody saying, hey, I've got a good thing here and it
should be illegal to use anything else.

I can't talk in terms of energy saved.
forces work.

My wife designs kitchens.

efficiency of the equipment is.

I do think the free market
People ask what the

We know that things like clothes

driers have improved significantly in efficiency without regulations.
I sell air conditioning equipment and I'm always asked what the
efficiency rating is.

We basically sell to the builder market on

appliances such as dishwashers, compactors and so forth.

We sell

to the replacement market in the heating/cooling market.

The

replacement market people are looking for efficient equipment.
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DELOE, PHYLLIS:
If you will follow our little outline, it's most of the outline
that I've handed to you is backed up with evidence in the back.
So, it's not as thick as it looks.

It's just a three page outline.

A couple of points that Lyle missed is that, you know that we have
to also pay a skilled salesman to go out and sell this equipment
at a loss.

You can't do that for a long period of time without

going out of business.

When we sustained a thousand dollar loss,

we did have to eliminate one job.

It did cost one job.

Also,

it's removed a large segment of our potential customers in the
lower income brackets.

Because the cost of this ever changing

special equipment for the California has sky-rocketed.
lower income people are really hurt by this the most.

So, the
They have

to go back, and they have no alternative now than to repair the
old energy guzzling inefficent equipment.
afford the new equipment.

Because they just can't

That, of course, costs the state energy

and us sales.

Also, in my business, I do alot of window and through the wall
air conditioners.

I'm losing a vigorous sales area on hotels,

motels and apartments that can no longer through the wall air
conditioners and heaters because standards have changed the sizes.
That's number 5 on your list there.
alteration, which is too costly.

They require a whole wall

Then what the owner then opts

to do is he fixes up the old energy wasteful equipment again, or
in some cases, and this is happening more and more.

He opts to

buy out of state equipment that will fit in the hole that will
directly
not meet the requirments, which is shipped then/to the job site.
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This I'm finding more and more.
them.

I'm quoting jobs and I don't get

Ultimately the price comes back to me and it absolutely

has to be equipment that doesn't fit.
be policed.

There's no way that can

Because the inspectors can't possibly know the

thousands and thousands of units that exist and what their model
number is.

People say you can save a hundred dollars by driving

over to Reno and buying equipment too.

This is - you know - and

our customers even, one. of our customers complained to Governor Brown
direct about this.

She and her husband are small installers, air

conditioning, refrigeration equipment installers and repairers.
She said more and more they're bidding jobs and using equipment
that doesn't meet the standards that's been shipped in from someplace.

The dilema, this is what she told Governor Brown at the

National Federation of Independent Business Conference.

She said

they have to risk losing their license by installing illegal
equipment, or not taking the job and losing the money they need to
work.

Either way they are going to get put out of business.

way or another.

One

They're between a rock and a hard place.

She said originally when they were asking questioners whether they
support appliance standards or not, they wrote back to their
association and said, oh yes, we want to support those standards.
Now, they're finding out, after they've written up these questionnaires
and everybody is using and saying that these people support this
sort of thing, now they're finding out how it's hurting them and
saying, gee, I wish I could change my mind.

We hear this over

and over, because we have many, many customers that come in and out
of the store.

It's being discussed all of the time.

it should be noted.

They think

Also, the fear of suddenly being confronted
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with not being able to sale out of stock forces small business to
buy an economical quantity.

I think that Lyle touched on that,

which puts us out of competition, which - out officially - with
the large business which has maybe 2 or 3 hundred branches and is
essentially who we compete with.

Lyle, did you have anything on

that area?

LYLE:
One thing that I would like to point out that I found very distasteful
with the whole business of the Energy Commission, I guess about a year
or two ago they decided that they had to do a better job of policing.
So, they went to the college system to recruit college students and
have them trained by, I believe, City College, Sacramento City College.
They came up with a unique name for these students.
the enforcers.

Well, I really like that.

like a Gestapo tactic.

They called them

By God, that's just about

I said, if you send an enforcer in my store,

he better have a hard hat and a search warrant.
about as damn bad as it can get.

I just think that's

I believe that our college students

at this time are giving a strong liberal point of view that I don't
support.

They're being trained to be anti-business.

My son just

graduated from Berkeley.

Then, we take a group of students and

call them the enforcers.

God Lord, I could think of alot of things

to call them, but I sure couldn't have come up with that name.

Well the college ran one class through and gave up the program,
because I called on the Chancellors and said, I've given you alot
of junk for your refrigeration program that the kids could take apart
and so forth and count on no more.

Then I went over to Senator Doolittle
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and discussed it with him and finally as far as I know, the
enforcer program died.

But, the fact that they would even

conceive of such a thing, I found very distasteful.

HUGHES:
Sir, this is a community college student you are talking about?

PHYLLIS:
It was done at the Sacramento City College, but after one class
they disbanded it.

Also, I talked to the man that was in charge

of the program at the Sacramento City College and he said that
before we even complained they were already catching the nature
of what they were training these kids to do.

They disbanded it.

He asked me that if I ever talked to the right people, would he
please get the Energy Commission to get them the money they owe
them because it's been over a year and they've never paid their
bills.

LYLE:
They were conserving money.

PHYLLIS:
I would like you, if you read in the first part of my outline,
it says that it's impossible to discuss .the impact of appliance
standards on small business, without discussing the Energy
Commission itself.

Our address is to be in 2 parts, the appliance

standards which we just addressed and on page 2, the California
Energy Commission itself.

My first paragraph says it all, of what
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we found to be true.

It gives you, I'd like to read a little outline

of the experiences with them.
you might want to use later.

It might teach you something that
It will take just a moment.

First

of all I say that the Energy Commission has been generally uncooperative, vague, sometimes arrogant and sometimes ignorant
in it's attitude toward small business.
following chronicle is an example.

To clarify this, the

In 1977, approximately, because

in those days we didn't realize how serious this was going to get my husband attended a hearing, and you should know that my husband
is also a graduate of the University of California, Berkeley, with
honors.

MONTOYA:
How come he's conservative then?

PHYLLIS:
A long time ago.

He's an engineer and a recognized expert in the

field of heating and cooling.

He's a recognized expert.

So,

anyway, he attended a hearing and when he proposed that these
expiration dates would cause a lose for small business it was
treated as humorous, a good deal for the consumer, and just
discarded.

We didn't realize what was coming.

May 6th of this

year, I was appointed by the state Senate as, whether you know
or not, I'm on Senator Roberti's Small Business Committee, as a
delegate to the California State Conference on Small Business
and to get the impression that the small business has of the
Energy Commission.

Out of over 300 issues that they discussed

if you'll look at the copy I provided you, the top 10 that goes
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to you gentlemen, ladies and gentlemen, they do propose to abolish
the Energy Commission by the end of the year, altogether.

On May 12th

I wrote a letter to John Geesman asking for help and that letter that
I wrote to him is enclosed.

To this date, that was May 12th, 1982,

to this date, the letter has not been answered.
we were called up here Mr. Geesman left.

I noticed that when

May 26th, 1982, I made a

personal appeal to Governor Brown at the NFIB Conference.
referred me to Melinda Luedtke with the problem.

He

We bared our soles

I

on what's going wrong.

May 27th I appealed to Bill Harper, Senator
Committee
Roberti's very able Small Business/Chairman. He's wonderful. And
to Senator Doolittle who is our local state senator.

Both promised

to investigate and both have done just remarkable things.

June 4th

I received a call from Dave Rogers, California Energy Commission
staff.

This is on the telephone, I only wish I had recorded it.

He said that he was calling, that they would do nothing.

But, they

would start notifying us directly of our expiration dates.

Before

we just had to ask the manufacturers and rumor and all that.

I

mentioned that the dates would only tell us how fast we were being
put out of business.

We had quite a long discussion about that.

He said that that was about right and the conversation ended.

You'll

notice also on June 4th, after the conversation, I wrote an article
to the Sacramento Bee Newspaper.
do something.

MONTOYA:
Was it published?

I was so angry that I had to
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PHYLLIS:
It was and there is a copy in your packet.

I received a letter then

June 11th, after - I also hand carried it around.

I left it with

Senator Alquist's office, among other things, I missed most of you
though.

Anyway, on June 11th I received a letter from Bart Gauger

of the California Energy Commission staff, saying essentially that
we had no problem.

That is also enclosed.

My answer to him,

explaining how we do business is enclosed, that goes with it, and
it is very important to read both.

Then, by June 23, we had been

informed, we got a call from the Business Development Department
because of the inquiries by Senator Roberti's office, by Senator
Doolittle's, that we found out that the Energy Commission has a
oublic advisor.

Noone had ever told us that.

a meeting with Commissioner Gandara.

Miss Ochoa set up

Now, this is very expensive

for us take our time to come and see you and it is very expensive
for us to go see Commissioner Gandara and it was at his request.
He didn't show up.

Finally, on August 11th, we petitioned the Commission and we were
advised by Miss Ochoa before we went in that the staff was going to
oppose us, that it may advantage our request because it might
advantage small business.

Now, they're perfectly comfortable

with disadvantaging us, but advantaging us is bad.

Now, that is

also enclosed, because it was never read into the petition.

But,

the initial recommendation of the staff is enclosed, with yellow
high-lines, showing you what they were saying.
after my husband gave the testimony.

That was discarded

He gave testimony, and we also

happened to arrive with Channel 3 and Channel 40, who very duly took
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note of everything that was said.
presentation, Chairman

Schweickar~

After my husband gave the
to quote from the transcript,

said, "ML DeLoe, I think you certainly present a case here that
is very real and is very understandable.

It obviously is an

unfortunate by-product of a well-intended regulation in which
you, for the circumstances you've outlined, end up paying a certain
penalty."

We finally found out we had a problem.

August 13, we met with Steve Burger, an Attorney for the Commission.
It was informally in Miss Ochoa's office.
instruct him how business operates.

It was necessary to

Everyone we've met with over

there really don't understand small business at all.
surprising to us.

It was just

He was very interested and very interested in

being helpful, but he was taken off the department and I've never
seen him again.
In 19 - September 16, 1982, last Thursday, we met in a pre-conference
hearing from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

More time out of our business.

We're

not a bank where the president can leave and come back and the bank
still runs.

We lose money when we get away from our business,

because we're actively involved in it.

We met with Commission Gandara

and the applied standards staff, and at this point we'd gone from being
ignored, if you'll look at Page 3 and read with me.

Then denying

that there was a problem and then acknowledgement that the problem
existed - we presented our case again, to Commissioner Gandara.
The last two items that were discussed during that long day, left
us with grave concern.

They were 1) the possibility of Legislation

to make manufacturers take back or return expired equipment, rather
than to allow us to sell our goods, he was very interested in
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exploring the possibility of passing a state law, or regulation
or whatever he had in mind, that require all manufacturers to
take back anything that is expired and pay the freight for its
return.

My husband tried to point out that a truck load of

equipment costs about $3000 alone in freight, which is already
paid when it gets here.

Taking it back would be a very expensive

operation, but he pointed out that it could be, the cost of all
this could be prorated over the whole United States.

The thing

is that, my husband also pointed out is these manufacturers sell
in zones and the most likelihood would be that it would be prorated
across the zone, meaning California.
cost would be of the equipment.

But, he was very interested in

exploring that, very interested.
about it.

So, you can imagine what the

We spent alot of time talking

The second thing that gave me concern was some

questioning at the end wanting us to determine who was considered
small business and what the criteria was for determining what
that was.

They were interested even to make sure that we were

small business.

I assurred them that by any measure, we were.

I serve on many, many small business committees, both on the
National Federation of Independent Businesses, Small Business
Committee for Senator Roberti and the Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce Small Business Council, at Sacramento.
are considered small business.

Believe me, we

I would like to point out to the

panel here that small business provides, as a member of all those
Committees, there is something that I've learned statistically,
we provide 65% of the jobs in America - in the United States.
almost 2/3 of small business.

That's

Our average work week now is 65 hours,

and I can assure you that's correct.

Because that's probably minimum
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that my husband and I put in at our store.

Now, follow me with the last paragraph, if you will.

I appears

to us, through all of this, that the California Energy Commission's
chief concern, seemed not to help small business, but rather how
to enforce the standards.

The enforcer program, giving students

that even the colleges rejected, is an example of this.

Continued

discussions and hearings on this causes us deep concern as to
the direction that the California Energy Commission is going.
And I mean deep concern, very deep.

I can't bring all of our customers that are little installers that
are very small.

They do carry a small inventory, that's effected.

They do have to confront trying to get jobs.

But, they did appear

before the whole Commission and received sympathetic response.

Thank you very much.

Are there questions?

MONTOYA:
Can you tell us Mr. and Mrs. DeLoe, from your understanding, what
the input mechanism or institution or advisory committee, or
whatever there is at the Energy Commission that allows small
business input which can give the economic realities of small
business people.

PHYLLIS:

There's none and,

In fact, we suggested that the Steve Burger.
advisory board to this committee.

I said, you need an

He said, after listening to

you today, I think we do, but we've never seen him again.
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MONTOYA:
So, your testimony is that there is not an advisory committee
or some advisory group.

Is there anybody here that has information

to the contrary?

If not, one of the other things that I wish that some member
of the Energy Commission staff would come forth, it was my indication
that as Chairman of the Energy Committee and this is the information
that we got, that there was an advisory committee on these appliance
standards that was set up by the Energy Commission, and it was suppose
to take testimony, not only from those who agree with the hierarchy,
at the Energy Commission, but those who disagree.

PHYLLIS:
This is the first I've heard of that.
expiration dates.

We get nothing.

But, we don't even get

We have to ask our manufacturers,

suppliers and people like that.

MONTOYA:
Well, if you can't have then an immediate answer to that, I would
suggest then that the Energy Commission and its staff prepare

responses

to what the mechanism, what's available out there.

PHYLLIS:
Let me tell you an interesting story about how we do things.

My

husband was talking to the regional manager for Whirpool, who happened
to be in town one day.

My husband asked him about some expiration

dates on some equipment, had you heard anything?

He said, no, but

-88I'll tell you what I'll do, I'm in town today, I'll go on over to
the Energy Commission and talk to them.
said, 'good."

So, that was fine.

When he came back he was laughing.

won't believe what I found out."

We

He said, "You

He said, "I asked them if they

had any information on expiration dates on this equipment and their
answer was, "No, we don't have any, but if you hear anything, will
you let us know?"

That's the truth.

MONTOYA:
Mr. Chairman, I think again from our problem solving perspective,
that is the question and whatever it requires to do that, for
input, not only, like I say, people who agree with the Energy
Commission, but people who disagree and should have a say in what's
going on, that we look into that and see what we might come up with.
I'd like a response from the Energy Commission, as to whether they
feel it is adequate input.

There's been a question and alot of

disagreement between our Energy Committee and other members in
both houses and the Energy Commission as to their communication
problem.

Not only with you small business people, but with the

Legislature itself.

If the Energy Commission is to survive, it's

got to clear up those problems.
about is clear.

The arrogance that you talked

It's clear and it's there .••

PHYLLIS:
I finally got someone to hear it.
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MONTOYA:
And, it must be resolved.

That's not to say that we ought to

eliminate it, or we shouldn't have it, but, again, they've got
to clean up their act.

And I'd like to talk about a couple of

specifics that I'd like some responses from the Energy Commission
also.

This meeting that was set up on June 23d that Mrs. DeLoe

has talked about.

Perhaps there was a genuine problem that

Mr. Gandara had and could not show up for.
what that problem was.

We ought to find out

Secondly, you've talked about a Mr. Burger

who was there and seemed to be sympathetic to your problem, and
is no longer there.
that individual.

I would like to know what has happened with

So, I would say again, from a problem solving

standpoint, there is no question that there has got to be some
understanding by the Energy Commission that there has to be input.

The thing that you talked about on Page 3, the possibility of
Legislation to make manufacturers take back returned expired
equipment and pay off those as an alternative to lifting the
expiration date, etcetra.

That is just a pure absolute lack

of realistic thinking and understanding from an ecomonic standpoint.
Part of that regulation process and part of what the Energy
is
Commission has to reflect/what the economic realities are. What
we need is some longer lead time, and they cannot be changing
bi-ennial reports and everything they do from one month to the next.
There is no question that there is changing technology, but we
need to give some lead time and some consideration has to be given
to the investment and the economic concerns of the small business
community.

Because we've got a double priority.

I mean, we are
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concerned about energy, but we're also concerned about, that's why
Senator Roberti has that committee, of what the problems are for
the small business community.

PHYLLIS:
They're serious.

And Senator, I'll tell you, at first when you

go into this you're afraid.

Because they have a great deal of power

over you and you're nothing, and I could tell you some other horror
stories, that the state government is perpetrating on small
businesses, later if you want to hear them, and other departments,
that will just make you understand a little bit more about small
business is afraid of complaining.

The only reason that I got into

this is because I am on those committees and I do know a little
more how you regress and pretty soon you just can't take anymore.
You're just working too many hours and day and these people just
doing this to you all the time, it just never ends.

One minute

you get one problem solved, it's another one coming up.

The

unfortunate thing is the trickle down, if I can use those words,
of the cost, the people who can least afford it are going to
be affected by these regulations, because they can no longer buy
equipment that they should be, be affordable.
tell you where these costs have come from.

If this - I can just

When you have to make

something especially for one state, it costs money and I have to
sympathesize with the manufacturers on 'that.

These people that

I have to do - I work on kitchens all the time - and I work on
alot of poor people's housing and it hurts me to see the effect
that these special separate rules have had on people who don't
even know where their problem is coming from.

Alot of our customers
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don't know where it's coming from, and alot of our customers don't
know where it's coming from either.

They just have learned to live

under regulations so long that they just probably go out of business
and never know what caused it.

RUSSELL:
Just very briefly Mrs. DeLoe, it seems to me that, and this is
something that this Committee and the Legislature wrestles with,
is everytime the government tells the people what they shall
do, there's going to be inequities, be people hurt.

Usually they're

the small people, who cannot fight, cannot speak and we have to
weigh the benefits of what we're doing, as opposed to the
detriment. Apparently the Department of Energy did that at the
Federal level and said that the benefits don't outweigh the
cost.

So, they recommended that there by no standard.

I would

hope that those of us in California would use a similar yardstick
in measuring and take these things into consideration, because
we're attempting to do good things if we really affect the
lives of people in so many ways.

PHYLLIS:
I suggest you talk to Bill Harper, Senator Roberti and also
Senator Doolittle's people, because they are fully aware of all
of this.

Both have been working very diligently, otherwise, I

don't think we'd have been heard as far as we've been.

DILLS:
We have one more witness before the .•.
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PHYLLIS:
Thank you very much.

DILLS:
You're very welcome.

We very much appreciate your statement and the

material which you've made available to us, has certainly generated
considerable information and helpful assistance to the committee.

Dana Battison.

BATTISON:
I'm Dana Battison with Thermoray Radiant Heating in Hayward.

MONTOYA:
Can you hear very well, do you want to get closer to that?

BATTISON:
Sorry about that, can you hear me now?

I'm Dana Battison, with Thermoray Radiant Heating in Hayward.
I wanted to regress to something for a minute to answer what
Mr. Montoya said.

Mr. Montoya, you asked if there was a way.for

small business to have input to the Energy Commission.

When it

first started out there was an advisory committee, that was suppose
be
to~ade up of private industry people, who were not involved by the
government, supposedly unbiased people.

I don't know exactly when

that advisory committee stopped being in existence, but it is not
now.

The only thing they have is a hearing process.
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You heard a little bit from Mr. Burt about the radiant heating
issue and the problems that we've had. Just to say something about
that hearing process - the Energy Commission claimed, when I was
up their representing my company about 2 months ago, 3 months ago,
working with the Energy Commission, they didn't have any information
on the subject of radiant heating period.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

this is the staff of all the information that has been submitted
through that hearing process.

Seven times, starting from 1976.

Now, why, when I went up there, did they say that they'd never
seen any information on radiant heating before.

I realized that

when I spoke to Allan Lee, who is Commissioner Gandara's assistant,
he said that well, if the staff has it, I've never seen it, because
I don't communicate with the staff.

Now, there is 3,000 people

there.

MONTOYA:
Maybe that's part of the problem.

BATTISON:
For me, as a small business, I can make 30 copies of this.
these things, this petition which is like 70 pages long.
submitted in 20 copies to the Energy Commission.

One of
We

And I don't

know if they just have poor secretaries or what, but there is
not one up there that I can find anywhere.

This is how much

documentation test results and everything else.
particular business goes.

As far as our

The other thing that someone asked

a question previously about is how many homes in California
radiant heating effects.

In other words, are we such a small

industry, that we are dispensable.

In the Bay Area, I come from
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Hayward, so we work all around the Bay Area there and different
parts of the state.

In the Bay Area, in the last 5 years, radiant

heating has gone into approximately 4,000 homes.
Area.

In just the Bay

That's tracts, a 500 home development, that's custom homes,

that's apartment complexes, condominium complexes.
have been good.
systems.

The results

We've had people call to want to replace their

Not all of those were our particular heating system.

They were other radiant heating systems.
not that small of industry.

Our competitor. So it's

That's just the Bay Area.

All over

California radiant heating has been used in different homes.
Trying to follow down here, most of what I'm going to talk about
is the Energy Commission itself.

We are not an appliance, per se,

in that we're an electrical appliance and we're actually governed

by the electrical code, not the appliance code, but the reason
I'm here is because the HBAC heating systems do regulate us in
the building standards and that involves the Energy Commission.

I've told you how long we've been fighting this.

We're a family

business, and if you'll look on the testimony that I gave you
in the back, the charts made up, Booher and Associates.
Mr. Booher is my father.

Well,

He works out of our business as a

consultant and he began this fight with the Energy Commission
5 years ago.

So, we have alot of documentation.

The result that

we've got from the Energy Commission as far as how our input has
been received.

I've told you that for 5 years, everything that

we gave them was lost.

At no time was I given any attention at

all until I met Phyllis at the Small Business Conference, and was
introduced to Senator Doolittle and Bill Harper.

Only by his phone
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to the Energy Commission, Commissioner Edson, Karen Edson, and also
Commissioner Gandara, was I ever given an audience to hear my
problem.

Radiant heating in the past has been considered something

that is dispensable.

In the name of saving energy, we should cut

down electrical usage period.

Since radiant heating is electrical

usage, we should not allow the heating system to be sold in California.
Now, I'm going to try and stick to what I've written here.

But, to

begin with, as far as common sense goes, the Energy Commission, from
what I've gathered, meeting with the staff, talking with the staff,
they do not recognize that there is such a thing as radiant heating.
Now, ASHRACE, which is American Society of Heating and Refrigeration
Air Conditioning Engineers has said that there is four guidelines
which should be used in radiant heating systems.
temperature, air movement, and air temperature.

Humidity, radiant
Now the only

thing that the Energy Commission addresses in its formulas is
air temperature.

So, in other words, when you take a book and

you fan your face, you're imagining that you feel cooler, when you
stand in the sunlight, you're imagining that you feel warmer, and
when it gets more humid, you imagine that you feel warmer, again.
These things are not built into, "The Energy Commission, their
formulas, that sort of thing."
such a problem.
product.

This is why radiant heating is

It's a very simple concept.

There should be no problem with it.

It's a very simple
But, because, the

basis of their assumptions themselves are wrong, we haven't a chance
to compete in the market.

If you take the things that we benefit

by, these three elements, humidity, air movement, and radiant
temperature, and you don't even consider them, then we obviously
can't "score" in those areas.

We can't get points in those areas.
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So, the problem is simple.
at all.

But, the solution has been not simple

We haven't gotten anything at all as far as response.

A few days before I left I got some, apparently the Energy
Commission knows about this hearing, because a few days before I
left the head of the staff called me saying that he had not yet
gotten the information, which is a chart which the Energy Commission
said rating all systems, considering all of ASHRAE's
They said it was impossible to make up.

standards.

They have 3,000 people

who are supposedly all engineers, for them it was impossible to
make up.

There are only 5 of us in our office and only two of

us are engineers and we made this up in three days.

So, it's a

chart rating all heating systems and the documentation has been
sent to the staff, and also the letter was sent to Commissioner
Schweickart, with this information, requesting that radiant heating
be exempt from their standards until their standards, their formulas
are changed.

Now, just as far as the Energy Commission itself and

their intentions, with regards to electric heating.

I understand

in the Warren-Alquist Act that they were originally set up to stop
or slow down the electric growth rate in California.

They've taken

that to mean that they should stop the use of electric heat or of
electricity any place that they can.

To a certain extent, that's

fine, we have been 2 and 3 years ago, before these new standards
ever came into effect, the building standards requiring 6 inches
of installation in the roof, 6 in the walls, thermo-pane windows 2 years ago, before these ever came into account, we were putting
out in our homes with our customers, we were suggesting that they
put that in their homes.

The homes that our system is in are well

insulated, more well insulated than their neighbors to begin with.
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As far as, did we need the Energy Commission to tell us that, no
we didn't.

The houses that we've built, as far as operating cost,

the monitoring that we've made, we've also submitted to the Energy
Comm., monitored results of electrical usage.
has it been wasteful?

Has it been high,

There has been no response on that case

either, from that level.

When the new standards were put out,

the new building standards, saying that if you want to put electric
heating in your house, that you build now, you must make, "compensations"
for the wasteage of energy by putting in triple paned windows or,
I'm sure you all remember this from AB 1843 and all the stuff that
came across your desk with that.

You have to put 10 inches of

insulation in your ceiling and insulate your floor.
thing.

This sort of

Commissioner Gandara when I presented the problem with

radiant heating to him, that we weren't being rated fairly, what
he said to me was that he did not see how it could hurt my business
if a contractor decided, was going to use a gas system in a house
and then decided to use mine, but he had to spend the next $2,000
to build a house using my system.
how that would hurt my business.

He said he did not understand
Now, maybe he doesn't understand

how the competitive market works, but when a contractor goes out
to build a house, say he only has $50,000, it's just like buying
groceries, you can only build a house, that's all you've got is
$50,000.

You want to use another system.

You just can't afford

to throw in a $1,000 here and $1,000 there, and $3,000 here.
on a budget.

They're

Now, the recommendations that I've made as far as

this testimony goes and what I would like you to consider is,
put people in the Energy Commission, or have people look at it,
who are familiar with business, who know how the construction
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industry works.

Any Commissioner, who's in charge of the Commission,

who does not know that interfering with competition is going to
hurt one business or the other, how can they possibly make regulations
for us as a small business.

It's not just my heating system,

or the radiant heating system industry, it's architects, electricians,
most of us are small businesses, family

businesses.

Electricians

whose fathers are in the industry for 50 years and their sons go into
it too.

Plumbers and carpenters.

Those people, everytime you increase

the cost of a house period, you make fewer houses to be built and
everytime there is fewer houses to be built, there is fewer jobs.
If somebody really looked at this, I guess the CBIA has done this
for AB 1483 and gave you quite a few figures to that, if you remember
those.

Some non-biased source to look at that and honestly investigate

the rules of the Energy Comm. and see if it's saving energy.

Every

time it's more expensive to build a house, the old energy guzzlers
down on the corner, don't get torn down, do not get torn down to
be replaced by more efficient buildings.
effective in the end?

So, is it really cost

I know it's hurting my business.

I know

it's hurting the electricians, the contractors and the architects
and the other radiant heating people that I work with, but as far
as being cost

fective goes, that's why I'm asking you to look at

somebody, to take somebody who is unbiased to take a look at the
Energy Commission to make a judgement on it.

As an example of

how the Energy Comm. can twist things to sound good, with these
new energy standards, it was published throughout all the papers
that these new standards, putting 10 inches of insulation throughout
your ceiling, etc. would save the homeowner something like $15,000
over a 30 year period.

What was not said is that it will start

out in the first year costing the homeowner $4,000 extra per year
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and gradually dwindle down to a payoff in the 25th year.
even in the 25th year.

That's what was not said.

They break

There are two

sides to everything and the Energy Comm. is a large political
organization.
to be.

They can represent it to be any way they want it

Chris Ellison, a lawyer for the Energy Comm., I've had

two meetings that were with three Commissioners so far, Commissioner
Schweickart, Commissioner Gandara and Karen Edson and Chris Ellison
was there for the meeting with Mr. Schweickart, and I got a very
very political response to my problem.

Bob Ladine and I were

there and we talked about the radiant heating issue and Senator
Doolittle's office and told him about the problems we're up against,
and what Chris Ellison, the response he gave to me was, if we change
our standards,
a matter of who.

we're going to have to hurt someone.

It's just

In otherwords, we don't care about being fair,

who can we hurt, who can do us the least harm.

We're small, and

maybe all we can do is kick the Energy Comm. in the shins, but
we still have a right to be heard and we have a right to be in
business, especially if we are saving people energy and we are.
But, we can't prove that we are saving energy, when the whole
computer program that we have to prove it to is inaccurate.
there's not - we don't have much recourse with them.
with the hearing process.
Comm.

So,

As I said,

It's a closed circuit to the Energy

You can submit the data to the hearing process and if they

don't like it they file it in the file 13.
sure that they follow through with it.
standards go, in saving energy,

There's noone to make

So, as far as the appliance

the homeowners when they buy

houses, they aren't buying things that are inefficient.

You don't

need an Energy Comm. I don't believe to tell people that their
PG&E bill is going to be high if they buy this house.

They have
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a monthly reminder from PG&E about saving energy.

I'm not sure

that it's worth the cost of the Energy Comm. and the hurt to
the small businesses, for them to stay and do what they're doing
with the appliance standards and the building standards.
that's basically all that I have to say.

So,

Are there any questions?

Anything I missed?

DILLS:

That was a quite alot you said.

RUSSELL:
I

feel like applauding.

DILLS:
I

know these members very, very well - we heard you.

I think that

the Energy Commission is going to hear about it.

BATTISON:
Thank you.

DILLS:

We're going to recess until the hour of 1:45, will the members of
the committee who wish to join us for a bite of lunch please gather
around and we will be escorted out by a beautiful lady.

LUNCH BREAK
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DILLS:
We'll have our next witness, Russell Sassnet, General Electric,
who has flown out here from parts East and South, I guess, to be
with us.

We'd like to accomodate him as soon as we can.

SASSNET:
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

My name is Russell Sassnett, I'm manager

of regulatory relations for the General Electric Company's Air
Conditioning Division in Louisville, Kentucky.
today on behalf of two organizations.

I'm speaking

First on behalf of

the Air Conditioning, Refrigeration Institute, a trade
organization in which General Electric is a member.

Then

secondly, I would like to make some remarks from a General
Electric viewpoint.

First for ARI is a national trade association representing
manufacturers and central air conditioners, heat pumps, including
both residential and commercial systems and related components
and materials used in those systems.
not within the ARI product scope.

Room air conditioners are

ARI appreciates the opportunity

to appear before you today to discuss the impact of the California
Energy Commission's appliance standards program on our industry
and on the citizens of the state of California.
responded well to the new energy realities.
not been alone.

Industry has

But, industry has

Federal and state legislatures have inacted a

wide array of energy programs to address this nations energy
problem.
programs.

We've had several years of experience with these
It is time now to evaluate them in light of a present

energy reality and to terminate those which are no longer necessary.
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Successful programs such as energy labeling, education and
information dissemination, building code developments and others
have been vital to our growing energy awareness.

Other programs

however, such as mandatory appliance standards should be reconsidered
in the light of the new and changed circumstances which make these
programs unneccessary.

ARI believes it is not in the best

interest of the citizens of California to retain the standards
which we believe are unneccessary and that the Energy Commission
should not position the DOE to do so.

Some of the reasons for adopting the standards in 1970's were
the perceived lack of consumer awareness of energy efficiency,
the lack of selection of high efficiency appliances, offered
by appliance manufacturers and the lack of incentives of builders
rather
concerned primarily with first, cost/than to install efficient
appl

s.

Have these conditions changed?

Without a doubt, we believe they have.

Consumer preference

studies conducted by the National Association of Homebuilders
and others have shown the tremendous interest of homebuyers
in energy efficiency.

In one survey, 60% of 5,000 households

responded that energy saving features were an important factor
in selecting their homes.

Additionally, 79% said it would be

important if they were to purchase another home.
understand they must meet such consumer desire.

Builders
The facts show

that manufacturers have responded and will continue to respond
by producing high efficiency models.

I'd like to sight the most

recent example of the achievements of the industry in this area.
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In 1980, 36.8% of the split system models of air conditioners listed
in the ARI unitary directory were an 8.0 seasonal efficiency, known
as SEER or higher.
and above.

Now in 1982, 63.7% of the models are 8.0

The shipment weighted averaged efficiency ratio of

split-systems in 1976 with 7.21 EER.

The shipment weighted average

for the first two quarters of 1982 as 8.2 SEER.
ment in this equipment since 1976.

This is a 14% improve-

The central air conditioning

industry has responded in a second way.

It maintained our

industry certification program for air conditioning equipment
since the 1950's for the benefit of the industry and the air
conditioning consumer.

•

The equipment directories, which I

referred to earlier, are distributed twice a year free of charge
to more than 40,000 recipients.

These include architects, engineers,

contractors, utility companies and government agents.

These

directories and other consumer information are made available
to the general public.

The last reason mentioned for the adoption

of appliance standards earlier was the perceived builders market
problem.

As we indicated earlier, the builder must decide the

most cost effective means of constructing an energy efficient
home and is doing this today.

Builders know that the only cost

effective conservation measures will make their homes more marketable.
Therefore, in the areas of relatively low air conditioning usage
hours and low electricity rates, it is not necessarily cost effective
for the builder to install high efficiency air conditioning
equipment.

The trend that builders are becoming responsive to

in the most cost effective manner.

The trends show that builders

are being responsive to the most cost effective manner available
to them.

In addition, virtually every itate in the nation,

including California, have adopted and some sort of building energy
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codes to encourage the construction of energy efficient homes.
Some cases these codes are voluntary guidelines and others they're
mandatory.

Often times these codes are developed with the input

of the building industry as well as the manufacturer-suppliers.
The California Energy Commission has developed a comprehensive
residential building standards program which became effective
in July

this year.

As will be discussed later, the existence

of this program calls into question, the need for an appliance
standard.

As you can see, circumstances have changed dramatically

from that which existed in 1975.

The issue now is whether the

consumers of California should be asked to continue to bear
these costs.

Some examples of the impact of the appliance program

will give you some idea of the burdens we believe exist.

In 1981

California's percentage share of the national central air conditioning
market declined 20% from it's average in 1976-1980 period.

This

represents lost deals of approximately 50,000 units during 1981.
The decline has continued in 1982.

California averaged 10.6%

of the national market from 1976-1982.
1982 the market share is 6.3%.
to this decline.

For the six months of

Several factors probably contributed

Including the downturn in new horne construction.

More significant however is the impact of the arbitrary efficiency
standards on central air conditioning market, when implemented in
a state like California, having such diversity of climate conditions.
Air conditioning operating hours in this state vary from 0 to
more than 2,000 hours per year.

In fact, the Energy Commission

has identified 16 different climate zones within the state as
part of this building standards program.

We believe that California
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standards have eliminated some customers in these borderlines,
low usage areas, who cannot justify the more expensive equipment
necessary to comply with the standards.

It has also been the

experience of some manufacturers may discourage existing air
conditioner owners from replacing older, less efficiency models.
With the new high efficiency unit, because of higher initial
cost involved.

Instead, these owners will try to maintain and

repair existing low efficiencymodels.

By adopting an arbitrary

cut off standard for existing equipment sold in the state, the
Energy Commission has created a situation of unequal treatment
for individuals in different parts of the state.

By definition,

a single standard cannot be equally cost effective for all 16
climate regions.

This inequity has been reflected in fewer

shipments into the state and the lost sales revenue for manufacturers
distributors and contractors, as well as lost sales tax revenue to
the state treasury and possibly lost comfort to your constituents.

Burdens have been placed on the distribution system for our products,
creating difficulties for local dealers and contractors.

Loss

sales revenue means lower profits for in state contractors and
loss employment opportunities in the state.
into lost tax revenue into the state.

This again translates

The Commission and it's

staff must understand an industry that is experiencing a rapid
change in a rapidly changing world.

Rapid technological advances

must have the opportunity to proceed in the marketplace.

Trying

to regulate this industry in todays circumstances, by perscriptive
standards, requires the regulators to halt a moving target.
means the delay of technological process.

Progress.

This

That delay
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is not in the interest of our industry nor the consuming public,
nor your constituents.

We discussed the perceived conditions

which may have dictated the necessity for the program in 1975
and the changes which have occurred since then.
responding by producing more efficient products.

Industry is
Consumers

are buying more efficient products and builders are aware of the
need and are constructing more efficient homes.

In addition,

consumers have been improving the efficiency of existing homes,
purchasing more efficient equipment and using the equipment less.
The Energy Commission has adopted a flexible building standards
program to address the 16 different climatic regions in the state.
We believe these changes have sufficient impact to remove any
need for appliance efficiency standards, particularly when
considered with the burden of the program on consumers in California,
and the state's economy.

We urgethisCommittee to recommend

that the Energy Commission not petition to the U.S. Department
for exemption from preemption from this appliance standards program.

Now, I'd like to change hats and put on the General Electric one
as the GE representative.

GE manufactures and sales room air

conditioners, refrigerators, refrigerator freezers, and freezers,
that are covered by the energy efficiency standards, which is
the subject of this hearing.

The sales and distribution

employees within the state serve our dealer customers and
our builder customers.

In addition, we have product service

operations, to provide service to California consumers requiring
service on our products.

General Electric,therefore, has a very

significant interest in the matter of this hearing and we appreciate
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the opportunity to provide comments.

The major appliance business

group and the air conditioning business division of General
Electric are dedicated to both improving the efficiency of our
consumer products and to the education of the consumer in the
most energy efficient operation of their appliances. Energy
conservation, we believe is in the best interest of the consumer,
the consumer products industry and the nation.

Recently, DOE

concluded that minimum energy efficiency standards are not needed,
and proposed no standards be established for the previously mentioned
products.

General Electric agrees with DOE's conclusion and

testified to that effect in June of this year.

Further, General

Electric believes that energy efficiency standards should not be
established by any Legislative or governmental organization, unless
there is no acceptable alternative to achieving energy conservation
objectives.

Energy conservation through normal market forces gives

an entirely feasible and preferable approach to achieving conservation
goals.

DOE agrees and estimates that at least 84% of the total

national energy savings projected to occur over the period of 1978
to the year 2005, will be achieved without the imposition of
standards.

Utility rebates for purchased higher efficiency

equipment is a powerful mechanism for accomplishing a faster
market shift to purchase the use of more energy efficient appliances.
General Electric believes these kinds of market assisting actions
are appropriate, properly designed and should be encouraged.

We've

evaluated the effect of the California standards on the energy
consumption, as well as the impact on manufacturers and consumers
and we conclude the following.

1) The estimated energy savings

without standards on refrigerator freezers, room air conditioners,
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and central air conditioners is 98% of the savings that we
estimate will occur over the period of 1979-1985, with the
standards.

RUSSELL:
The benefit of this will be 2%?

SASSNET:
The benefit due to the standard, will be in an incremental improvement
of 2% over what would have occurred without the standard.

RUSSELL:
Thank you.

SASSNET:
We estimate that the annual savings, due to the standard by the
year 1985 will be 11.4 gigawatt hours for refrigerator freezers,
32.4 gigawatt hours for room air conditioners, 40.9 gigawatt hours
for central air conditioners.

The total of these 3 products

is 85 gigawatt hours, which is 4% of the CEC's savings estimate
for all appliances, yet these products represent 45% of the
energy consumption of the products covered by the standards.
Room air conditioner sales have dropped from 5.8% in sales in
1979 to 3.6% in the first 7 months of 1982, representing a 38%
drop.

The models available for consumer selection to meet their

needs fell from 357 to 152, a 57% drop.

Units of 5,000 BTU

per hour capacity and below were eliminated from the market.
Consumer pay back for purchasing a higher efficiency unit in the
6,000 BTU category for residence in Los Angeles exceed 18 years.
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Substantially exceeding the DOE estimated life of a product.

The

sales of central air conditioners and heat pumps have fallen from
12.8% of sales in 1979 to 6.3% in the first 6 months of 1982.
Representing a 51% drop.

When the drop in new housing starts

is taken into account, the drop relative to the remainder of the

u.s.

is still 20%.

We conclude that the room and central air conditioner sales
drop represent a substantial reduction in replacement sale.

We

feel that consumers are repairing the older less efficient
units, instead of purchasing the more efficient products offered
by manufacturers.

The dual specifications of the CEC for energy budgets, the new
residential buildings and the minimum energy efficiency standards
for space conditioning appliances, such as furnaces, air conditioners
and heating pumps have created a conflict that prevent the achievement of the statutory mandate of the Warren-Alquist Act, because
these requirements are not compatible in achieving minimum total
cost for the consumer as required.

That is CEC's dual requirement

impose unnecessary cost on the California consumer.

General

Electric has invited by CEC and the Office of Administrative
Law, with voluminous testimony concerning the many problems
associated with the imposition of mandatory standards.

We've

consistently challenged CEC's estimate of energy savings, due
to standards, and requested that savings data be proken down on
a product, by product basis.
has been provided.

As of this date, no such break down

General Electric believes that a proper
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product by product analysis will show the total savings of far
less than projected by CEC.
this to be true.

Our analysis certainly indicate

Any examination of the impact of continuing

this standard on a the

manufacturer~

the consumers and the

California economy, demands a current analysis on a product by
product basis.

We believe that such an analysis will show that

standards are not needed to achieve substantial energy conservation
and will contribute only a minor portion of the savings that
can and will occur in an unregulated market.

It is appropriate

for the Legislature to reconsider the necessity of standards.
We believe a review will demonstrate the standards section of the
Warren-Alquist Act stated in 25402.C should be repealed.

This

would remove a very heavy burden on the California consumer
and the appliance industry that serves it.

Reduction of appliance

energy consumption will continue in California without the standards
and the state can utilize its resources in more productive areas.

We urge the Committee to recommend repeal of the public resources
code 25402.C.

Thank you very much and I'd be happy to answer,

respond to your questions.

RUSSELL:
You're talking about the drop of central air conditioners, heat
pumps sales and room conditioners have dropped, so forth.

I'm

not sure other than the fact that building has dropped, which
may result in this dropping, what point you're trying to make.
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SASSNET:
The point Senator is the lost sales in the state of California
for manufacturers and our distributors and dealers.

RUSSELL:
But, does thathavea relationship to the fact that the Energy
Commission is promulgating the regulations, or is it just a
fact of life?

SASSNET:
We believe particularly in fue case of room air conditioners,
in the number that we presented here, with the model selection
available, falling 57%, that consumers are not able to
select the models they want and are therefore declining to purchase
the product they feel they would need.

Because of the higher cost

and because of the availability of the models.

RUSSELL:
As a major manufacturer, you manufacture all kinds of appliances
for homes nationwide?

SASSNET:
Yes sir.

RUSSELL:
Are you now manufacturing a product for California consumption,
based upon the current standards that are promulgated by California?
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SASSNET:
We'd have to answer that on a product by product basis, if I might
Senator.
is no.

As far as these refrigerators and freezers, the answer
We do not manufacture special products for California

simply because all of our products exceed California standards.
It has no effect.

On room air conditioners, we do not manufacture

special products for the market.

We've essentially abandoned the

market from a point of view of not being able to provide the
levels that are required.

We sell products, room air conditioners, but not very many.

RUSSELL:
What will happen when these, I guess more stringent conditions
will be applied to appliances in the year 83 or 85 or whatever it
is?

As you can perceive your company, relating to the California

market, I presume that these standards will be, there is a no
standard from the Federal government and we have, let's assume
an exemption, you move forward with our standards, what is your
feeling as to your companies condition in terms of trying to
manufacture products for the California market.
practical?

Will you do it?

significantly higher?

Will it be

Will the cost be modestly or

Can you tell us about that?

SASSENT:
Yes sir.

Let me again take them one at a time.

Room air conditioners,

as an example, we have today a product line that is not saleable in
California, because of the standards.
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RUSSELL:
So, you don't sell it?

SASSNET:
We have a product available.

We do sell it in the remainder of

the country - we do sell some room air conditioners, but the one
I'm speaking of is a 4,000 and a 5,000 BTU model that are small
units that you put in the window, we call it the carry through
model.

These units, if you make them more efficient, you have

put more materials in them.

You make them larger and heavier,

they don't serve the function that they're designed to provide
and therefore, would no longer be portable.
a product

California in that BTU category.

So, we do not sell
That we think

is depriving the California citizens of the availability of that
model for room air conditioning.

As far as our refrigerators

and freezers in the future is concerned, like I said, we currently
do not, we meet the standards.

However, should the standards

be increased substantially, GE would have to take a very serious
look as to whether or not we would want to provide a special
unique model and it would have to determine that on a cost basis.
Frankly, we feel that the standards have moved fast in the
refrigerator area and whether we would provide a special
model or not would depend on what the level is and what it would
cost us to provide it.

RUSSELL:
So, that would be multiplied by the washers and driers, dishwasher,
everything else, would it not?

Would not the same set of circumstances

have to evaluated with each product?
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SASSNET:
Yes sir, they certainly would.

If I might mention something about

the dishwashers and the clothes washers.
sell them on a national basis.

We produce those and

California does not have at the

present time, standards, efficiency standards for those products.
Both of those products are labeled by the Federal Trade Commission.
They have energy labels on them, and we might add that the
efficiency of those products have improved approximately 50% since
1972 and this is without any regulation anywhere in the United
States on those products.

RUSSELL:
Let's assume for a minute that the very able Energy Commission
being charged to establish efficiency standards that will reduce
consumption, do so, for across the board items that you are
producing.

And, furthermore, that we have an exemption from the

no-standards across the country.

So you're saying that based upon

competitive advantage, that California's doing it's thing, which
is leading a field in terms of requirement, very important that
you help us understand what impact that would have upon your
companies production of special products for California.

In terms

of R&D, in terms of manufacture, marketting, what kinds of things
do you think might happen?

You cannot tell us those kinds of

things and we're going to do what we think is best based on a
lack of information.

I don't think you're going to like that.

SASSNET:
Well, I think we can tell you, and tell you in each specific case,
depending upon the specific levels that are associated with the
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proposed standard.

And, I might add that the standards are minimum

standards, they're not maximum standards.

So, that the consequences

of the standard, of elevating the standard will be to remove part
of our product line from sale, not all of it,but part of it.
The thing that we have to address at that point is, whether we
are going to then, do something special for California, in addition
to what we already, we would still have some models that would meet
the requirements, and the question then would be what would it
cost us to respond to the California standards.

I'd have to look

at the specific ...

RUSSELL:
So, it would be a matter of how much it would cost you to meet
the California standards, assuming they would have to be in
excess of the national standard, how much that would cost and
if you are willing to do it, it would be additional cost to the
California consumer.
SASSNET:
Well, I don't know about that.

It would have to determine,

that certainly is the pricing is going to be determined by the
marketplace.

So, it's going to be a cost that GE would have to

bear relative to its distribution system and how we would supply
the market and what the price level would be in California.

RUSSELL:
If you have to design special products to meet California standards,
is there not a cost in that?
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SASSNET:
Oh, yes sir, absolutely.

RUSSELL:
Does that then not have to go along with the products that are
sold in California?

SASSNET:
Well, if that product is sold elsewhere, it would also go along
with it there.

I think Senator the thing that we're talking about

here is the range of product efficiencies that we produce today.
That's from here to here let's say.

If the standards are

elevated, it will knock out part of our models from sale in
California.

We would still have models available for sale, which

we offer, which are totally unaffected by the standards today and
would also remain totally uneffected by the standards.
above it.

Because they're

Substantially above it.

RUSSELL:
Will there then be fewer choices to make'

SASSNET:
Fewer by consumers.

Correct.

for choice by General Electric.

Consumers would have fewer models
Then we would have a burden on

us in trying to develop our distribution system to deploy those
products to California, which we have to separate so that when
we ship them into California, we make sure that they don't come
in, whereas we're able to sell them in the rest of the country.
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RUSSELL:
Do you manufacture products in California?

SASSNET:
Not appliance products, no sir.

RUSSELL:
Would that have an adverse affect in your opinion on the retailer
or wholesaler in California?

SASSNET:
It certainly would.
product offering.

It would restrict his product line, his
Therefore, we've seen evidence already in the

room air conditioners sales.

That's the point I was making there.

That with that drop in those sales that in a drop relative to
national sales, the rest of the nation doesn't have those standards
but California does.

So, therefore the retailers in California

have had sales reduced, substantially.

RUSSELL:
Finally, can you tell us, you mentioned a 50% improvement without
any requirement on one of your products, can you tell us what kind
of R&D is going on in your company, or in.the major companies that
sell products of a heating nature.
them more efficient.

In terms of trying to make

We've heard that the Japanese are stealing

the market with more efficient terms of energy.
doing in that regard?

What are you
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SASSNET:
We are making substantial improvements in our products and we're
doing research and we're introducing new products.

We've just

recently introduced new dishwashers that have a significant
improvement in energy efficiency.

We have introduced within the

last two months a new completely redesigned 22 cubic foot refrigerator with a much higher efficiency.

We are well aware of the

activities and the efficiency levels of our competition, not only
in the

u.s.

but also on a world wide basis.

So, we certainly are

cognizant of that and we're taking that into our account and in
our planning.

We are responding to the consumers expressed desire

for higher efficiency products.

The labeling that is currently

in place today, believe me that when our management team gets
together to talk about what our product energy consumption is going
to be and where it falls on that energy label, relative to
competition, that is one of the very serious matters that we
consider in designing and developing our new products.

ALQUIST:
I must confess Mr. Sassnet, I'm somewhat puzzled, you and others
who have been here to oppose the California standards, efficiency
standards, say you're as much interested in the protection of the
consumer as you are your own problem.

Yet, all three of the

consumer representatives that were here this morning were strongly
and adamently in favor of keeping these standards.
reconcile these two positions?

Or do you care to?

How do you
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SASSNET:
Well, I don't know to reconcile their particular viewpoint, but
I can only suggest that they indicate on the one hand that
consumers are not interested in energy consumption, and then
turn around and say that they are interested in energy consumption
and need help and need some standards to make sure that they
have products to meet those standards.

If consumers are interested

then that is the basic fundamental issue that we're talking about
is if consumers recognize the need for higher efficiency and the
benefits for higher efficiency, then they are going to do something
about it.

So, my feeling is that if consumers are interested in

higher efficiency products, more energy conservation products,
and I think they are.

They've got alot of demonstrated statistics

to demonstrate that - then I think they are going to buy them.

ALQUIST:
Well, after they are educated to all of the intricacies that go
into the efficiency rating of an air conditioner and you say that
you have abandoned the field, that you cannot compete in the room
air conditioner field, because of these standards.
you said?

SASSNET:
No sir, I don't believe that is what I said.

ALQUIST:
Well, that's the way I understood it.

Isn't that what
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SASSNET:
I apologize for that. I suggested that we have not modified our
market to provide products for California and therefore we've
essentially done nothing about providing the special type products.
And, our lower BTU units are not available for sale and therefore
we cannot sale them and we abandon the market in that low area.
There is noone else available.

You mentioned competition.

There

isn't any products available in that BTU category.

ALQUIST:
Someone must be selling room air conditioners, I see them
advertised everytime I pick up the paper.

SASSNET:
Yes sir, they are selling some.

As I mentioned, they're selling

alot less, and particularly in the 4,000 and 5,000 BTU category
they are selling zero in California.

ALQUIST:
so, if we didn't have the standards, you'd be selling one that
uses a great deal more energy?

SASSNET:
I don't believe that is correct sir.
500 watts, a little over 500 watts.

The 4,000 BTU unit uses
Now, if you take that one

that is up at 6,000 BTU's, the one that is available, and that
meets the standard, it uses more energy, not less.
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ALQUIST:
If we did away with the state standards, how much would you lower
the level of efficiency in all of your products?

SASSNET:
I don't think we'd lower it any.

Our products •..

ALQUIST:
Then why are you concerned?

SASSNET:
We're concerned because of our lost sales and the impact on our
consume~

our customer.

ALQUIST:
If you are going to maintain the same standards, I don't understand
what the impact is going to be.

If we did have the standards you're

going to maintain the same level of efficiency.

SASSNET:
No sir, I believe that we're going to improve efficiency, but as
our technology comes up - what I'm suggesting to you sir, is that
in these smaller products, the elimination of those because of
the standards have not taken into account the technical realities
of the situation.

That's the problem.

And, those standards

have eliminated those particular models from the market.

It just

is not technologically feasible, to provide that high efficiency
at those low BTU capacities.
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ALQUIST:
Well, we are all agreed that there is a need to have more efficient
appliances.

SASSNET:
Yes sir,

I certainly would agree with that.

ALQUIST:
We're all going to make an effort to find it.

SASSNET:
We are very much so.

ALQUIST:
My only problem is finding a better way of doing it.

SASSNET:
And, I think that if we look at all of the facts that are at hand,
that consumers are indeed responding to their needs and are asking
for it and are buying higher efficiency products and we are making
energy conservation.

We are conserving energy.

MONTOYA:
Yes, I think it is very difficult to come to some ultimate conclusion
as to what we ought to do based upon what the Energy Commission gives
us as facts and what you representing General Electric and the
Air Conditiong and Refrigeration Institute present to us.
we still have a problem solving problem.

Nonetheless,

The issue of again, the
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conservation of energy in a time when costsare going to continue
to go up.

I don't care if they are at a stalemate right now,

they're going to continue to go up.

I think that again, I keep

going back to the automobile industry, because the conventional
American wisdom was that if General Motors spent 500 million dollars
a year advertising those 22 foot Buicks or Catillacs, or whatever,
they were going to go on being sold, until such time that it cost
the consumers alot more for those automobiles and then they found
out differently.

Now, it may be too late for the American

automobile industry.

As it relates to this in particular, as the

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute.

You've indicated

that air conditioners are selling alot less than they were before,
within that are foreign made more efficient

air conditioners taking

a greater and greater percentage of that market as it relates to
air conditioners than American products?

Even though it is

diminishing overall, can you sight any specific statistics about that?
Is foreign

competitio~

because of better efficiency standards, are

taking a greater and greater percentage of the market?

SASSNET:
Senator, may I consult with one of my associates on that detail?

MONTOYA:
Yes.

SASSNET:
Thank you.

We believe that the foreign products in the U.S. market

is actually an insignificant quantity.
quantity.

There are a very small
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MONTOYA:
It used to be that way Mr. Sassnet in the automobile industry too.
Remember when it was 8-9% and most of those were Volkswagens.
But, with fuel costs doubling and tripling within the next decade
you know you shouldn't be putting the insignificance of that
foreign market aside.

SASSNET:
Well, Senator, I believe that we can say that I'm not putting it
aside at all.

I think that I stated earlier that we are

very cognizant of what is going on and we are monitoring what
that situation is and we believe that our products are highly
competitive and we believe that in the current situation that
there is not a significant threat.

We

ar~

all manufacturers, are

working toward higher efficiency products and we have made progress
and we are going to continue to make prbgress, because we think that
energy efficiency is an important attribute of our products.

MONTOYA:
Secondly, I think Stanford is a middle of the road or conservative
institution in terms of fact finding and what has made Japanese
business so competitive internationally.

I think that one of the

things sighted by a couple of professors at Stanford were that
they do alot more consumer research.
consumers want.

They keep a pulse on what

We had testimony this morning by the different

consumer groups and the Energy Commission and it really doesn't
make any difference if there is agreement or disagreement, as to
whether consumers know or care about energy efficient appliances,
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what I would ask you as General Electric, or as the Institute,
what kind of pulse are you keeping and what are your numbers?
What is the research that you are doing?

What are your consumers

that buy your products telling you, or are you monitoring that?

The Japanese have very sophisticated and very long questionnaires
that they present to you when you buy an iron, refrigerator, or
whatever.

Can General Electric refute that what was stated this

morning that they'll chose color, they'll chose this, they'll
chose that, that energy efficiency is at the bottom of the totem
pole?

Do you have any facts and figures from your consumer

research, from people who actually buy your product that you can
say, they do care?

They have cared and for how long?

SASSNET:
Yes, Senator, I can say that we do know.
able market research in this area.

We have performed consider-

We know what the attributes of

energy efficiency is relative to other product attributes, performance,
quality, those kinds of other product attributes.
ice through the door,

those kinds of things.

Specific features,

So, we do have measures

of those and unfortunately, I'm not at liberty to divulge those
numbers, because that is proprietary information, but I can assure
you that we do know it.

We know where it stands and it's high on

the list.

MONTOYA:
Because it is important for us as policy makers to have that kind
of information and I think those are the kinds of things that are
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shared on the Japanese economy and they still have competition there
too.

You can't hide the facts and figures and still expect to have

a good national policy.

So, I am concerned that if we did not have

these kinds of standards you would go back as an industry to the
old idea that if you spend enough bucks advertising something,
you can sell something just on the basis of color, sexuality or
whatever,

the way we advertise our products here.

But, I can

assure you that when the cost of energy becomes an economic
consideration, in which people have to chose between one thing
and another, they're going to chose the more efficient of the
products, just like they did on the basis of the automobiles.
The 500 million dollars that General Motors used to spend on the
Buicks worked until such time that the gas got, the gas cost got
to the pocketbooks of the consumers and then they radically,
not cyclically, but radically changed on the basis of economic
consideration.

Maybe the American consumer is not there yet, on

appliances, but I submit to you, that I think that they will.
It is for that reason that its of such severe concern to us
that we have appliance standards or not.

SASSNET:
Senator, you mentioned communicating to consumers and advertising
what we promote, and I think that it might be appropriate for me
to say that the attributes of our product that we are currently
promoting, is energy efficiency and if you'd look at some of
our advertisement, you would see that.
efficiency models are promoted.

You'll see that the higher

Particularly, recently when we

were in the air conditioning business, we were promoting higher
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efficiency air conditioners.

And, we promote higher efficiency

products, our new refrigerator that we just introduced, our new
dishwasher, we've just introduced.

All were introduced and

have as one of it's main elements of the new features was a more
efficient product.
the consumer.

We are advertising and communicating that to

My associates tell me, staff from ARI that we have

a report here entitled "Public Knowledge and Attitudes Towards
Central Air Conditioning Systems" and this will give you some idea
on the research we have, ARI has done some research and we'd be
glad to provide this to the committee.

SCHMITZ:
Yes, I wanted to comment on the little interplay between Senator
Alquist and Mr. Sassnet, about referring to Senator Alquist's
question that you say you're for the consumer, yet the consumer
groups here want the standards and I just felt I couldn't let
that one go by, without commenting on the fallacious application
we sometimes do and how we violate the rules of logic, when
because all the members of these consumer groups are consumers, i t
does not mean that they represent all consumers,or even most
consumers, or even many consumers.

I am a consumer and they

don't represent me at all, any more than, you have the situation
and we've seen it Senator Alquist, with the California Students
Lobby in Sacramento, which hardly represents California students,
the University of California students.

We have the National

Organization of Women, which may be made up of all women, but
it certainly does not represent all women, if most of the women.
We have the National Council of Christian Churches, which I don't
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their factories weren't bombed out in the war like the Japanese
and Germans were and they didn't have to start from scratch, they
started with the advantaged of not being bombed out, turned out
to be a disadvantage later on.

But, I don't think that we should

discount that the best consumer poll is what consumers buy, not
the self-appointed consumer groups say they ought to have.

ALQUIST:
If I may respond, since Senator Schmitz's remarks were directed
toward me, I'm well aware, Senator Schmitz, that Sylvia Siegal,
and Mary Solow, and Margaret Gardner don't represent all the
consumers in the state.

SCHMITZ:
Or many.

ALQUIST:
But, they do represent a large number, because a large number pay
dues to these organizations, to pay for education and consumer needs
and for greater efficiency in appliances, and they represent a
substantial number of consumers.

Like any other group. While this

Legislature is supposedly representative of all the people of
California, I'm sure in many instances the people of California
don't feel that they are too well represented by those of us they
send up there.

SCHMITZ:
I wouldn't want to stake my political election on their support.
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GARCIA:
Mr. Sassnet, the question I have here, if the federal no standard
comes into effect, California expects to be pre-empted unless
it gains exemption.

As I understand it, the only way to gain

exemption is to make a case.

Why, in one of your requests here

is that this committee recommend against even applying for an
exemption.

Now, it appears to me that we really don't have the

knowledge of the committee.

Just as, if I take your figures,

you say there is a very marginal net gain from standards and that
probably isn't worth a candle, based on, that's my own attitude,
if I take what you say at face value.
in and they give me a different story.

The Energy Commission comes
DOE supposedly has gone

through all of this and they have decided that no standard would
be better than a standard, because standards just aren't worth it.
They have done something, they are presumably knowledgeable in
trying to do the right thing, why not go along with the no-standard
rule and allow our Energy Commission, or some other group to go
up to petition for an exemption.
made their case.

They wouldn't get it unless they

Why kill it early when there is someone in a better

position to make that decision than us?

SASSNET:
The reason for my recommendation was that, and I led up to that
point, that I thought that a product by product anaylsis was really
what was required.

I think that if you go through that and go through

that now, there won't be any need to go through the funds and the
effort to go through a petition.

I think you'll reach a conclusion

that is based on the facts before you have to go to a petition.
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I certainly have no objection at all with going through with the
federal no-standard standard for California making a petition,
making it's case, that certainly is what the statute says and
I think California has every right to do so.

I'm just suggesting

that there's more productive things it could be doing.

GARCIA:
OK, but you took it before this committee, or any other committee
of the Legislature, with that type of a technical situation, I don't
think that we really would be comfortable with any decision we did
make.

Whereas, if you took it before DOE and they said there would

be no standards unless you make your case, you'd have to do the
same testimony, spend the same amount of time, only you'd have more
technically competent people.

SASSNET:
Senator, I quess, another reason for suggestinq that is that the
California Office of Administrative Law is in the process of
evaluating these standards right now, as a matter of fact.

The

California Energy Commission went through it's review of the
standards and concluded that they should retain them and we filed
testimony in that case, or in that review indicating that it was
not

appropriat~

that we felt the standards were not needed.

And,

the information that we provided to the California Energy Commission,
during that review was disregarded because they made an interpretation
that the review that they were required to make did not include
current data.

It was reviewing the record when it was established

back in 1976-77.
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GARCIA:
I want to interupt you.

See I don't, I attach very little

credibility to what the California Energy Commission gives me,
because we've caught them a couple of times.
side there.

So, I'm on your

But, I think that somebody else is better, you see,

to me it's just a guess.

I can't prove it.

But, I have some

other people that I trust and have come up with some credible
information.

So, I'm on your side there, but there is someone

else who could be more comfortable in analyzing that.

It seems

to me that it is reasonable to go the federal route, where they
say, OK there will be no standards, unless you can make your
case.

Then you're putting that before some other experts and

now mayble I interupted you, but I thought you were talking about
the same thing.

I thought you said there was another reason and

it seemed to me that that wasn't the •.•

SASSNET:
Well, the Office of Administration Law in California is currently
looking at this and we provided them with data relative to review,
and so, a reason for not doing it is to expend time and energy
going for the petition, if you really don't have a case.
that that needs to be determined first.
is a good solid review.

I think

The process for doing it

To my knowledge, that has not been done

to date by the CEC, so it's not in any position to go to the DOE
with that review, and I think that California would be well served
in looking at the review that right now on an objective basis and
suggesting that we may not have to go through that process.
certainly have no objection.

I
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GARCIA:
But, it seems to me that you have two advocates.

This is a very

pro-conservation thing and they will probably politicize their
position, and say we ought to do this, whereas, DOE is of a
different philosophy.

It seems to be more free market, at least

under this administration and therefore, they would be saying,
OK, we may buy an exemption, but you're going to have to make
your case with us.

It just seems to me that that's a more

appropriate way to go about it.

ALQUIST:
Chairman, may I speak to the condition of the file.

DILLS:
I was about to try to get the floor myself as to the condition of
the file.

ALQUIST:
It's 5 minutes after 3 and we have 11 more witnesses.

DILLS:
That's precisely the point I was about to make.

When I was

interrupted by one of the members of the committee and if there
are no additional questions of this witness, I think his time
has expired.

SCHMITZ:
What's participation to some is interruption to others.
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ALQUIST:
I got an agreement out of Senator Russell, he won't ask any more
questions if I don't.

DILLS:
I doubt it.

I doubt that you would live up to it.

Forget it.

I lost 2 votes already.

Frederick Hallett, are you here sir?

Alright.

HALLETT:
Could we have the lights dimmed please?

Mr. Chairman and distinguished

members, I'm going to break the monotony of the conventional hearing
by going to a slide presentation.

I'm Frederick Hallett, Vice

President of White Consolidated Industries.

I'm here today to

tell you something about the California Appliance Efficiency
Standards program, as we see it.

RUSSELL:
What is White Consolidated?

HALLETT:
I'm coming to that in just a moment sir.

I should mention some facts about White Consolidated first.

We're

the third largest manufacturer of appliances with a full line of
products for the home.

Among our brands are Frigidaire, Gibson,

Kelvinator, White-Westinghouse.
Wards,

We also private brand for Sears,

Penneys and several others.
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This is a highly competitive business.

General Electric, Whirpool,

Magic Chef, and Maytag are all barking at our heels.

As a result,

the real cost ofbuying a major home appliance in terms of labor
hours has dropped by 57% in the last twenty years.

And the same

kind of competition is working in appliance efficiency to bring
down the cost of operating appliances.

But, Let's look at the big picture for a moment.

The California

Energy Commission has made some gradiose claims about the energy
savings resulting from their programs, including the appliance
program.

At one point, the CEC said the appliance program would

save 2,121 gigawatt hours per year.

That sounds like alot, but let's

look at what's happened and how it relates to what's happening
elsewhere in the country.

About 20% of the energy consumed in the U.S., the yellow bar on this
chart, is used in the home.

If we expand that bar, you can see that

only one percent is used for air conditioning and one per cent for
refrigeration, two categories for which California has efficiency
standards.

This chart shows the growth of residential use of electricity in
California, as compared to the U.S. as a whole.

First, note that

California is growing more slowly than the rest of the country.
It was that way before the CEC and it's still that way.

Californians

use almost 30% less electricity per capita in their homes than the
average citizen.

So California has less of a problem than the rest

of the country does.

In fact, one could infer that the rest of the

country needs appliance standards more than California does.
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This phenomenon has nothing to do with the Energy Commission.
You'll see no major deviation in the slow, but steady growth,
starting many years before the Warren-Alquist Act.

Second, Californians persist in their traditional energy-saving
habits, despite a lower cost of electricity than the country at
large, about 4% lower.

Coupled with lower than average consumption

per householdCalifornianspay an average of $379. per year compared
to a national average of $522., a difference of 27%.

Despite this

lower cost, Californians continue to use less power than their
neighbors to the north and east.

The traditon was neither originated

by nor apparently affected by the CEC or the appliance standards program.

Another way to evaluate the effectiveness of the CEC's program is to
compare electricity usage in California's homes to those in comparable
areas of the country.

There are, of course, no direct analogs for

California, but I've chosen two for which the Edison Electric
Institute collects statistics.

First, the mountain states region as a whole, including Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and Nevada.
This region certainly includes almost every type of climate found
in Californiaexcept for the immediate seacoast environment.

It

is growing at a comparable pace and the people share a Western
lifestyle.

None of the states in this region has anything

comparable to the CEC's appliance standards program.

As you can see, comparing the electricity sales growth with
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California's, one would be hard pressed to justify the tax money going
to CEC.

If the mountain states comparison is valid, nothing has

happened in California that would not have happened anyway.

Let's add another comparison, the state of Florida shares some of the
characteristics of California (including the tourist and retirement
influence, the seacoast and high tech industry) although Floridians
tend to use far more electricity than Californians (despite higher
prices) undoubtedly because of heavier use of air conditioning.

Comparing electricity sales data, one must be struck by the
parallels.

If Florida can be thought of as California without the

Energy Commission, one must conclude that regulation hasn't really
made much difference.

CEC claims of vast amounts of energy savings don't seem to stand
close examination when compared to what would have happened anyway,
and actually has happened in non-regulated states.

But what has this program cost Californians?

There are several

answers:

First, tax money to support the Commission in its lovely Sacramento
office complex.

Second, lost income for California retailers and others in the
distribution chain, income which would have resulted from the
sales of appliances now banned by the CEC, income which would have
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been taxed by the state to produce needed revenues.

Third, comfort, convenience, and cost for California consumers.
Let me show you what I mean.
Summer 1982 Sears Catalog.

Here's a page from the Spring and
There are thirty-three room air con-

ditioners listed of which only eight can be sold in California.
The average price of these California models is $467.45, 13% higher
than the overall average.

If we look at the selection from the

standpoint of a poor or elderly person on a tight budget, the least
expensive window unit he can buy in California, is Model 47Kl089,
which costs $419.95.

If he were in Arizona or Nevada, he could buy

Model 47K0042N for $179.95,

($240 less).

If he is short of money

and really needs some form of cooling, he will probably forgo a new
unit and repair an old one or purchase a used one from a repair shop.
In any case, the used unit is not likely to be as efficient as most
of the new ones on the market today.

And as you know from recent

experience in California, sometimes a room air conditioner can spell
the difference between surviving and not surviving, particularly for
the elderly.

What impact has this severe restriction of air conditioner models
had on sales?
sharply.

After standards became effective sales dropped

Californians either repaired old inefficient units,

or did without, or paid the higher prices, in some cases getting
a bigger capacity unit than they really needed, wasting energy yet
another way not intended by the CEC.

In my own caompany's case, California sales or room air conditioners
of all brands we manufacture, dropped from a pre-standards level of
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about 52,000 units per year to 30,466 in 1980,

(a drop of 41%),

while our national sales in the same period were increasing by
23%.

The 1981 figures show some recovery, but it is obvious

that astandards have forced thousands of Californians to postpone
buying or simply do without.

This means lost revenues for California retailers and lost
sales tax and income tax revenue for state government.

California ranks 44th among the 50 states in per capita electricity
consumption.

It ranks 42nd, in rate of growth of electricity

consumption, lower than Ohio and Pennsylvania.
new trend.

This is not a

In the pre-CEC years, 1971-1976, California's growth

rate was 65.8% of the national average.

Today it is still 65% of the

national average.

Isn't it about time to stop pretending that California has a unique
problem with home appliances which requires special treatment. Dozens
of other states with much higher per capita usage and higher growth
rates have not found appliance standards necessary.

The federal

government hasn't been able to justify appliance standards.
should California continue to waste scarce tax money on them?

Why
And

at the same time deprive citizens of the right to choose among the
wide variety of products offered by the free market.

Does it make

sense to force someone in Monterey or La Jolla, who uses air
conditioning less than 125 hours per year to buy the same kind of
air conditioner as someone in Imperial County who may need it
almost 2,000 hours a year?
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As California leans out

it~

state budget for the long poll.

It

seems obvious that this is one government program the state can
do without.

A program that ought to be allowed to fade into the

regulatory sunset.

DILLS:
We'll submit that for the next Ernrny Awards, and hope that Hill
Street Blues isn't competing.

Any questions of the witness.

HALLETT:
Let me make some closing comments.

Leading to some of the earlier

discussion with Mr. Sassnet, about the performance, the likely
behavior of manufacturers.

I agree with him entirely, that you'd

have to look at it in a product by product basis, and certainly
a basis of what other competition there was in the market.

But,

the idea of designing and building on a mass production basis.
A California unique model borders on the absurd.

Especially in

markets where California's market share is perhaps 4% of the national
average.

We just completed investment of 25 million dollars in a new
refrigerator line.

If the refrigerators we produce, highly

automated, better than anything you've seen in Japan.
Japanese come and look at it.

We've had

If the refrigerators that we

produce on that line do not meet California standards, it is
highly unlikely that we would set up a second one to serve
California.

It would be much more likely to withdraw from the
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California market, as has happened with some 24 of the 33 models
of air conditioner that we make.

So, that's again a reduced choice

for California consumers and lost sales for your retailers and
wholesalers.

GARCIA:
If the Commission goes to DOE they take their dog and pony show
there, then they'll tell them, hey, there's no reason to give an
exception.

HALLETT:
That's right.

MONTOYA:
I'd just like to ask for a piece of information Mr. Chairman.

Perhaps somebody from the industry could submit this, what the
differencesare if you have 40-50 models of air conditioners to
sell?

I mean functionally speaking, what are the differences?

Because, I'm of the opinion that then it becomes again, the thing
about marketing techniques and color and how the little louvers
open, and all kinds of nonsensical things that don't make any but, just get us maybe somewhere out there, you can tell us what
different 50 components there are that ought to be considered when
you buy an air conditioner.

HALLETT:
Senator, if I may, I can leave with you a replica, a reproduction
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of that Sears catalog page, which lists all the models.

MONTOYA:
OK.

DILLS:
Thank you very much for your testimony. Kent Anderson, American
Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers.

ANDERSON:
Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, I will try to be as brief as
possible and summarize my comments.
written statement.

Don't be overwhelmed by that

I don't intend to read the whole document.

My name is Kent Anderson.

I'm Vice President of the Association

of Home Appliance Manufacturers.
manufacturers of home appliances.

AHAM represents the major
I am speaking today on behalf

of more than 17 manufacturers of refrigerators, refrigerator freezers
and room air conditioners.

We are the major national trade association

for the home appliance industry.

I'd like to just give you a sketch

of what the economic impact of our industry is, both nationally
and in the state of California.

Within California, there are no major manufacturers of home
appliances located in California.

However, we sell our products

through more than 5,000 retailer establishments in the state.
We have estimated that the total sales volume of appliances,
subject to the Commissions regulations are in excess of 400
million dollars a year.

Just so you have a feel for what that
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represents as a percent of national sales, California typically
accounts for about 10% of the total appliance industry sales.
With regard to specific California impacts, as I mentioned.
There are no major manufacturers in California.

A major impact

of CEC standards is on our customers, retailers and consumers in
the state.

And, I think that it is important that you realize

that we view California as very important to our industry.

I'd

like to briefly summarize what the appliance industries commitment
has been over the past few years to energy efficiency.

Manufacturers

are making significant improvement in the efficiency of their
products.

It's driven by at least 3 factors.

consumers are interested in energy efficiency.

One is the fact that
If you don't believe

that, I'm sure that your constituent mail about utility rates and
utility rate increases would convince you otherwise.
is obviously energy cost increases.
market for efficient appliances.

Significantly, affected the

Quite frankly, the third factor

is we need to reduce energy growth.
energy conservation.

Second factor

There is alot of merit to

The issue which we are addressing here is

specifically the need for appliance

standards and the

Commission~

activities in that area.

Just to give you a feel for the product improvements they've made
for home appliances for 1972-1981, refrigerators and freezers have
improved by 58.6%.

Freezers have improved by 54.6%.

conditioners by 18.1%.
by 51.6%.

Room air

Dishwashers by 45% and clothes washers

Three of those products are covered by CEC regulations.

CEC has claimed that their regulations are responsible for not only
improvement of efficiency in the state of California, but the
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national improvement in efficiency.

We would submit that because

both dishwashers and clothes washers have had significant improvements
i.n efficiency without standards, that that contradicts the Commission's
claim on the benefit of standards.

A third major factor

our commitment to energy efficiency is

our support for the Federal
program.

Commission's energy labeling

That program was started in 1980.

refrigerators, re

Currently, all

igerator freezers, freezers and room air

conditioners must be labeled with an FTC energy label.

That

label provides operating cost and energy efficiency information
for these major appliances.

Additionally it provides a range

of efficiency for all the models that are available in that
category.

Final

, the label provides a way for the consumer

to estimate what his actual local operating costs are of that
appliance, opposed to a nationally assummed average.

Important

that we state on the record that this program is not effected
by DOE's decision not to issue minimum standards.

AHAM and its member companies have been very supportive of the
labeling program and we continue to support that.
important.

We think it is

It's a valuable aid to consumers and we should continue

that.

Final area, with regard to the industries
education.

commitmen~

is consumer

The home appliance industry has published directories

publishing efficiency of appliances for a number of years.
currently publish a directory 4 times a year listing all the

We
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room air conditioners that are generally available for sale in the
country.

The directory is revised 4 times a year.

information is available on efficiency in products.

So, current
We also

have a similar directory that is available for refrigerators and
refrigerator freezers.

Secondly, we have attempted to try to educate dealers, distributors,
and consumers on the benefits of the energy labeling program.

For

those of you that may not have seen it, this is the copy of the
energy guide that has been available on all appliances and you'll
see that in all stores when you go in to see an appliance.

This

guide has been widely distributed and we try to make it available
to anybody who is interested in helping with the consumer education
problem.

And, it's a difficult very massive problem that we're

trying to deal with out there.

But, I think we're very supportive

of that.

AHAM has also continued to put out information, statistics and
data on trends in energy efficiency in the appliance industry and
many of the figures that I've sighted to you previously are listed
in this booklet we just recently put out.

Two other items that you may be interested in is, we have put together
some information on how to select room air conditioners to minimize
energy consumption and for almost all major appliances, when we
get responses from consumers on how to use their products to minimize
energy use.

Not just purchased products that are efficient, but

to use them properly.

We have fact sheets available that we send
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out to consumers on how to minimize energy use of their appliances.

I think that we are very convinced that there is a benefit to
energy conservation.
a benefit.

We're not convinced that standards do have

With regard to the California standards and the impact

on our industry.

Currently,

refrigerator freezers there is

essentially no growth in energy consumption for those products.
In spite of the increase in the number of households in the U.S.
and increase in sales of new products, the replacement of older
less efficient products with new more efficient products has
made refrigerator freezers a no growth, energy contributor.
I suspect the same situation is true in California as it is
nationally.

One of the major reasons is obviously, consumers

replacing older less efficient units with new more efficient ones.

With regard to room air conditioners, impact of the California
standards has been fairly severe on room air conditioners.

You

heard from Mr. Sassnet that there has been significant lost sales
because the California standards are probably too stringent and not
cost effective for large

numbe~of

consumers.

One of the factors

that has affected this is the impact of California standards on
consumer decision.

What we are left with in California is only

the models that are the largest, the heaviest and the most
costly.

So, with regard to Senator Montoya's comment about the

availability of models, it is not necessarily a problem if there
are limited available, it depends on which models have been
affected.

In the case of California, the smallest, least energy

consuming and least costly models are not available.
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With regard to window air conditioners, only 31% of the models that
are listed in our current directory can be sold in California.
built in models only26%of the models are sold.

For

One of the factors

that we have been trying to point out is, to the adverse affect
of minimum standards, is that minimum standards could actually
increase the energy use, rather than decrease the use.

With regard

to room air conditioners, this can occur because of improper
cooling capacity.

If a customer buys an oversized or undersized

unit they use more energy than they would with a properly sized
unit.

Consumers lower thermostat settings because they are not comfortable,
and they increase energy use.

They may defer purchase of brand new

units that are more efficient, or they may repair existing units.
All of these factors can actually increase the energy use, if you,
over the situation where you did not have standards.

I'll briefly summarize our conclusion here.

We believe that CEC

energy savings projections for the appliance standards program
are dubious.

The basic forecast was done in 1978 and has not

materially changed since.

Regardless of the real causes

~or

decreases in energy consumption of our products, all decreases
have been erroneously contributed to the CEC regulations.

This

is simply not true, as evidenced by the significant efficiency
improvements which have occurred in products which are not subject
to standards.

Our conclusion is that CEC is taking the credit for something that
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would have occurred without the regulations.

The appliance industry

is highly competitive and thus responsive to the market it serves.
Energy cost increases have resulted and will continue to result
in appliance energy efficiency improvements.

On the other hand

minimum standards inherently circumscribe both the producer and
consumer unnecessarily.

They adversely effect product performance

in utility, they limit consumer choice as shown by the withdrawals
of products from California, cost increases are added to basic
models, along with the more expensive efficient models, and
therefore penalize most of the low income consumers, for whom
basic appliances are a necessity.

AHAM believes it is time to review the CEC regulations, in light
of the current market conditions.

Standards are not necessary

to achieve reduction in California's energy growth rate, since
without regulation the purchase of the more efficient appliances
available today, will automatically result in energy conservation.

In the absence of arbitrary and unnecessary standards, desireable
appliance features and performance characteristics can remain
available to consumers who have special needs and preferences.
That is,appliance performance characteristics, including energy
efficiency, will be available to consumers based on the interactions
of the market.

Unburdened by government regulations that dictate

an emphasis on only a single performance characteristic, such as
energy.

Continuing appliance standards at this point would clearly

be regulation for the sake of regulation.

AHAM believes that the

best interest of all parties, manufacturers, retailers and consumer
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taxpayers will be best served through repeal of CEC standards
for refrigerators, refrigerator freezers, freezers and room
air conditioners.

The California Legislature was courageous

in addressing the energy situation by passing the Warren-Alquist
Act, which also authorized appliance standards, unfortunately,
it hasn't worked and it will take equal courage to resend it as
an experiment that has run its course.

AHAM sincerely appreciates this opportunity to present our views.
Thank you very much.

DILLS:
Thank you very much.

Any questions for Mr. Anderson?

GARCIA:
Just to clarify something.

The models that are not available in

California, they're generally cheaper, less expensive?

ANDERSON:
Not necessarily.

Because of the way the Commission structured their

standards, and it has to do with the way they classify products,
it has adversely effected products with the smallest capacity,
the smallest sized units.

The portable ones.

GARCIA:
That's the question I was going to get at next.

Now, OK, then do

the approved models use more energy than the unapproved?

Do the

approved models, the ones you can sell here, they may be more
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efficient, but do they use more energy?

ANDERSON:
That's correct.

GARCIA:
In other words, although they're more efficient, somebody might be
buying more capacity than they want and therefore are using more
energy?

ANDERSON:
Precisely my point.

If you only need 4,000 BTU's of cooling capacity

for room air conditioner, that model is not available in the state
of California.

So, you end up buying a 6,000 BTU unit that uses

more energy than you would have, if you could have bought the 4,000.

GARCIA:
But, that is generally true.

You see, that point has been made

a number of times, but the lingering question I had is that they
are buying more capacity than they need.

It might by more efficient

but they're buying more capacity.

DILLS:
Further questions?

ANDERSON:
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one further request.

One of our

member companies, Whirpool is submitting a written statement, and
we would like to mention that that is being sent to the committee
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and would like to have it included in the record if possible.

DILLS:
Appreciate it and we will see that that's done.

Mr. Edward Baily, Carrier Corporation.

Prepared statement is

available.

May I just for a, looking down the road at today's work.
here?

Alright.

Is Mr. Mertz

Bob Braman, Bernard Brown, Orrin Burwell, Frank Marshall,

Stanley Scafe, Lou Malec, Stanley Young?

ALQUIST:
All present and accounted for.

DILLS:
All present and accounted for and given the opportunity, would like
to have something to say I'm sure.

BAILY:
Thank you Chairman Dills, members of the Joint Committee.

I m

Ted Baily, Director of Industrial Relations for Carrier Corporation
in Syracuse, New York.

Carrier is a manufacturer of residential heating and cooling
equipment, including central air conditioners, heat pumps and
gas furnaces, which are covered by the California appliance efficiency
standards.

Our equipment is marketed in California under the Carrier,

Day & Night and Payne brands.

Some of this equipment is manufactured
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not far from here at the BDP Company divisions, City of Industry
plant.

Recently, there have been comments in the California press from
those who support and those who oppose the continuation of California's
standards.

An incorrect impression there and in comments today,

may have been left that all manufacturers and businesses are opposed
to the standards.

I'd like to make it clear at the outset that

Carrier supports California standards for this type of contractor
installed equipment.

It is an established fact that the standards

have saved energy in California that would not have been saved
otherwise.

Carrier has been an outspoken advocate of energy conservation since
our products, on an industry-wide basis, account for a major share
of residential energy consumption.

I has seemed clear to us, during the seven years that we have
worked with the Energy Commission and the
that whatever reasonable

u.s.

Dept. of Energy,

and responsible measures were appropriate

to reduce the energy consumption of these products would be in the
best interest of consumers, the industry and the nation as a whole.

It was pointed out earlier that these types of products, consumea
very high portion of the residential energy consumption and I would
like to discuss with you now, the last several years have shown that
these products have been the least likely to respond to market
forces.

You've heard from the last 2-3 speakers how well the appliance

type products that are bought 1 on 1 in an appliance store, like
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refrigerators, refrigerator freezers, clothes washers, have increased
in shipment weighted energy efficiency.

However, central air

conditioning equipment in the entire period from 1975-1981 increased
only 5.6% as opposed to the increases in the appliance type products
in the SO's.

Had it not been for the positive effect of the

California standards on the national averages the increases would
have been even less.

There is a reason for this situation that

I think has been touched upon by a number of speakers today.
The 1 on 1 decision that consumers make when they buy
a refrigerator, looking at a Federal Trade Commission label and
comparing the trade between higher first cost for a more efficient
product and a lower operating cost that goes with it, as opposed
to a lower first cost for low efficient product.

The same is not

the case in terms of central air conditioners, furnaces and heat
pumps.

The ultimate user may have had no opportunity to consider

operating cost.

Particularly if he buys a new home in which the

builder was the decision maker and opted for low first cost or if
he is a renter in which the landlord made the decision, and opted
for low first cost.

Even those consumers who are buying replacement

equipment, often don't understand the efficiency considerations in
this kind of equipment.
pair of tires.

Much the same as when I go out to buy a

I don't really understand what the measures are

of tire consumption.

We believe that consumers don't understand

that and our market research has proved that they really don't
understand what high efficiency is and what the trade offs are.

Let me give you an

exampl~

if I

rna~

of how the standards have

worked to the benefit of not only California, but of the nation
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as a whole.

If I could direct your attention in the interest of

brevity to Exhibit 1, which follows Page 11 of the text, I'd like
to show you what's happened in split systems, which are sold in
large volume across the entire country, including California,
industry levels of about a million and a half units a year.

In

the period of 1975 up to 81, we see that 5.6% increase that I mentioned
before.

California is an important market, but it is not sufficiently

big, at 10% or less, to swing the national statistics.

On the other

hand, single packaged equipment runs about 300 thousand industry
units a year, about a fifth of the split systems.

In this case,

California is a major user of this kind of equipment.

Manufacturers

are then going to have to make the decision to either comply with
the California standards, or ignore the California market.

They opted to comply and you can see what happened in single package
where it rose 19.4% in the same time frame.

You can also notice in

1977 when the first level came into effect in 1979 when the second
one, the major jumps in efficiency.

So, the entire nation, as well

as California benefited from the foresight of the California
Legislature in passing the minimum standards, the legislation
that enabled the minimum standards to become in place.

RUSSELL:
Do we know what a split system is?

BAILY:
Let me explain.

I'm sorry, I'm getting carried away I guess, with

knowing what one is myself.

A split system is one with the
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condensing unit outdoors and the evaporator coil, which the cool
air blows indoors to distribute it is located inside on top of a
furnace or some other kind of an air handler.

A single package

piece of equipment is most commonly in California, one piece that
mounts on top of a roof.

A roof top type of approach.

When Carrier commented to the Department of Energy, earlier this
year.

We put together an analysis, which is shown as Table 2, in

the exhibit, which shows the kinds of increase in the shipment
weighted averages of central air conditioners that we believe
would have happened in the event that DOE does establish uniform
national standards.

In the first year of a standard, the table

shows that an increase would be about 8.7% in shipment weighted
efficiency, just by bringing up the low efficiency units that are
still sold in other parts of the country to the California level.
That's more of an increase than occurred in the entire period from
1975 through 1981.

Now, I'd like to comment specifically on what Carrier believes to
be the impact of California standards on manufacturer and consumers.
Some argue that standards have been a burden to manufacturers.
Again, in respect to central air conditioners, the facts do not
support this contention.

According to ARI listings, virtually

every manufacturer has equipment that meets or exceeds California's
standards.

This has been the case since California's standards

went into effect in 1977, at the first level.

Currently, according to the ARI July-December 1982 Certification
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Directory, over 70% of the nine listing for covered equipment, meet
or exceed the 8.0 SEER California standards.
are at or above the 9.0 level.

Almost 23 of the listings

If you just take a look at Exhibit 3,

it's broken down by brand and percentage.

You'll note that some

manufacturers, including some small manufacturers have virtually
all of their equipment at or above the 8.0 level.
70% are at that level.

An average, over

So, the fact that the efficiency levels have

not increased on a what-has-been-sold basis, is not because there
has not been availability of equipment, available for sale.

There

has been some comment made that the drop in California central
residential sales is a percentage of the national total, was caused
by the imposition of standards.

It is our conviction that the drop

instead to the relatively cool weather in California and the more
severe drop in the California housing starts, compared to that which
occurred in the rest of the country.

RUSSELL:
Are you suggesting that the weather, lack of the (unintelligible •.. )

BAILY:
No Senator I am not suggesting that the weather had anything to do
with CEC, but in the period in 1980 and 1981 when California's
percentage of the total U.S. sales of central air conditioners
dropped significantly, there was a weather situation in California
that was much cooler than it was in the rest of the country, which
did not encourage the sale of equipment, much of which is caused
by hot weather.
standard.

We feel that that is the reason, rather than the

As a matter of fact, we cannot believe the standards
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at their relatively low level, had any negative impact on California's
central air conditioning sales.

We have attached, as part of this record, some comments that we made
to the

Department of Energy, when the similar question was asked,

which I will not get into today, but, just to comment briefly
that our sales records on parts have not indicated that people
are repairing air conditioning equipment in California in any
greater degree than they are in the rest of the country.

Regarding

the issue of state standards, versus the uniform federal standard,
Carrier's concern, and that of other manufacturers has been that
a patch work of different minimum efficiency levels would develop,
making it difficult, if not impossible to design multiple product
lines, each cost optimized to meet a different standard.

To date, other states, such as Kansas, Florida and New York have
followed California's lead and we and other members of the industry
expect that the Department of Energy would so do, and set the minimum
at 8.0 SEER.

State standards thus have not presented a problem

to manufacturers in the light of the broad availability of complying
product, developed in anticipation of a uniform minimum standard.

In the event that DOE does default in it's responsibility to establish
uniform standards and is successful in preempting existing state
standards, we foresee a significant disruption in the California
market.

If the final DOE rule makes preemption effective upon

promulgation, rather than on the effective date of the rule, a
window would be opened, in which manufacturers could legally dump,
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low priced, low efficiency equipment, into California and other
petitioning states who are presently covered by standards.
would be forced, unfortunately to follow suit.

Carrier

The positive

conservation effect of the standards, would be seriously diluted
and confusion in the marketplace would exist, well after restoration of
standards in the event that the petitioning process is successful.

In summary, as a manufacturer, Carrier is not burdened, other than
in minor administrative details by the California minimum standards.
Now, regarding consumers, the Warren-Alquist Act was wisely written
to require that California standards be set at a reasonable and
attainable level.

RUSSELL:
What if you were impacted by California standards, suppose the
Energy Commission waves it's wand and says, this is going to be
the result and it's excess ofwhatyou'recurrently manufacturing?

BAILY:
Well, that implies that the Energy Commission would set standards at an
arbitrary level without discussion with the rule making process of
what would be an appropriate level.
we and

o~her

If there was such a hearing,

manufacturers would present data on the cost differentials

between low efficiency equipment and high efficiency equipment and
the trade offs on efficiency conservation, energy conservation.

RUSSELL:
Which they've been doing here the last three years?
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BAILY:
They set the levels on central air conditioners back in 1976,
effective in 1977.

The second level that went into effect in

November of 1979.

RUSSELL:
What's the next step?

BAILY:
I don't know.

I haven't had any efficient information from the

California Energy Commission that there is going to be one.

But, if there were, we would work with them to •••

RUSSELL:
Suppose that they go through this process and you do your thing and
they set some standard which adversely impacts you, in terms of
your product, they say, well, we've got to do better than this,
your product doesn't meet that standard?
apparently do not meet current standards.

As other products
What effect would that

have upon your company?

BAILY:
Well we could not meet a standard that might be set in the future,
we'd not be able to sell the product.
us.

It would have an impact on

I think we're dealing here in somewhat of a theoretical

situation.
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RUSSELL:
No we are not, because it is happening right now.

The man who just

testified before you says that out of the 2/3's of the room
air conditioners, are not sold in California, because they do
not meet the standards.
are sold.

Only the heavier more expensive ones

So, if that applies to them, there may well be in

some future time a standard that would apply to your company.

Now,

if that is the case, would your testimony be so supportive of the
California Energy Commission setting?

BAILY:
We would not support standards, if we did not believe it would be
cost effective to consumers, Senator Russell.

RUSSELL:
You support the standards now primarily because they do not effect
you.

Your equipment exceeds the standards.

You've got no problem.

BAILY:
We would very much like to see, standards set on a uniform national
basis.

Because we believe that it is in our best interest that

there is a company and part of an industry to have standards set
to eliminate the high consumption of energy caused by our products,
which is not happening because of the market place.

I understand what you're saying about the room air conditioning
market.

We also manufacture room air conditioners.

And we have
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room air conditioners that comply and we have air conditioners that
do not comply.

We don't feel that room air conditioners are as

important a consideration to California, in terms of total energy
consumption, as central air conditioners, heat pumps and furnaces.
We believe that there is a difference between these kinds of
products.

Not only that, but the room air conditioners have improved

efficiency nationwide.
to a much lesser degree.

Central air conditioners have improved
Our point is that standards make more

sense for some types of products than they do for others.

For some

they make no sense.

RUSSELL:
I was going to ask you what your point was, because I've missed it
in your testimony so far.

I was getting a picture that you think

California Energy Commission has done a good job of setting their
standards and you're not effected by it and so everything is rosey.
But, I was going to ask you could you summarize your position, because
I for one (tape coming in and out- unintelligible ..• )

BAILY:
Did that clarify it Senator, or should we?

RUSSELL:
Somewhat - just continue and if it doesn't I'll ask a quick question.

BAILY:
Let me deal quickly with the, our attitudes about the consumer
situation.

By setting standards on central air conditioners at a
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reasonable level, at the low end of the efficiency scale, California
avoided the controversy that plaqued the standard setting process
at the federal level.

With the National Energy Acts language

required standards to be set at the maximum technologically feasible
level, it could be economically justified.
an exercise in trying to

decid~

That turned out to be

as they did in medieval times,

how many angels could dance on the end of a pin.

I'd like to direct your attention to Exhibit 5 in the attached cost
curve.

The cost curve is the last page on the packet of materials.

To point out that it is less costly to move up in efficiency at the
low end of the efficiency scale, it becomes much more costly at the
high end of the efficiency scale.

At the low end, the savings

in terms of operating costs as compared to the increments below
is much greater than it is when you get up to the top end.

So,

at reasonable levels of efficiency, it does not disadvantage manufacturers in terms of product availability, nor need it disadvantage
consumers in terms of cost, it does save signficant amounts of
energy and is at the proper level.

There's a chart just before that that compares

the operating cost

of units at 7.0 and 9.0 SEER and indicates the payback that would
be involved at a cost differential of 124 dollars, which is based
on an escalation to a 1986 possible effective date, for that kind
of a thing if the Federal Department of Energy were to decide to
set a standard at 9.0.

In this case, all but those in the very

low hours of operation and very low costs of energy would have a
pay back of less than 5 years.

An average consumer at a 1,000 hours
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and 8¢ would pay back in 1.4 years.

In the very worst case, 5¢

and 300 hours would be a pay back of 7.2 years, which is just about
1/2 the expected price of this kind of equipment.

Consumers in the high hours of operation area, such as Bakersfield
or Fresno, for example, may opt for equipment substantially above
the minimum.
case.

It's pay back would be short and such has been the

In 1981, 9.9% of Carrier brand systems sold in California

were at efficiencies of 9.0 and above.

This exceeded the rate

for the nation, according to ARI industry shipment figures.

This

says to us, that even with standards we're not going to see a
commoditywhere all products are going to cycle in at the standard
level, but there is still room for people to move up to higher
efficiencies if it is so justified in those cases.

The conclusion, of course, is that market forces will work to
upgrade efficiency while the minimum standards are in

plac~

to

eliminate the low efficiency sales that will not respond to such
forces.

In summary, we're convinced that California's central

air conditioning standards have benefited.

All the citizens of

the state and in particular those who as new homeowners or renters,
generally have little influence on equipment selection.

Aside fromoneof the foregoing and most important reasons for the
continuing support of minimum standards is that they conserve energy.
In support of national standards, Carrier testified earlier this
year that if a national standard at the same level as California
were in effect across the nation, with a future increase to somewhat
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higher level, by 1997 this country will be saving the equivalent
of 43 million barrels of oil per year.

National standards at the

California level would reduce the electric utility summer peak
loads by 26 million kilowatts by 1997.

RUSSELL:
Apparently, what is being proposed is that if we get an exemption,
our standards are going to have to be more than the federal standards.
Which, apparently may be non-existent.

So, if California has standards

that exceed the rest of the country, is that a good idea?

BAILY:
Well, California and a few other states have standards that are set
at the same level at the moment Senator.

If the federal government

comes out with a no-standard standard, they are above the federal
standard, which is zero.

And, anything would be, of course.

So,

the case is, if California wants to maintain the standard, they
would go through the petitioning process.

RUSSELL:
You think that is a good idea that California set its own standards
that would be different than other states?

BAILY:
California led in the standard setting process, when they established
8 back in 1976.

Other states followed California.

RUSSELL:
Do you think that is a good idea?
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BAILY:
To have other states follow California?

RUSSELL:
No.

The question was, do you think it is a good idea to set its

own standard?

BAILY:
I think that California has to decide what the benefit of setting
standards is to the state.

RUSSELL:
California will, but what do you think?

BAILY:
I think it is up to the state to decide what is good for it.

We believe

that what it has done ...

RUSSELL:
As a manufacturer, as a representative of Carrier, as a person who
is here speaking in behalf of a profit making institution, do you
think it is a good idea, would you recommend to this committee
that California continue to set its own standards even if the
federal government goes no standard?

BAILY:
Yes sir, we would and we do.
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RUSSELL:
Across the board, including the products you make.

BAILY:
Including the products we make, we speak not for products that
we do not make.

I guess in summary, we can say that California has benefited from
the standards that they have set. They have benefited the last three
years that the standards have been in effect.

The products that

have been sold at or above the standard level will continue to
operate at those levels instead of low levels for the next 10-15
years.

It's accumulative saving.

We recommend that this committee

recommend the maintenance of California standards, through the
petition process.

DILLS:
How would California be penalized if our efficiency standards
were not continued, if the no standard standard was developed?
What penalties would develop?

BAILY:
The efficiency level of the products that are covered by standards
would drop Senator.

In other words, we are precluded from selling

central air conditioners below 8.0 at the present time.

If

standards were eliminated, we could sell products below 8.0.
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DILLS:
Maybe I misinterpreted what the previous gentleman showed us on
the charts, but it didn't seem to make much difference in the
Rocky Mountains and in other states whether or not you had the
high standards that California has in reference to all of these
things.

Maybe weather, maybe other things rather than the fact

that we allegedly have been saving by the adoption of higher
energy standards.

BAILY:
Well, the figures that were shown on the screen were total energy
consumption, total electric consumption in the state of California.
I think it is clear to me, at any rate, that central air conditioning
standards, which have been in effect since 79 have saved energy
in California that would not have been saved otherwise.

GARCIA:
To put your testimony in perspective and correct me if I'm wrong,
I'm not so sure you disagree, or agree with the rest of the industry.
It seems to me that you're talking about a special product, when
you talk about central air conditioning.

BAILY:
We're talking about the contractor installed type produc; Senator
Garcia, such as central air conditioners, heat pumps and furnaces,
which are different from appliance products we're not commenting on.
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reason why if the California Energy Commission goes back to
Washington D.C. and they ask for an exemption, they'd have to
ask on a product by product basis and justify it.

If your

testimony is accurate then they could say then here there really
is a need for a standard in this special instance.

SCHMITZ:
One quick question, mindful of the clock.

Do you feel that there

is a point at which the tightening up of the standards would
affect the central air conditioning field.

I agree with

Senator Marz Garcia's question that they don't have a product
here that is the primary consideration of the purchase thereof,
it's piped into the price of a horne and a person doesn't buy or
not buy the type of horne with that type of air conditioner in it,
which is the distinction he was making, which makes it different
from other appliances.

But, do you think that there is a point

in the tightening up of the standards that would affect the sale
of a horne?

In other words, when we're talking about standards,

there are some people who would just tighten them up until,
it's like people buying park land.

There's a point that parks

are good for, yet there is a point in which if one park is good
then you start matting over everything with parks.

BAILY:
Agreed.

There is a point.

When the cost begins to get up too

high and your savings are getting too low.

SCHMITZ:
Your testimony is that we haven't reached that in your specific
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industry yet.

I don't think that we have.

But, I think that what

we have done with 8.0, at that level is a good level that has not
knocked out a large percentage of the products that were sold
below it.

DILLS:
Thank you Mr. Baily, we appreciate your comments and presentation.

MERTZ:
Thank you Senator, I'm Michael Mertz, the Manager of Energy
Conservation and Services for Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

I'm pleased to have this opportunity to address the Joint Committee
today on a subject that PG&E believes will have substantial
influence over the future energy use over California.

Let me

start by saying that PG&E favors continued appliance efficiency
standards in California, because we believe the standards benefit
California consumers both directly through low life cycle energy
costs associated with higher energy efficiency appliances, and
indirectly from the benefits, both economically and environmentally
realized from the delayed requirements for costly new facilities.
Furthermore, we believe that current California data indicate that
market forces alone would not achieve the same results.

I don't

think that there is anyone present who does not recognize the
obvious benefits of encouraging the California consumer to chose
energy efficient appliances.

First one must appreciate the

enormity of the energy requirements in this state for residential
appliances.

A 1980 study conducted for PG&E by Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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reported that 1/lOth of the company's total electric energy sales
is for home refrigerators alone.

All residential appliance

consumption equals 40% of electric and 47% of gas sales in
PG&E's service territory.

That's approximately the energy

requirements of the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
and Rhode Island.

To address this potential, PG&E has conducted

a substantial voluntary appliance efficiency program over the
past 6 years, which has realized enormous energy savings.

In 1982

alone, PG&E estimates energy savings of 20 million kilowat hours
and 800,000 therrnswill result from its appliance efficiency programs.

RUSSELL:
Does that have anything to do with governmental requirements?

MERTZ:
Yes sir, as my testimony will indicate that the appliance efficiency
standards are a foundation for these programs.

Typical program,

for instance is our $50 rebate currently being offered to
customers who purchase refrigerators that are 20% more efficient
than standard models qualifying for sale in California.

This

rebate offer, coupled with dealer promotional efforts, has
resulted in a marked increase in the demand for energy efficient
refrigerators for manufacturers.

A customer who participates in this rebate program will save between
$600 and $900 over the life of the refrigerator.

Nevertheless,

market forces alone were insufficient to induce customers to buy
these more efficient refrigerators, which on average are $50 more
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costly than units that merely meet state standards.

The refrigerator rebate program, like all of PG&E's current
appliance and devices programs, is designed to dovetail with and
rely heavily upon the existence of appliance efficiency standards

in California.

In short, these programs promote conservation now.

Specifically, PG&E bases its long term supply and demand forecast
for the need for electricity and natural gas, in part, on the
supply provided by the conservation effect of applLance energy
efficiency standards.

We estimate that California appliance

efficiency standards alone will conserve 15.7 billion kWh and 4.7
billion therms of natural gas through the year 2002.

Combined, that

is the equivalent of 93 million barrels of costly, imported oil
that PG&E will not have to buy and for which PG&E's customers will
not have to pay.

These savings also contribute to the utility's ability to defer the
costly new facilities.

Keeping energy costs as low as possible

through conservation, is fundamental to our company's long range
energy resource plan.

In August, Chief Executive Officer, Fred

W. Mielke, reported that the combined effects of conservation
will save PG&E customers between $7 to $10 billion in construction
costs in the next 10 years.

DILLS:
May I inquire if your company was not engaged in that sort of a
program before the formation of CEC?

You mean to imply that it is
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necessary for the state to come in and say through the CEC That
you should do these things.

You should persuade people to conserve.

You should ask them to buy appliances that were more conservative
of energy?

MERTZ:
Well, Senator the results of the Arab oil embargo are well known to
us all.

They spawned the Energy Commission and they clearly spawned

the utility company's needs to promote conservation.

DILLS:
It was in about 1974 wasn't it, 73-74, that was what you started to
do, was more particularly in response perhaps to that, than it was
to CEC?

MERTZ:
Oh yes, absolutely.

It was also in response to record high interest

rates and inability to financially justify new facilities.

DILLS:
I'm just trying to get these things in pecking order here.

So, the

implications were that these nice things that PG&E were doing with
reference to conservation, resulted from their having to do so or
being obliged to do so, wanted to do so because CEC said do it.

MERTZ:
That may have been the case in the beginning Senator, but it's
hardly the case today.

We really have no alternative.

-174DILLS:
Oh, I understand that and I have, went overseas in 1979 and forgot
to pay a PG&E bill that came after I left, and it just didn't happen,
but I still have that bill, I paid it, but in it was a very nice
document on energy conservation that PG&E had put out quite a number
of months it seems to me before the CEC ever got into the act.

MONTOYA:
Mr. Chairman, just one comment.

I think that the important thing,

in terms of, again, our focusing on this, is that you and Senator

Alquist, and members of the Energy Committee for alot longer time
than I, and therefore, probably more justifiablly have a greater
prejudice against the Energy Commission.

As a later member, as

someone who joined that issue a little bit later, I still think
that the important thing is whether or not there is a need, whether
it be through the Energy Commission or not, is to put our prejudices
aside.

Some state governmental activity in being concerned about

energy appliance standards.

I don't think we should let our

prejudices against the Energy Commission totally negate the
positive consequence that has become of some governmental activity.
Some of us would prefer maybe to do it through some other agency
than the Energy Commission, maybe the PUC.

But, I think it is

important to still consider whether or not a governmental interest
and push is important in this area.

I don't think that you were

necessarily advocating the Energy Commission right, but you are
saying that governmental activity has helped.

DILLS:
At the risk of having a little dialogue, with the Chair of the Energy
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Committee and his use of the word, with reference to Senator Alquist
and to me, our prejudices.

MONTOYA:
Which I share.

DILLS:
Prejudices I suspect is the wrong word.

Because not having lived

with the results of their activities quite as

lon~

as intimately

as we have, you have not had the same background as we have, and
therefore, have not had the opportunity to take it from birth,
let's say, to a point out here, before they were a bride.

The

point I'm making, and I've said it again today, to Senator Russell,
how in the world, just how did we get some electricity, and some gas
and some lights, until the CEC was found?

It seemed to me that there

was a PG&E and a Southern California Edison and alot of others out
there that were doing a job.
the best of it.

So, if that's prejudice, so, make

But, certainly I didn't want to leave the impression

and I don't think that it was your intent to leave the impression,
but, I did want to call to your attention, the fact that you are
the companies, the public utilities, both privately owned and
publicly owned, were in the business of conservation a long, long
time before CEC was born.

They were trying to do that.

MERTZ:
I think it is clear too that PG&E has not uniformly supported the
Energy Commission and all of it's tasks.
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DILLS:
That's beside the point for this particular discussion.

MERTZ:
But, if we do focus on the mandatory appliance efficiency standards,
let's address those who oppose them and it seems to us that there
are three arguments.

One, that the consumer programs and market

demand will adequately stimulate manufacturers to produce energy
efficient appliances, therefore, needing no standards.

That state

appliance efficiency standards are unnecessary and impose regulatory
burdens on appliance manufacturers and thirdly, that standards add
economic hardships to consumers, especially, I heard today, your
lower income.

In my testimony, I've noted also that while there

has been considerable reference to the Department of Energy Report,
CE-2009, and 4030, there has been to my knowledge, no reference to
this document, which is the findings of the general accounting office
which calls into question many of the assumptions contained in the
DOE report.

This document, GAO EMD-82-78 was prepared on May 14, 1982.

MONTOYA:
Do you have enough copies of those for us?

MERTZ:
I have only one copy, but the committee is welcome to reproduce it.

RUSSELL:
What is their thought of mind?
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MERTZ:
I think that what I've

no~ed

on the cover here is it in a nutshell.

The GAO concluded that the analytical base for April 82 proposal,
the no-standard standard is questionable, and a no-standards decision
may adversely effect energy conservation and utility load management
efforts in many states.

If we can go back to the arguments of the opposition.

First, the

presumption that the market forces alone would adequately stimulate
the production of energy efficient
erroneous.

appliances for California, is

A recent PG&E market research study indicates that the

market has not created sufficient consumer demand for energy efficient
appliances.

And, I have provided the committee with a copy of this

document, your secretary has it.

In that study, consumers were asked

to rate the importance of 7 characteristics in their decision to
purchase a certain refrigerator.

Price and size were the most

important features listed and energy efficiency was the least important
feature, even after years of spiraling energy cost.

I might point

out that it fell below color.

If I were a manufacturer my most logical reaction to this type of
market signal, would be to produce larger, cheaper and possibly
more colorful appliances, absent efficiency standards.

The second point of argument against appliance efficiency standards,
that the standards impose a regulatory burden for manufacturers
because the costofproducing qualifying appliances for the California
market suggests that some manufacturers have no intention of producing
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a broad line of appliances that would even be available to the public
unless they could be assured of a solid market for them.

A combination

of appliance efficiency standards and the efforts of utilities and
the appliance industry itself, to promote the purchase of the
energy efficient appliances is creating a substantial market for
energy efficient appliances in California.

An analysis of the market

share of the appliances sold under PG&E's sales person incentive
program showed that 38%of the refrigerators, freezers, gas ranges
and room air conditioners sold in PG&E's service territory in 1980
exceeded, exceeded California's efficiency standards.

PG&E discovered

through it's refrigerator rebate program, which I previously mentioned
required refrigerators to exceed state standards by 20%, that virtually
every manufacturer had at least one line of refrigerators that
qualified for the rebate.

It seems evident that those energy-

efficient models are already being produced, and that standards to
encourage continued production would actually help manufacturers by
creating a solid, continuing market for those models in California.

DILLS:
Can those be manufactured in the United Statesin competition with
Japan, with the same, over 20% excess of California standards?

MERTZ:
Absolutely,

You've heard today, that U.S. manufacturers have

a remarkable record of reducing the real cost of appliances over
the past years.

Unlike the automotive industry and other heavy

industries, the appliance is still the best bargain in the household
budget.

There has not been any significant inroads in appliances
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under consideration today by any foreign market.

RUSSELL:
Maybe I misunderstood you, you seemed to contradict yourself a little.
You're saying that on a survey taken that conservation is below
color, in terms of desirability of the part of the public, but then
you say, some percentage figure 30-40% are buying energy efficient
devices.

MERTZ:
Only as a result of a stimulus, of a program we sponsored wherein
the salesman, or saleswoman, specifically educated the customer in
both the appliance efficiency labeling and in the long term cost
of operating inefficient appliances.

RUSSELL:
Well, then your questionnaire did not relate to those people then?

MERTZ:
They related to both people that participated and to those who did
not.

In both categories energy efficiency was low.

they went into the store intending to buy.

How they rated unaided,

the key features of appliances.

RUSSELL:
Oh, so those who were cued in, 37% of those were •••

MERTZ:
Then proceeded to buy the •••

That's what
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RUSSELL:
It's just plain sales ability.

MERTZ:
It's a little more than plain.

It requires efforts, which are not

absent those programs - not commonly present.

RUSSELL:
You also said that every manufacturer has a line which will beat
standards, but maybe that if Cadillac's Sevelle were available
and met all the standards, that would be available to the people,
the California people, but very few could afford it.

MERTZ:
I'll address it in the remainder of my testimony.

The final point, in opposition to the standards, does the added
cost of energy efficient appliances create a hardship for consumers
in California, and in particular, a hardship for low-income consumers?

The added up-front cost of purchasing appliances with energyefficient features must be weighed against the value of energy
savings realized by the consumer once he has made the initial investment.
PG&E in the past has encouraged dealers to use an Energy Savings
Payback approach as a selling point in promoting more efficient appliances.

PG&E survey data suggests that such information made available to
consumers through the federal appliance energy use labeling program
does not convince customers that one model uses significantly less
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energy than another, in the same study.

Thus, it is difficult for

the consumer to make the mental hurdle,

from the higher first cost

investments to evaluating a stream of utility bill savings that will
go on for years.

Obviously, there is a need to continue educating the

public on the benefits of choosing appliances with low operating costs
even at higher purchase prices.

Buteducationsupplements, it does not

obviate the need for standards to ensure the availability of appliances
whichcost less to operate.

Let's look at the effect on a consumer interested in buying a new
refrigerator.

If a person buys a model which initially

costs him

$100 more, but which uses 200 kWh's per year less than an inefficient
model, he will end up realizing $360 less in operating costs over
the life of that machine.

Which is 20 years, for our purposes.

That

produces an after tax savings effect, return on investment of 18%.
Pretty darn good.

Conversely, if he buys the cheaper model, he will

have paid PG&E 3.6 times what he would have paid the industry.

That

makes no sense regardless of a person's income.

RUSSELL:
(Tape not real clear) - Think $18. a year is efficient to overcome
the $200 or $300 cost.

MERTZ:
It's $100.

RUSSELL:
$100 then.
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MERTZ:
Yes sir.

Let me finish.

PG&E is concerned that opponents to the

standards point to the initial purchase price of more efficient
appliances as creating a hardship for low-income consumers.

The

higher operating costs of cheaper models would create a far greater
hardship - not only for the low-income consumer on his utility bill,
but for all utility customers and society in general who must pick
up the costs of consumers unable to pay their utility bills.

The reality of the situation is that there is a wide range of
appliances available for consumers to choose from and several of
the energy-efficient modesl are actually less expensive than some
of the inefficient models.

Given the lower operating cost of the

energy-efficient models, standards to ensure their continued
availability actually benefit California consumers.

Low-income

consumers more than anyone, need the benefit of having appliances
available that will help keep their utility bills down.

Beyond new appliances, PG&E has worked closely with charities in
our service territory to promote the collection of second refrigerators
from our customers to provide a second source to the poor.

About one

in four of the refrigerators collected (the most efficient ones) are
overhauled and sold by the charity to the needy at bargain prices.

In summary, I would like to stress that PG&E believes that the
appliance efficiency standards should remain in place in California.
These standards benefit the utility by deferring the need for costly
new facilities - thereby benefiting all customers.

We believe that
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consumer awareness and market conditions do not automatically promote
energy efficient appliances.

Appliance efficiency standards actually

help industry, by insuring a strong market for their energy efficient
models in California, and, most importantly, the benefits to consumers
in terms of the lower operating cost far outweigh any increase in the
initial purchase price of more efficient appliances.

GARCIA:
A couple of things, and this goes back to a point I raised earlier.
GAO has criticized the DOE no standards and they analyzed it.

You

people analyzed to a degree with criticism.

MERTZ:
We don't agree with DOE's estimate.

GARCIA:
But you agree with the criticism and in other words, you agree with
GAO's criticism of DOE.

MERTZ:
Yes, we agree that the DOE report has flaws.

GARCIA:
And, do you support all of the standards or does it make any impact
on you that more energy efficient units also might require the use
of more energy or more capacity?
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MERTZ:
We find that argument hard to believe.

The 5,000 BTU versus the

6,000 BTU room air conditioner is suitable only for one or possibly
two small rooms.

The fact remains that if you have a 6,000 BTU

unit, it'll typically operate at less than you would the 4 or 5.

Since kilowat hours equal barrels of oil, there is no inclusive
evidence that a larger capacity air conditioner operates efficiently
necessarily uses more energy in kilowat hours than the small unit.

GARCIA:
OK.

Then, I guess the other point you made was that the marketplace

for the standards would not have been achieved without the, for the
increased efficiency, the net increase, is far greater than it would
have been without the standards.

In other words, some of the testimony

today said, we are moving in that direction anyway, and standards
really haven't added than much more.

But, you're saying that you

think it is just the opposite, huh?

MERTZ:
We believe that the standards that were pioneered by California,
led the industry, yes.

DILLS:
Thank you very much.

Next witness please, Bob Braman with Bernard

Brown on deck and Orrin Burwell in the hole.
used to be?

Is that the way it
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MONTOYA:
On deck, you're talking baseball I guess.

DILLS:
If those later named individuals would just take a few steps and
walk up here and it'll be a minute or so and be ready, or readier,
it'll save that much time.

BRAMAN:
Good afternoon. I have a little bit of a cold, so you'll have to
excuse me, on the testimony here.

MONTOYA:
You have your air conditioner set too high.

BRAMAN:
I spent a week back East, that's what did it.

My name is Bob Braman, I'm the Corporate Secretary and Sales Manager
for Valair in Sacramento, California.

We are an independently owned

California Corporation involved in the wholesale distribution of
heating and air conditioning products.

We maintain an office

headquarters and warehouse in Sacramento and a branch office in
Fresno.

Our business background - we've been in business for 22 years

and we distribute our products throughout Central California from
Kern County north through the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys.
On copies that I've given you, there is a map on the back of the
territory we cover.
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Also, it includes some personal background information, to acknowledge
my qualifications to talk on the subject.

What I wanted to address on the Agenda Items is the Item II. B.
The impact on manufacturers of small business.

My comments are

related to small businesses, only as we are not involved in
manufacturing.

Small business from 2 standpoints.

First of all

we as a distributor and secondly, the heating and air conditioning
contractors we sell to, plus, the end user customers.

In regards

to comments on those items, the standards impacting us as a distributor,
what they required us to do really was more detailed forecasting and
be
inventory control in order to/out of or extremely low inventory levels
of non-complying equipment, as of effective regulation dates.

The

one year rule was in effect to allow movement of non-complying equipment,
assisted us in making this work.

Left over equipment that we had

in inventory was sent back to the manufacturer for distribution to
other states.

The regulations did require the involvement of extensive man-hours
to fully understand the regulations, because of varied interpretations.
The problems were rectified over a period of time, by various
amendments to them.

Example, the method in which central heating

and air conditioning equipment was allowed to meet the standards was
corrected after a period of time.

It required a greater degree of education and communication on our
part to our customers.

The air conditioning contractors, the specifying

engineers, architects and builders.

Now, this we felt had a positive
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impact, as it greatly improved both theirs and our knowledge on
areas we needed to explore in order to design, sell and install
more energy efficient heating and air conditioning systems.

From a distribution standpoint, we have over the last three years
spent considerable time and money implementing these standards.
do away with them would bring us back to point zero.
time and money spent would be wasted.

To

All of the

This would have a much

harsher impact than the continuation of the standards.

Most of the first three items I mentioned would also reflect the
impact on the individual air conditioning dealers.

To our knowledege,

not one of the dealers we sell our products to was ever stuck with
a non-complying non-saleable piece of equipment.

We took back

whatever inventory there was.

Today's air conditioning contractor is more sophisticated and
more knowledgeable in the design and application of energy
efficient systems.

The regulations forced him to attend more

seminars and training meetings and forced his suppliers to provide
more training and education to him.

The net result is today's

homeowner and commercial building owner has higher quality systems
and equipment, designed for energy efficiency, installed in their
buildings.

The impact on the horne builders and the consumers are as follows:
In other parts of the country and in California, prior to the
standards, deluxe high efficiency air conditioning equipment was
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an upgraded item demanding premium pricing.

They were sold on the

basis of an added offering above the norm and based on the features
and benefits of the offering the end user agreed to pay a premium
pricing for the extra benefits he received.

Today's California minimum standards are comparable to premium
products and offerings in other parts of the country; but because
they are the minimums, they become the base for all manufacturers,
suppliers and dealers to compete against each other within the
open competitive bidding marketplace.

For example, in our conversation

when a builder tells an air conditioning contractor, "Give me the
lowest priced system you have that meets the energy

standard~"

on his

new tract of homes, he throws open the door to all contractors and
suppliers the need to be as competitively priced as possible in order
to get his business.

The net result is that the eventual buyer of

the home, Mr. & Mrs. Consumer, will have paid considerably less
for their high efficiency system than if they had bought it in a
non-standard marketplace.

Since the

Californ~standard

is the basis for the minimum energy

equipment that can be sold, this level of equipment then becomes the
high volume competitive market which historically is the price
oriented market.

If the offering is equal, then price becomes the

deciding factor.

Today's purchaser of heating and air conditioning

systems in California is receiving considerably more benefits at
a much lower cost than if he was purchasing that same system in a
non-standard marketplace.
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In summary on that section, the time effort and money that has been
spent by all parties to comply with the regulations, this effort, at
first viewed by us as a distributor, with much objection, has produced
a net result of really no major hardships.

In its wake it has left

manufacturers producing better designed and engineered high efficiency
products, suppliers and dealers better educated in energy management
and energy efficient selling.

It has given the consumer more

qualified people to install his systems and best of all he is buying
these systems at a much lower pricing level than if the standards
didn't exist.

On Agenda Item IV, again, the economic impact of continuing California
efficiency standards, on the consumer, or anyone for that matter,
we feel that the standards as they now exist should be maintained.
Any measurable economic impact has already taken place and the
returns justify,that we have received from them, justify them as
outlined in my previous statements.

we do not feel that the

standards as they presently exist will

create any new economic impact on manufacturers, suppliers or the
consumers.

In our recommendations to the Legislature.

The recommendation is

that California be given the right to maintain it's standards as
they now exist, in a status quo position.

That no new standards

raising the present efficiency standards be enacted.

This will

allow the marketplace to upgrade itself starting at a base point
of today's existing standards.
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The Legislature must recognize that a considerable monetary investment
has been made by government

taxpayer~

funds to enact these standards

and by the private sector to implement them.

If it is the finding

that no new higher standards are required, than presently exist, we
are in agreement and accept that course of action.
the standards, as they exist

toda~must

We do feel that

be retained and become the

minimum acceptable levels for all equipment to be sold in the
State of California.

One step backward will throw the marketplace

into confusion and in the end, the consumer with today's rising
utility costs, will suffer by paying higher prices for energy
efficient

systems that he would have tO purchase as an upgrade or

premium system.

Any questions?

DILLS:
Questions?

Your last paragraph calls to my mind that there was some

testimony here today that they are preparing and looking forward to
new standards.

Are you saying now, if you don't give me anything

more than you require of me now than I can make it?

You want the

status quo, but that isn't the way they are going to do it, apparently
from the testimony we heard today.

BRAMAN:

Well, in my position, I'm saying that the recommendation is to grant
California the exemption.
no-standard position.

To be granted the exemption from DOE's
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DILLS:
That only permits them to do what they want to do, beyond that I don't know where the information came from today, but I recall
hearing it, that they do plan and have the plan in connection with
their ongoing operation for the need.

BRAMAN:
Basically, it's a compromise position that there are many people
who are against continuing the standards, there are people who are
positively for it.

I think, that in a sense, over the last three

years, my attitude is that it has taken an awful lot of time and
effort to live within the standards, live within the Energy
Commission's regulations -but after you have gone through this,
to wipe the slate clean completely is wrong.

DILLS:
Well, thank you very much.

Next witness please.

Bernard Brown, .American Appliance Manufacturing, Santa Monica.

BROWN:

I appreciate the opportunity of being here and I'm actually wearing
two-hats today too, and I'll be as brief as possible.

The first is

on behalf of Gas Appliance Manufacturer's Association, GAMA.

And,

I'm appearing at this hearing to make a limited statement for the
Gas Appliance Manufacturer's Association, which represents the interest
of gas and oil furnaces, gas and electric water heaters and gas range
and space heater manufacturers.

The products of most of their members
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are marketed on a nationwide basis, many competing on the California
market with their California market sales constituting a significant
portion of their business.

GAMA is on public record in support of

the free market system in selecting optimum energy conserving,
efficiency levels.

u.s.

In his, May 20, 1984 testimony before the

Department of Energy on DOE's proposed April 2, energy rule,

Harry A. Paynter, President of GAMA, noticed several reasons for
opposition to a minimum standard and I quote "Consumer Impact:
Any absolute minimum standard will penalize someone because it
will remove a product from the market which, under a specific
use pattern or capital requirement, could have been the purchaser's
best buy.

Many of those being penalized are likely to be those least

able to afford the higher priced standard models.

Minimum standards

simply cannot be set at an optimum level because

there are so many optimum levels.

Water heating requirements, and

thus optimum efficiency levels, vary with size of the family and living
habits.

Heating requirements vary with house design and living habits.

Homes of the same size located next door to each other can have
heating requirements which differ by 80% if one horne is well insulated
and takes advantage of passive solar gains and the other house does not.
With these different heating requirements, there will be a different
optimum efficiency level/purchase price relationship.

"Discouragement of highest efficiency production efforts, a minimum
efficiency standard will cause many purchasers to feel that since
the Federal government established that efficiency level, there is
no reason to pay more for a product which may greatly exceed, rather
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than just meet, that level.

A minimum efficiency standard would thus

make it more difficult to sell products substantially exceeding that
level until energy prices rise significantly.

Rigid minimum standards would complicate the introduction of a new
product which does not exactly fit into the DOE test procedure box.
They would make it virtually impossible to update and improve DOE
test procedures because if the revised test procedure resulted in
a slightly lower efficiency number, otherwise acceptable products
would become unacceptable."

I would like to interrupt my quote for a moment to note that furnace
manufacturers are facing a dilema right now.

A new California

furnace standard is scheduled to become effective November 22, 1982.
There is confusion as to the proper use of the DOE furnace test
procedure and a resolution of that confusion is not expected before
November.

At the present time, furnace manufacturers are being forced

to guess as to which way the issue will be settled.

No matter which

way it is settled some will be adversely affected.

What makes situations like this sad is that the expense to California
consumers, the California government, and California businesses is
unnecessary, because over the long haul, more energy will be saved
through the working of a free market system than with minimum
efficiency standards.

, Continuing with my quote of Mr. Paynter:
"Marketplace disruption of the cluster effect, because bare compliance
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with the minimum would provide the manufacturer a sense of security
at being able to maintain a niche in the marketplace, the small firms
particularly would be tempted to set design sights toward that objective.
That minimum level then becomes the level of greatest competition.
Without knowing an efficiency level where one can feel secure in
maintaining a share of market, a manufacturer recognizes that he
limits his efficiency level design goals at his own risk of losing
share of market."

In its written comments, submitted to DOE on June 16, 1982, GAMA
pointed out the additional danger of market disruption of the
cluster effect from imports.

"Imports would get a blueprint for market takeover.
be targeted to displace heavy volume models.

Imports will

Models with efficiencies

just above any minimum levels set by DOE will be the must market
for all trying to sell to those household that, of necessity, will
still look for the lowest possible initial cost purchase price.

In his May 20th testimony, GAMA's President observed that such
governmentally initiated market disruption is not necessary.
In our estimation, the best way to reduce the energy consumption
of major appliances is through action which assists the working of
a free market system, not through action based on the belief that
the system does not work."

The zone of greatest competition which results and is now in being
is that of providing the highest level of efficiency at the least
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cost.

It is the natural result of risks and rewards of the market

system."

This completes my remarks on behalf of GAMA.
to make any comments, or questions.

And, I'm not at liberty

I was merely asked to present

this paper so that it would be on record.

DILLS:
Any questions?

ALQUIST:
He said he wasn't going to answer them.

BROWN:
I'm sorry, I'm instructed that I can't because I, as a water heater
manufacture~

really can't speak for a furnace manufacturer, or any

other manufacturers

represented.

DILLS:
I thought you had that other hat on.

BROWN:
I have the other hat on for my own company, if I may proceed.
American Appliance Manufacturing Corporation is a California Corp.
Incorporated in 1952.

We manufacture a full line of water heaters

in the State of California.
State of California.

We employ over 500 people within the

Our product is marketed and shipped throughout

the United States, as well as internationally.

Our principal market
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is the State of California.

The appliance standards, as set by the

State of California, exceed those of other states.
for water heaters.

I'm speaking

As a result, American Appliance Manufacturing

Corporation must produce for two standards, maintain two raw material
inventories, two finished goods inventories.

The added cost of this

has been spread over all manufactured products of American Appliance
Manufacturing Corp. with the thought in mind that California, being
our principal market, we would be able to minimize the impact on
California consumers.

The added cost to manufacturers outside the

State of California is minimal, because their principal market is
not California.

This gives a competitive edge to the out of state manufacturers.
For these reasons we agree with the standards set forth in ASHRAE
90A-80, a copy of which is attached to our statement.

Many states

have already adopted ASHRAE 90A-80, and the ASHRAE standard 90A-80
is being considered as part of the (Standard Initials unclear sounds like, NC-Z21-10-l standard) for water heaters, which is
used by certification for water heaters, and the NC (or ANTSY)
standard is used by both the American Gas Association and Underwriters
Laboratories, which covers all water heaters sold in the United States.

What we're saying in essence is that we feel that the Energy Commission
has done a great job up until now.

The NC (or ANTSY) standard, just

about equals that and so there would be very little change, but it
would reduce the manufacturing costs and in turn cost to the consumer
by having a standard accepted nationally.
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Now I've got my American Appliance hat on, so I'm open to questions.

DILLS:
Any questions of that particular spokesperson?

Well, thank you.

BROWN:
Thank you.

DILLS:
Mr. Burwell.

BURWELL:
I'm Orrin Burwell, a professional engineer and consultant to the
Institute of Heating and Air Conditioning Industries, headquarters
here in Los Angeles.

With me today is Mrs. Ricky Gamora, the Executive Director of that
association.

The institute is a 35 year old trade association, that includes
nearly 300 heating and air conditioning contractor members, 25
wholesale distributors of those products.

17 manufacturers, 20

associate members, which includes consulting engineers and 2 utility
companies.

IHACI, as it is known, is somewhat unique in having

active membership participation from all of the segments of the
heating and air conditioning industry.
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Last June, IHACI's Board of Director's was asked if they would support a
petition by the California Energy Commission, to maintain their
existing appliance efficiency standards, in the event the Dept. of
Energy issued a quote, no federal standards rule.

To answer this

question, it was decided to poll the contractor members.

A copy of

the questionnaire is attached and the response to nearly 100 members
indicated the following:
1.

Sixty percent wanted the standards maintained and 57 percent
felt that the current standards were "cost effective."

2.

An

overwhelming 80 percent responded in the affirmative when

asked if they sold products that exceed the minimum standards.
These are the people who sell directly to the homeowner,
generally on a replacement basis.
3.

The survey showed another statistic; that of a wary eye that
the contractors have on manufacturers and general contractors,
should standards be eliminated.

Asked if there were no minimum standards, do you think
manufacturers and suppliers would begin to promote less
expensive and less efficient units, 74 percent of the
respondents said yes.
4.

In a related question, the contractors were asked, if there
were no minimum standards, do you think the average building
contractor would buy the "standard" models or "high
efficiency" units.

The response

was a massive 88 percent

who felt the general contractor would buy the standard, less
efficient units.
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Based upon the response to the survey, the Board of Directors, at
its last meeting, adopted a resolution in support of minimum
standards.

We will be pleased to answer any questions.

SCHMITZ:
Yes, Mr. Burwell, this poll you've done reminds me a little bit of
a fatal political mistake I made.
and was defeated.

10 years ago I was in Congress

I was defeated for many reasons, not the least

of which is I sent a questionnaire out to my constituents on a
very hot issue and instead of doing a scientific poll, which I
would do today, I did one like this, in the mail, basing my decision
on what I got back in the mail.

Not really scientific, in other

words, just looking at the arithmetic here.
members.

You've got about 350

How many questionnaires did you send out?

BURWELL:
We sent out 300.

Only to the contractors.

We do not poll manufacturers

or suppliers.

SCHMITZ:
Even 100 back, you got a third answered, and 60% of a third comes out
a little less than 20%.
that bill wouldn't pass.

Let me put it this way, in the State Senate,
In the State Senate, you've got to have

21 of the 40 members, even if 21 members are present and voting.
You've got to have a majority of the members, not a majority of those
who respond.
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I'm just saying I made a fatal mistake.

I was supported, because

the mail coming in was far larger than 60%.

You'd really be

speaking on behalf of 20% of your members, or maybe you can't say
one way or the other.

You don't know how the others are.

But,

you don't know what 2/3 of your members want, because they didn't
respond.

But, in response to a questionnaire, a 1/3 response is

a pretty adequate number.

SCHMITZ:
Not through the mail.

6% is all you need if you scientifically

select them.

BURWELL:
The questionnaire and the news story that followed, that has drawn
considerable interest as far as Washington D.C. and we've been asked
to verify the numbers. We've been asked to provide copies of the
questionnaire, which has been done.

Now the national trade papers

are considering maybe a United States survey, rather than just ..•

SCHMITZ:
I think any mail survey.

It wouldn't been scientific enough for a

politician running for office, I'll tell you that.
own sad experience.

I know from my

When you're going to make a political decision

based on a poll, you better hire a pro.
scientifically select them.

Because he knows how to

You can do it for alot less than you've

got here, but that's no scientific response when you just put them
in the mail and respond from people who respond in the mail.
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ALQUIST:
I might respond to Senator Schmitz, as I recall in 1980 only about
50% of the American people exercised their right to vote.
those voted for Ronald Reagan.
26% of the American people.

51% of

Ronald Reagan represents only about

He's President of the United States.

SCHMITZ:
That

point~

been made, but it can also be made for James Cutter.

I

mean that's certainly a point, but the point is there is a way of
scientifically polling and the policies that President Reagan, by
scientific methods were upheld.

That's what I'm saying.

Granted

only a certain percentage voted for him, but issue for issue there
were, as scientific as the polling is, that there were carefully
scientifically selected segments which did show that the people
supported President Reagan issue for issue.
Carter couldn't claim.
could say

that?~oth

Which, even President

So, then if you want to get into it, you

the Democrat and Republican.

But, on the

issue under scientific polling, the Republican made out. We don't
want to get into a partisan point here.

But ah, I'm only going to

counter punch when I'm punched at.

ALQUIST:
Well you pointed out that Mr. Burwell didn't represent this with
a scientific poll but as an expression of their membership.

SCHMITZ:
That's right, and it's an expression of the membership that responded
on a mailed out poll.
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DILLS:
Now that that has been clarified.

Any additional questions?

BURWELL:
If we make another poll, we'll let you know.

Whether it be by

trade press, or by mail.

DILLS:
Thank you Mr. Burwell.

Mr. Marshall.

SARGEANT:
Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee.

I'm speaking for Mr. Marshall,

my name is Jack Sargeant, I'm the Vice President of Teledyne Laars.
I'm

pleased to have this opportunity to address you today on an

issue of major importance to California.

For reasons I will explain,

the granting of an exemption by DOE to California to permit the
Energy Commission to continue its separate appliance efficiency
standards, would be injurious to my company, my company's employees
and to all of California's homeowners in this state's economy.

Now,

these are very strong words.

Teledyne Laars sells it's appliancesthroughout the country and in
many foreign countries.

We use our own sales and service personnel

in a nationwide network of distributors, wholesalers and dealers.
Though we are small, Teledyne Laars is a national company manufacturing
and selling our products at the national market.

Almost all of our

advertising is done through national trade papers and magazines.
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gas fired swimming pool heaters, instantaneous water heaters and
hydronic

boilers.

Our entire line is sold throughout the country.

Today, I want to come here to discuss our hydronic

boilers, but

before I do, I want to mention that Teledyne Laars has developed
and is selling high efficient swimming pool heaters.
exceed the present standard of the Energy Commission.

These heaters
Their

efficiency could not be further increased without a radical change
in design to the use of a blower type burner instead of a natural
atmospheric draft burner.

It would also need a condensing heat

exchanger, instead of the present dry exchanger.

It would be more

expensive to manufacture.

As to swimming pool heaters, the industry has already voluntarily
taken the improvement of efficiency to the highest practical limit
consistent with safety and reliability,
cost effectiveness on the other hand.

on the one hand and the
Any further required increase

would not achieve true conservation, which is saving energy while
obtaining the same use and benefits from an appliance - but, hardship
from the reduced sales and use of appliances that are not cost effective.
We agree that there is a need for more efficient equipment on the
market.

This type of equipment is being developed and is now available.

However, this equipment is at least 50% higher in cost and would
require fuel consumption in the $2,500 annual range, to provide an
economical payback.

These conditions now exist in the northeast and

mid-west of the United States.

The State of California does not

have fuel consumption in this range.

But, the average home properly

insulated would consume approximately 300-400 dollars annually.
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The market conditions that prevail dictate to us that very few
people will spend the money necessary to replace present equipment
in order to achieve a payback in 10-15 years.

Even if the Energy

Commission were to leave the standard where it is now, instead of
increasing it, as it's staff proposed last December.

There would

be a continued administrative and financial burden on Teledyne
Laars and other pool heater manufacturers to do the necessary
testing and reporting required to show compliance.

The federal no-standard regulation, which allows free market
competition is the only way to lift this regulatory burden
from manufacturers and reduce the state's administrative bureaucracy.

Let me talk about the hydraulic boilers we manufacture.

They're

the heart of the system used to heat a house or office building
through radiators and convectors that are often built into the
baseboards of rooms.

Unlike the old fashioned steam radiator

systems, our boilers heat water and circulate it through the
room radiators at lower temperatures than steam.

Hydronic heating

systems are used constantly throughout the winter heating season,
which varies in different parts of the country.

Our units are

very efficient whether installed in the snow-belt or the sun-belt.

Teledyne Laars has redesigned it's hydronic boilers to improve
the

efficiency of it's burners and combustion chambers as well as

the heat exchangers.

Also, we use a gas modulatingvalve, to

automatically reduce the size of the flames in the combustion chamber,
much like a burner with a brain, produced on many gas ranges.

When
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thermostate approaches setpoint calling for less heat.

We also equip

our boilers with a control device that continues the circulation of
the heated water to the radiators after the burner shuts off until
all the residual heat in the boiler has been transferred into the
heated space in the home.

I'd like to deviate for a moment, just to give you a little idea
what happens when government regulators take for granted that they
are saving energy.

In the past couple of years, it went into effect

I believe January of this year, all hydronic heating boilers had to
have intermittentpilots.

Our company and other companies, like ours,

manufacture boilers with modulating gas controls.

These controls

can save and do save up to 30% on the operating costs of heating
ability.

By incorporating a law, stating that we must use an

intermittent pilot on these units, we no longer can use a modulating
gas valve.

To save 2% of the energy costs of that building by not

having the pilot running, or maybe 1%, we are now costing that
building 20-30% more in fuel consumption because that control is
no longer compatible with intermittent ignition.

This happens

because people on the committee do not understand the technical
aspect of what they are legislating.

This is what scares me.

Teledyne Laars has redesigned its hydronic boilers to improve
their efficiency even though the Energy Commission's standard of
75% Thermal Efficiency is the same as the industry's voluntary
standard that has been in effect since right after World War II.
We are motivated by competition and by the knowledge that homeowners
and businessmen, as well as the architects and engineers that design
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houses and buildings, would be demanding the most efficient systems
that could be manufactured on a cost effective basis.

Today, Teledyne Laars manufactures and sells across the country
hyrdronic boilers that are at the highest practical point of efficiency
for atmospheric combustion, non condensing boilers.

We are also develop-

ing, and will soon introduceg a new line of even greater efficiency
boilers that do use a power combustion condensing system because
there are some parts of the country where the winters are severe enough
that they will be cost effective at the expected cost of natural gas
and other fuels in the years ahead.

This Committee should determine whether California should be governed
by the national no-standard, free market regulation proposed by DOE,
or seek an exemption so that California can maintain its own standards?

First, I think Teledyne Laars can meet any standard that is technologically feasible.

We probably already have on the market a line of

hydronic boilers that would meet any new standard likely to be adopted
by the Energy Commission if California is exempted.

The problem is that we would have to continue with the expensive
testing, special design criteria and reporting involved in proving
our compliance with the Commission's regulations.

We would have to

continue participating with our engineers and lawyers in all of the
Commission's workshops and hearings on appliance standards.

These

requirements are expensive with no cost benefit to the consumer.
Regardless, we will manufacture high efficiency appliances anyway.
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We are a small company.

The costs of compliance are just about the

same for us as they are for a very large company, only we can't
spread these costs over as many units as large manufacturers since
our sales volume is just so much smaller.

Where one of the

large manufacturers per-unit compliance costs might be under a dollar
for a refrigerator or washing machine, our per-unit cost can be 10
times that much, or more, for swimming pool heaters and boilers.

If California had standards for say boilers, and the rest of the country
was covered by the free market no-standard federal rule, I would probably
be forced by price competition to charge all of my compliance costs
to the relatively few sales we have in California compared to the
total.

This would make my costs and prices so high I would likely

lose sales to people who would switch to central gas furnaces at
lower costs, even though the forced air system is less desirable from
a comfort and economy standpoint.

I know without any doubt that if the Energy Commission's standards and
regulations required me to build a special hydronic boiler model line
to sell in California, I would just not be able to do it.

The number

of hydronic boilers we sell in California alone is just too small to
support the design and engineering, prototype development and testing,
and production tooling costs by themselves.

Those initial costs are

nearly the same whether you build a million or only one thousand
production models.

Unless you are going to lose money, or go broke,

you have to amortize all of these costs, plus your capital costs,
over the units you expect to sell.
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In conclusion let me summarize my points:
1.

Teledyne Laars is already manufacturing and developing appliances

which are as efficient as they can be made from a practical and cost
effective basis.

We do not need standards to force us to do what

competition has already done.

2.

The costs

compliance with regulations adds a heavy administrative

and financial burden to manufacturers which is counterproductive because
manufacturers in competition with each other are already achieving as
much efficiency improvement as can be economically justified.

This

is one of the specific findings of DOE and a key reason for its proposed
no-standard rule.

3.

If California continued standards under DOE exemption only large

manufacturers with large volume California sales could afford to
manufacture special California appliance models.

Small manufacturers,

like Teledyne Laars, would just have to drop out of the California
market.

We would be under a handicap of manufacturing to sell outside

the state.

If a special model was not needed to meet California's

standard, small manufacturers would still be hurt because the cost
of compliance would add more to the California price of their products
than it would be to the large manufacturers.

4.

California homeowners and taxpayers would be hurt two ways:

First,

the prices of all appliances sold in California would be higher by
manufacturers costs of compliance, and any development costs of
special models needed to meet the California standards.

The second

way homeowners would be hurt is that all of them would be forced to
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buy appliances designed for heavy usage where half or more would
actually save money, and often energy, if they could buy appliances
designed to meet their expected level of usage.

5.

California would not save any significant additional amount of

energy by having its own separate standards over that which will be
saved by the improvement of the efficiency of appliances under a national
or federal no-standard rule.
what Teledyne Laars is doing.
nationwide free market.

Manufacturers everywhere are doing just
We participate and compete in a single

Breaking that up into separate state markets

will only disrupt our orderly manufacturing and marketing.

It will

reduce our productivity as manufacturers and add to our, and our
customers' costs.

It will not save energy but burden California's

citizens and economy with extra costs and regulations that would
be counterproductive.

Thank you very much.

DILLS:
Questions?

SCHMITZ:
I would just like to comment.

You may be a small company, but you've

sure got alot of my money.

SARGEANT:
Thank you very much.

No questions?
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DILLS:
Apparently, you've satisfied our interests.

Mr. Stanley Skafte, Williams Furnace.

SKAFTE:
Chairman Dills and members of the Cornrnitee, my name is Stan Skafte,
I am President of Williams Furnace Company, a California Manufacturer
of gas-fired wall furnaces that has manufactured gas-fired space heating
equipment in California continuously since 1916.

Our office and

rnanfuacturing plant are located in Colton, California and we market
our products on a national basis.

Gas-fired wall furnaces, particularly of the gravity type, originated
as a heating product here, in California, shortly after World War II
with the advent of slab-floor construction.

During the 1950's they

were the primary heating product installed in the many thousands of
small tract homes that were being built during that period.

All furnaces of both the gravity and fan-types have been used
extensively in small low-cost houses, apartments, condos and room
additions.

However, if California were to be exempted from the

federal no standard rule proposed by DOE, the wall furnace might
well become an extinct product with horne builders forcing them to
install other more expensive types of furnaces.

I am sure members

of this committee are as concerned as we are of the need for lowcost housing in California.
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Wall furnaces differ from central forced air furnaces, which we do
not manufacture, in that they are installed in the space being heated,
do not require a separate closet for installation and are not
connected to a duct system.

The Energy Commission Appliance Efficiency Standards which became
effective in December 1978 set the thermal efficiency for fan-type
wall furnaces at 77% and required the use of an electric intermittant
ignition device instead of a gas pilot.

In December 1981, the thermal

efficiency standard was increased to 80%, which is the maximum that
can be achieved with these atmospheric combustion furnaces.

This

caused our company and other wall furnace manufacturers to redesign
these products at considerable expense.

In fact, several manufacturers

chose not to continue to market a fan type wall furnace in California
because of the expense involved to comply.

In my opinion, the required electric intermittant ignition device
provided insignificant energy savings and was not cost effective.
As mentioned earlier, these products are in the space being heated
and therefore the gas standing pilot heat also contributes to
heating of the space during the heating season.

In addition, the

pilots are customarily turned off during the off-season.

These

points were all argued during workshops and hearings prior to
adoption.

Nevertheless, those we sell in California all have

electric intermittant ignition and also comply with efficiency
standards, which make the wall furnaces quite a bit more expensive
to purchase and to maintain.

Typically, it adds $120.00 to the

purchase price of an item that otherwise retails for $550.00.
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This has caused us considerable expense because we now must
produce and inventory two lines of product.

The above for

California, and in order to compete in the other states, the
previous standard models without intermittant ignition.

On our gravity type wall furnaces which use gas as the only
energy source for proper performance, the Commission has restricted
the allowable pilot size to a point where the millivoltage capable
of being generated by the pilot flame is marginal at best for
reliable performance of wall thermostat models.

The incidence of

service calls has increased on these models as a result.

Here again, in order to maintain our market position in other states,
we have had to produce models with larger pilots and carry dual
inventories at added expense.

The Commission in its new Residential Building Standards require
set-back thermostats to be used on all new construction installations.
In the case of central forced air furnaces the use of a set-back
thermostat can show significant energy savings.

However, in the case of wall furnaces, because of their application
and use pattern, any energy savings if at all would be
insignificant.

The set-back thermostat adds $70.00 to the purchase price of a
typically used wall furnace that retails for just over $300.00.
petitioned the Commission in January for an exemption for wall

We
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furnaces from this requirement.

It is currently scheduled to be heard

by the full Commission October 6, 1982.

The cost to our relatively small company over the last five years
of attending workshops and hearings and the necessary product
changes and certification testing costs has been very significant.

Any further increase in standards for wall furnaces will probably
drive them off the market.

Already a good part of their natural

advantage has been destroyed by the, in my opinion, unjustified
requirements of intermittant ignition and set-back thermostats.

If California and other states are given exemptions and have
separate standards, our national market will be destroyed.

As a

small company we just could not afford to design and develop
special models to meet a number of different state standards.
Only the large companies have the necessary capital and organization
to do that.

In order for our company to be profitable, we must

be able to compete in the total national market.

Last year was our 65th year as a California based manufacturer and
I sincerely hope we can look forward to 65 more.

Thank you very much for your courtesy.

DILLS:
We certainly do too, and we need all of the companies employing all
of the persons we possibly can in California.

Thank you very much
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for your comments and testimony.

ec.

We have two more witnesses who've waited long and
We will give you an opportunity to speak if you can

summarize.

That will enable our staffwhohave airline

and requirements to fly out of here, out of Burbank

Chairman Dills and the Committee.
I noticed that
here
s are still/, but the members of the Assembly are gone.

?

s correct.

is Lou Malec.

I am President of Purex Pool Products

f

headquarters and planner is in the City of Industry, Cali
Division of our Corporation is Ortega Valve and
, located in Westminster.

1

to summarize the prepared text that I presented to you

're manufacturers of swimming pool heaters, solar systems, fi
s and various spa and pool chemicals.

As you all know,

s

s

have to be circulated and chlorinated and therefore
motor to do the circulating.

In some cases this motor

use a substantial amount of electricity.
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As part of and as adjunct of the 1973 Arab Oil Embargo, we were all
forced to take another look at the energy crisis.

The National

Swimming Pool Institute, as it was then called commenced energy
conservation, educational program concerning the construction and
operation of swimming pools.

This is followed by the formation

of an energy committee with a subcommittee made up of representatives
of the manufacturers of different types of equipment.

Our company

took an active role in the work of developing design standards and
sizing and operating guides for pool pumps and motors.

The purpose was to save as much energy as possible in the filtration
of a pool or spa.

This requires the right size of pipes and filters

as well as a pump

that is designed to operate efficiently.

no majic or mystery about it.

There is

Like most things in this world you have

to choose between extra or higher initial costs in the beginning with
lower operating costs or low

initial costs and higher operating costs.

Filters are designed to handle a certain number of gallons per minute
flowing through them.

If the filter is too small the pump works harder,

has a greater head pressure or resistance and uses more energy than
necessary.

If the pumps and the circulation system have too small a diameter, the
pump again works harder against greater head pressure to push the water
through.

The system is not static.

As the filter does it and fills up with

collected matter this also increases head pressure or resistance and
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increases power consumption.

Regular cleaning of the filter as

recommended by the manufacturer will therefore save energy as well as
being sure the water remains clean.

Our company and all the other companies in the industry have done
their utmost job to make an efficient filter.
the problem is not so simple.
the motor

With electric motors

The operating characteristics of

and the amount of current it draws, or efficiency if you

will, can be varied over a wide range depending on the way the motor
is designed and manufactured.

As a general rule the more

motor is more expensive to manufacture.

effici~nt

This is because the motor

is made with a heavier frame and more filed stator windings to
create a larger electromagnetic field.

What is optimum for any specific application depends certainly on
the cost to manufacture, but also on the expected usage of the motor,
and expected cost of electricity.

The energy crisis has changed the perspective of both the electric
motor manufacturer and the customer who pays for the cost of the
electricity used.

We have had some input with the electric motor company in developing
some additional motor efficiency, but the primary thing that's
happened to our industry is the change of our understanding and
our customers understanding of what is the best type of motor to
buy today's energy and manufacturing costs.

We sell a line of high efficiency pool pump motors.

A few years
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ago, when we first started selling them we didn't sell that many
because the price was higher than our standard line of motors.
that is changing.

Today

Now we sell many more high efficiency units because

pool builders and buyers want their electric bills to be as low as
possible.

They want more efficient equipment, and they use time clocks

and other controls to prevent the pump and filter from operating when
it isn't necessary.

There has been a very real and profound increase in the awareness
of everybody in the pool industry and the importance of the proper siz
of pool pipes and filters and the energy and cost savings from us
high efficiency motors.

Also, two speed motors and on some instal

actually using two motors;
and maybe the solar heater.

one to filter; one to operate the pool
I would almost call it a quantum leap

in knowledge and awareness.

Everthing that I have discussed up to now about the increase in the
efficiency of pool pumps and filters is the result of voluntary
action.

People are acting in their own best interest.

It is

result of the competition between manufacturers, and also the
of the increased cost of electricity.

There is no efficiency

now and none are needed.

As part of my testimony I have included two tables from the DOE's
Residential Conservation Service Program published in cooperation
with NSPI's Energy Awareness Program.

They're entitled "Electrical

Energy Requirements and Sizing Considerations for Swimming Pool
and Pump Motors.

11
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In conclusion, I would like to tell you candidly that I think there
is no need for efficiency standards for appliances.

Manufacturers

are and will continue to do the job as a result of competition and
because buyers want more efficient appliances.
Energy is right.

The Department of

Having minimum efficiency standards will not

result in any significant energy savings.

Regarding the question of whether California should be given an
exemption and continue to set its own standards, I want to say it
would really upset the Company's business and would be a flagrant
interference with interstate concurrence.

We sell in a single unified national swimming pool market.
too.

International

All of our products and marketing are designed for that market.

We couldn't afford to build special models for Calfironia or any
state.

The prospect of having to do all the testing to show compliance

with over a very small number of motors and filters and pumps makes
the whole thing seem very unoriginal.

It might be when we carefully

projected our costs against expected sales and revenues, we would
find we could not afford to stay in the California market unless
we were already building for the national market something that
would qualify under the California standards.

Therefore, with all due respect, I urge you to not let the Energy
Commission ever apply for an exemption for California, and let the
federal no standard rule apply across California and the whole nation.

Thank you.
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DILLS:
Thank you Mr. Malec.

Appreciate the testimony.

Mr. Young.

ice in backround.)

Mr. Chairman, while Mr. Young is going up to

the stand I think I should point out that the Energy Commission
does have under consideration some studies for standards
ectric motors, which is why Mr. Malec gave his testimony.

YOUNG:

Chairman Dills, members of the Committee, I'll attempt to summarize
as you requested.

Some of it, in attempting to do so, I'll be

reading portions of my testimony and summarizing other parts.

My name is Stan Young.

I'm Vice President of Marketing of Raypak

Incorporated in Westlake Village.

Raypak is a small company that

manufacturers and sells appliances throughout the United States,
through dealers and distributors.
appliances and solar equipment.
p

We sell all 3 types of gas
All of our manufacturing

in California and even though we are small, we do employ

272 people in Westlake Village and are one of the largest
there.

We manufacture gas fired swimming pool heaters and non-storage
commercial water heaters and hydronic boilers.

Today my

will be limited to swimming pool heaters and the non-storage water
heaters, because you've already heard testimony from a very s

s
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manufacturer on the hyronic boiler.

First on swimming pool heaters.

Before either Congress or California

passed appliance standards legislation in 1975 all swimming pool
heaters were required under an industry voluntary standard to be
70% efficient.

This means that at least 70% of the energy in the

gas had to heat the water.

The models were tested by American

Gas Assn. along the way and generally were running about 72-73%.

The National Spa and Pool Inst., a trade association, began an
energy conservation educational program in 1973

and established

an energy subcommittee, of which I happen to be chairman, who of
the heater section, but for every type of equipment on the heater,
I mean in the pool or the spa, to develop guidelines for both
manufacturers and consumers to conserve energy.

The committee in 1977 with regard to heaters developed a systems
approach standard that contains a specific requirement that pool
efficiency be increased to a minimum of 75% by January 1, 1982.
s was adopted by not only NSPI, but ASHRAE, ANTSY standards
also the California Energy Commission.

That's what's in effect

today, to my knowledge all of the heater manufacturers comply.

Now, we've heard many times, several specific instances of testimony
from the CEC that they want to raise the standard to another level,
which is something that has to be understood, it would be a quantum
jump in the technology and would in effect either raise the cost of
pool heaters from 50-100%.

What I'm really saying though is that at
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s point in

, pool heaters are at a efficiency

s approaching 80% voluntarily and that's about the maximum e
you can gain in heaters of this type, which are cal
atmospheric heaters, without going to forced combustion and
ing type of equipment.
voluntari

introduced in 1959 and 60 and
ienc

It wasn't good

That's the type of

s in it which caused us to take

either us or

homeowner.

But, the

so would greatly increase the cost, it's a quantum

However, on the

hand, if this was required, Raypak

Cali

attempt to comply.

We would have to

to sell and a different one for sale in the rest of
s would result in a greatly reduced sale of both
swimming pools and spas and would put many small
employees out of work.
water.

You see, people won't

Modern swimming pools are recognized worldwide to be
li

i

And,

was made popular because of

the modern swimming pool heater.

Trying to

without means of trying to heat the water would be
car

an

fashioned crank.

Obviously, spas and

are not feasible without a heater.

SCHMITZ:
I just interject that you do swim in cold water after
out two heaters.

o

1 a

1
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were talking about the ability to sell heaters.
sell,

Some

1 still

terms of our viability as an industry, general
on pools and

fically with regard to the new
the availabil

one we can

of a heater and hopeful
that's cost effective,

as pos

's a

i

't

power

a

cost

basis would be cost effective.
met and exceeded

are

on a li

pool
But,

cycle

any event,

75%

we

ibility if it keeps going of a
will

fectively put us out

business.

about non-storage type water heaters.

I'd like to make a few

It's really a very similar story.

The industry, through competition

and voluntary standards, has already improved the efficiency of
heaters up to the maximum practical limit for atmospheric
appliances.

The Commission's present 75% e

standard was nothing more than the adoption of the industry's voluntary
standards set some years ago.

Current Raypak models are much closer

to 80% than 75%.

Again, this is the lid that this quantum jump took place that I was
talking to you about.

If standards requiring power combustion and

condensing boilers are establ
have to consider the pos

California, causing us to
ity of building a heater, only for
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California, even though it might not be cost effective, I seriously
doubt that we would even risk the capital involved in developing
such a heater.

We would effectively go out of business in California,

which we think would be a detriment to California apartment owners,
at the same time, it certainly would again harm our company.

In

conclusion, let me say that I think California has alot to lose
and nothing to gain by seeking the exemption.
no-standard rule applies.

If the federal

Manufacturers will continue to

voluntarily, to the extent economically practical, because of
competition between themselves.

I know Raypak has and will continue to do so.

On the other

hand, if California stands alone with separate standards.

The

number of appliances meeting the standards will decline, the
manufacturers selling in the state will decline, jobs will be
lost in California, and California consumers will pay much higher
prices for what a large number, probably most, will not be cost
effective.

DILLS:

Thank you very much.

It was very good of you.

And, I want to

thank all of you who have waited during the day, particularly
my thanks to the staff who prepared what I think has been a very
fine meeting.

